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Abstract

Presently, the Arctic Ocean is undergoing an escalating reduction in sea ice and a

transition towards a seasonal sea ice environment. This warrants detailed investigations into

improving our understanding of the seasonal evolution of sea ice and snow covers, and their

representation in climate models. The interaction of solar radiation with sea ice is an important

process influencing the energy balance and biological activity in polar seas, and consequently

plays a key role in the earth's climate system. This thesis focuses on characterization of the

optical propefties-and the underlying physical properlies that determine them-of seasonal sea

ice during the fall freeze-up and the spring melt periods. Both periods display high spatial

heterogeneity and rapid temporal changes in sea ice properties, and are therefore poorly

understood. Field data were collected in Amundsen Gulf/Franklin Bay (FB), southern-eastern

Beaufort Sea, in Oct.-Nov. 2003 and Apr. 2004 and in Button Bay (BB), western Hudson Bay, in

Mar.-May 2005 to address 1) the temporal and spatial evolution of surface albedo and

transmittance,2) how radiative transfer in sea ice is controlled by its physical nature, and 3) the

characteristics of the bottom ice algae community and its effect on the optical properties.

Tlie fall study showed the importance of surface features such as dry or slushy bare ice,

frost flowers and snow cover in determining the surface albedo. Ice thickness was also important,

however, mostly because surface features were associated with thickness. For example, nilas

(<10 cm thick) was typically not covered by a snow layer as snow grains were dissolved or

merged with the salty and warrn brine skim layer on the surface, while surface conditions on

thicker ice types were cold and dry enough to support a snow cover. In general, the surface

albedo increased exponentially with an ice thickness increase, however, variability within ice

thickness types were very large. It is apparent that a more complete treatment of brine movement

towards the surface ice of the ice cover and the formation of surface features-such as frost

flowers or slush layers-is required to understand the albedo of newly formed sea ice.

The sea ice had reached its maximum thickness by late April in both FB and BB (-1.8 m

vs. 1.5-1.7 m). However, surface conditions differed notably as surface melting had not been

initiated in FB, while melting had progressed to an advanced stage in BB, illustrating the

difference in climate between the two regions (Arctic vs. sub-Arctic). The shortwave partitioning

between the atmosphere, sea ice and the ocean-as well as within the sea ice-was strongly



affected by diurnal freeze-thaw processes and synoptic weather events that controlled the optical

characteristics of the surface.

In spring, in situ measurements with a high vertical resolution were conducted within the

bottorn sea ice layers. The optical properties were strongly affected by ice algae present in the

bottom few centimeters. Parliculate absorption decreased quickly within the ice above the living

algae layer, and showed characteristics of detrital matter. The optical properties for the bottom

layers of the sea ice were found to significantly differ from interior ice. This is expected as the

bottom ice is very porous and has a lamellar platelet structure, in addition to containing high

concentrations of biological matter.

These findings emphasize the imporlance of processes occuning near the surface and

bottom boundaries in determining radiative transfer in sea ice covers. Ultimately, a focus on

linking numerous aspects of sea ice physics and biology is required in order to predict the

seasonal evolution of the sea ice cover in a changing climate.
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CHAPTER. 1: Introduction

1.1 Scientific rationale

Recent evidence of heightened reduction in areal extent (Parkinson et a|.,1999; Comiso,

2003,2008; Nghiem et al., 2007) and perennial ice thickness (Yu et al., 2004) of the nofihern

hemisphere sea ice have focused attention on the fact that impacts of global climate change can

already be seen in the high latitudes of our planet (ACLA,2005; IPCC,2007). Trends based on

observations point towards a transition to a seasonally ice-free Arctic Ocean within the first half

of this century (e.9., Maslanik et al., 2007). This development is comoborated by general

circulations models (GCMs) that collectively project a continuing decrease in ice extent and

thickness (e.g., ACIA, 2005). However, the simplified treatment in GCMs of many highly

coupled processes operating within the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere (OSA) system result in

considerable uncertainties in these predictions (Serreze et al., 2000; ACIA, 2005), and the

scientific community is actively developing and improving parameterizations to better reflect the

observed trends.

The current development is concerning because sea ice in the polar waters is an

important component in the global climate system. At any one time it covers 3-6% of the total

surface area of the earth (Comiso,2003). By acting as a thermal insulator and a mechanical

cover, sea ice strongly influences the air-sea exchange of energy, water and momentum (e.g.,

Maylcut, 1986), and thereby significantly affects weather and meteorological conditions. Its

growth expels salt and can lead to vertical convection in the ocean and deep-water formation

(e.g.,Winsor and Björk,2000). Thus, sea ice formation is a signihcant contributorto the global

thermohaline "conveyor belt" circulation-a major mechanism that transports oceanic heat



poleward and sequesters atmospheric COz into the deep ocean (e.g., Andet"son et a1.,2004).Its

low salinity melt water, however, inputs freshwater and thus stratifies the uppel layer of the

ocean aiding phytoplankton to remain within the euphotic zone and forms a barrier against

entrainment of warm Atlantic water (e.9., Aagaard and Carmack,1989). Sea ice drift may cause

melting to occur at significant distances from the place of formation, and thus constitute an

imporlant freshwater and latent heat flux (e.g., Vinje, 2001). However, since the sea ice cover is

relatively thin, small changes in the energy balance lead to rapid changes in its thickness and

extent. Thus, the presence or absence of sea ice serves as a sensitive indicator and amplifier of

climate change.

Sea ice is also a vital component in the polar marine ecosystem as it forms an important

habitat for a range of organisms from viruses to polar bears and humans. Sea ice provides a

stable substrate on which ice algae growth may occur. Highest ice algae concentrations (up to

200 mg chlorophyll-am-2) are typically found near the ice-ocean interface where the access to

nutrient as well as radiation is optimized (Arrigo, 2003). Ice algae and also other micro

organisms (bacteria, viruses) are, however, present in small concentrations throughout the ice

matrix and thought to originate from cells that were trapped within brine inclusions as the sea ice

formed (Garrison et al., 1989; Junge et a|.,2004). Recent evidence point towards a possibility

that atmospheric COz may serve as a carbon source for the interior micro organisms (Semiletov

et a1.,2004; Rysgaard et a1.,2007). As irradiance levels increase concurrently with the ice melt

progression during spring, conditions are reached when ice algae are released to the water

column due to melt water flushing (Lavoie et a\.,2005) and a loss of substrate in response to

increased absorption of radiation by the algae themselves (Zeebe et al., 1996). Melt water

stabilization of the water column together with increasing irradiance levels, and a possible



seeding effect of released ice algae, are thought to be important factors in initiating the spring

phytoplankton bloom (Michel et aL.,1993).

One of the key issues in energy balance studies is the treatment of solar radiation

interaction with the ever-changing sea ice cover. This interaction may be embodied by the

surface albedo feedback (SAF) mechanism (e.9., Curry et al., 1995). Its imporlance is stressed

by Hall (2004), who concluded from a model investigation that SAF accounted for about half of

the response to a doubling of atmospheric COz in high latitudes, and that it had a warming

impact on regions as far away as the tropics. However, a common feature in model studies (see,

e.g., ACIA,2005) is the oversimplif,red treatment of those properties and processes that determine

sea ice albedo (e.9., Hwang et a1.,2006). Note that the SAF mechanism is a natural part of the

seasonal cycle: During winter, the typically snow covered sea ice surface has a high albedo

(>0.8). With spring, increased radiation levels result in sufficient absorption within the sea

icelsnow volume to trigger melting and a consequent decrease in albedo, which then leads to

more absorption and further albedo decrease (a positive feedback loop). On a larger scale, the

reduction in sea ice extent and concentration causes a regional decrease in albedo and warming

of the upper water layers. The excess heat input to the water column is balanced by lateral and

bottom melt of the sea ice, resulting in fuither reduction in the regional albedo. Qualitatively, the

SAF mechanism is thus well understood. However, the prediction of future climates and ice

states in response to increases in greenhouse gas emissions requires a quantitative understanding

of the processes involved in the interaction of radiation within the OSA.

The sea ice cover is more complex than simply a homogenous slab of ice placed between

the atmosphere and the ocean. Sea ice and its snow cover are layered media composed of ice,



brine, solid salts, air and impulities. Snow is more porous than sea ice with spaces between the

ice crystals/grains/clusters that are mainly f,rlled with air (and water vapor). Brine is also present

as a film on the snow grain surfaces. In sea ice, brine and air are collected into inclusions that are

trapped in interstices of the ice crystal lattice. One of the main objectives in optical studies

within the OSA is to determine how radiation is partitioned between reflection, absorption and

transmission as the system undergoes changes in its geophysical and thermodynamic state. How

the snow and sea ice structure is formed and evolves, and how the inclusions are shaped and

distributed within, determine how radiation interacts with it. Structural-optical relationships

(Grenfell, 1983) may be used to go from physical properlies-such as temperature, salinity and

density-to inherent optical properties (IOPs)-such as absorption and scattering-that can be

used to solve for apparent optical properties (AOPs)-including, e.g., albedo and transmittance.

AOPs, in turn, are the necessary properties needed to obtain a radiation budget (Jin et a|.,1994).

This approach, however, requires information on inclusion sizes, number densities and their

distribution, something that is not easily obtained.

Inclusion size distributions are now known to some extent for the interior porlion of first-

year ice when temperatures are low (see Light et a1.,2003;2004, and references therein). When

sea ice temperatures are low (below about -5"C), brine inclusions are separate and reasonably

well represented by individual spherical inclusions (Light et a|.,2003). It is thus straightforward

to calculate the relevant optical properties from measured temperature, salinity and density

fields. In addition, radiative transfer in dry snow is well explained by the sizes of individual

snow grains and impurities (e.g., Warren, 1982). These structural-optical relationships are only

valid for winter and early spring conditions when temperatures are cold.



With the onset of melt in late spring, metamorphic processes result in the enlargement

and clustering of snow grains and eventually drainage of melt water and superimposed ice

formation. Temperatures increase to values above -5oC throughout the sea ice cover' Note,

however, that temperatures near the ice-ocean interface, and generally in thin newly formed ice,

are strongly affected by the presence of underlying seawater and therefore remain close to the

freezing point at all times. A rise in sea ice temperatures to values above -5'C is significant, as

this typically corresponds to a brine volume increase above 5%. Above -5oC, brine inclusions

begin to merge and the connectivity of the brine networks increase dramatically (Golden et al.,

1998; Light et al., 2003). As temperatures rise further, brine volume fractions become

increasingly sensitive to temperature changes. High temperatures not only impact the structure

and thereby the optical properlies of sea ice, but also its porosity and permeability which enables

dynamic processes to significantly alter the ice properties with time. How these processes are

interrelated is only beginning to become understood (Eicken et a\.,2004; Vancoppenolle et al-,

2007), and more of both field observations and modeling efforts are warranted.

1.2 The present work

In view of the impofiance of shortwave radiation both for physical and biological

processes, and the cunent lack of information on warrn sea ice, this thesis focuses around in-situ

observations of solar shoftwave radiation in the seasonal sea ice environment. Here, 'warm sea

ice' implies sea ice with a temperature above about -5"C. Processes connected to seasonal sea ice

are thought to gain in importance as the Arctic Ocean is pushed towards a seasonally ice-free

state (IPCC, 2007). A focus on warrn sea ice is further motivated by the proposition that

variability observed in sea ice optical properties can be related to processes that occur(red) at



temperatures above -5oC. The variability is mainly related to brine dynamics, which include,

e.g., the initial trapping of salts and irnpurities as the ice is formed, thermal equilibrium phase

changes, and resultant internal pressures causing brine expulsion and drainage, and the summer-

time fluslring mechanism (Cox and ll'eeks, 1988; Maus, 2007; Vancoppenolle et al., 2007).

Parlicular attention in this study is dilected towards the effects of organic matter that mainly alter

the optical properties through absorption. A striking feature is bottom ice algae community

whose settlement is facilitated by the high porosities near the ice-ocean interface, and may in fact

themselves alter the sea ice structure (see, e.g., Krembs et a\.,2002) and in the process change

the optical properties.

The penultimate scientific objective of this thesis is to determine the optical properlies of

seasonal sea ice during fall freeze-up and the spring melt periods. Both periods are characterized

by high spatial heterogeneity and rapid temporal changes that result in difficulties in interpreting

remotely sensed data (e.g., Zhou and Li,2003; Hanesiak et aL.,2001) or assessing responses to

climate variability and change (e.g., Drobot and Maslanilc,2003; Barber and Hanesiak,2004;

Belchansþ et aL.,2004; IPCC,2007).In general, electromagnetic radiation signatures from sea

ice are linked through the physical properties that determine them. Thus our observations were

supplemented by detailed observations of the relevant physical characteristics of the snow-sea

ice-ocean system. These include snow/sea ice temperature, salinity, density and structure.

Optically active impurities, such as particulates at the bottom ice algae layer, need to be included

in the case of visible radiation. An emphasis is set on the characterization of the most relevant

components affecting shoftwave radiative transfer and partitioning, and in turn relating them to

the physical state of the ice and its immediate surroundings. Such measurements are rare and a

necessary step towards the improvement and verification of climate models, as well as the
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development of more detailed integrated models that account for the evolution of physical,

optical and biological properties of the sea ice. More specifically, the thesis objectives can be

segmented into the following intenelated questions:

I. What is the spatial and temporal variability of the climatologically important apparent

optical properties (AOPs) of seasonal sea ice during the fall freeze-up period?

il. What are the principal environmental variables affecting AOPs and IOPs during the fall

freeze-up period?

m. What is the spatial and temporal variability of the climatologically important AOPs of

seasonal sea ice during the spring melt period?

ry. V/hat are the principal environmental variables affecting AOPs and IOPs during the

spring melt period?

V. Can AOPs be used to predict IOPs for 'warm' sea ice conditions during the fall of spring

periods examined in l-4 above?

The thesis is structured into seven chapters, which provide new information addressing

the five questions posed above. Chapter 2 first provides a review of the physical propeties and

processes on which radiation interactions within the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere (OSA) depend.

This includes a description of recent developments in Arctic sea ice extent and thickness, the

seasonal evolution of the surface energy balance and its components, typical values used for

spectral reflection and transmission in the OSA. In addition, basic concepts of radiation and

radiative transfer modeling are reviewed.

Chapters 3 to 6 are presented in the standard form of a scientific publication, i.e., with

introduction, methods, results, discussion and conclusions sections. The data presented in



Chapters 3 and 4 are from investigations conducted as a paft of the Canadian Arctic Shelf

Exchange Study (or CASES; see http://www.cases.quebec-ocean.ulaval.ca) in the Amundsen

Gulf and Franklin Bay (south-eastem Beaufort Sea, Arctic Ocean) during 2003-2004. Chapter 3

focuses on a characterization of the physical, strl,rctural and optical properties of newly formed

ice during the fall freeze-up period. The emphasis is on (1) the identification of typical features

in the sea ice that control interactions with shortwave radiation, and (2) to examine variability

within World Meteorological Organization (1985) ice categories. This chapter directly addresses

research questions I and II (above) and identifies steps needed to answer question V. This

chapter has been published as

Ehn, J. K., B.-J. Hwang, R. Galley, and D. G. Barber (2007),Investigations of newly

formed sea ice in the Cape Bathurst polynya: 1. Structural, physical, and optical

properties, J. Geophys. Res., 1 1 2, C05002, doi:10.1029 12006JC0031 02.

Other related publications that combine the above results with microwave emission signatures

from the fall period include:

Hwang, B. J., J. K. Ehn, D. G. Barber, R. Galley, and T. C. Grenfell (2007),

Investigations of newly formed sea ice in the Cape Bathurst polynya: 2. Microwave

emission, J. Geophys. Res., 1 I 2, C05003, doi: 10.1029 12006JC003 703.

Hwang, B. J., J. K. Ehn, D. G. Barber (2006), Relationships between albedo and

microwave emissions over thin newly formed sea ice during fall freeze-up, Geophys. Res.

L et t., 33, Ll7 5 03, doi : 1 0. | 029 I 200 6GL02l 3 00 .



Hwang, B. J., J. K. Ehn, and D. G. Barber (2008), Impact of ice temperature on

microwave emissivity of thin newly formed sea ice, J. Geophys. Res., Il3, C0202I,

doi : 1 0. 1029 12006JC003 930.

This work adresses the need to improve the interpretation of remotely sensed data for application

to Arctic-wide assessments of e.g. mass- and energy balance and biological productivity.

Particularly, new ice types are poorly identified by the passive microwave algorithms currently

in use.

Chapter 4 describes a spring experiment, which used the aid of divers to measure

transmitted spectral inadiance within the warm and porous bottom layers of landfast sea ice in

the Arctic. The main goals of the experiment were (1) to obtain information on apparent and

inherent optical properties (i.e., AOPs and IOPs) to facilitate the development and verification of

structural-bio-optical models, and (2) to asses the impoftance of absorbing impurities,

predominantly ice algae and their derivatives, and the sea ice structure itself on the spectral

distribution of radiation near the ice-water interface. This chapter directly addresses research

questions III, IV and V (above). Chapter 4 has been published as

Ehn, J. K., C. J. Mundy, and D. G. Barber (2008), Bio-optical and structural properties

inferred frorn irradiance measurements within the bottommost layers in an Arctic sea ice

cover, J. Geophys. Res., 1 13, C03S03, doi: 10.10292007 JC004194.

The next two chapters deal with field observations of landfast sea ice in Button Bay

(south-western Hudson Bay) during spring 2005, which were conducted under the umbrella of

the ArcticNet project (see http://www.arcticnet-ulaval.ca). Button Bay may be considered a sub-



Arctic region in terms of its southern latitude (58'N) and spring and summertime insolation

levels, however, sea ice conditions in Button Bay are comparable to landfast ice regions in the

Arctic in terms of ice thickness at the end of winter (e.g., ice thickness 1,.5-1.7 m in Button Bay

in 2005 compared to about 1.8 m in Franklin Bay the year before) and thermophysical properties.

In Chapter 5 the seasonal evolution and diurnal variability in the surface energy balance

and surface properties is studied using time series data obtained from a micrometeorological

station installed at a f,rxed location on the ice and from a program that observed spectral albedo

and transmittance of sea ice in the area with various surface types.An emphasis is put on (1) the

charucterization of diurnal variations in broadband albedo, and on (2) identifiying spatial and

temporal variability in the spectral albedo (thereby addressing questions III and IV). This

variability in surface properties-such as the partitioning of surface into bare ice areas (blue ice)

and snow covered mounds (white ice)-controls the parlitioning of shoftwave radiation in the

OSA system, and also the seasonal evolution of a melting sea ice cover. A limited version of

Chapter 5-focusing solely on surface exchange processes-has been published as

Ehn, J. K., M. A. Granskog, T. Papakyriakou, R. Galley and D. G. Barber (2006),

Surface albedo observations of Hudson Bay landfast sea ice during the spring melt, Ann.

Glaciol.,44,23-29.

Within Chapter 5, however, additional time series data on spectral transmittance is presented

(subsection 5.3.4) elaborating on radiation partitioning into reflected, transmitted and internally

absorbed components in the sea ice system during parts of the experiment.
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In Chapter 6, a more detailed look at the partitioning of shoftwave radiation within a

melting sea ice cover is taken. This chapter addresses reseach questions IV and V by examing

the connections between IOPs and AOPs within the spring sea ice cover. The manuscript

prepared ofthis chapter has been accepted for publication as

Ehn, J. K., T. N. Papakyriakou, D. G. Barber (2007),Inference of optical properties from

radiation profiles within melting sea ice, accepted for publication in Journal of

Geophysical Research-Oceans. Copyright 2008 American Geophysical Union.

Particular emphasis is put on the characteúzation of (accounting for) the radiation field in the ice

as it significantly affects the interpretetion of optical properties near the surface and bottom

boundaries.

In Chapter 7 , the main elements of the thesis are summarized and a conceptual summary

of the nature of fall and spring period AOPs and IOPs is provided; how the linkages between

AOPs and IOPs may be used to provide improved information about this critical period of

'warm' sea ice is discussed; and the importance of various environmental variables to the

specification of observed AOPs and IOPs is described. Chapter 7 is concluded with a statement

of limitations of this work and recommendations for continued investigation of processes and

properties of 'warm' sea ice.
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CHAPTER 2: Background and Theory

2.1 Preface

This chapter reviews the physical properties and processes on which radiation

interactions within the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere (OSA) depend. The characteristics of Arctic sea

ice are described in section 2.I.In section 2.2,the energy balance of the sea ice environment is

reviewed in terms of its seasonal evolution. The basic concepts of radiation and what is required

for its modeling is discussed in section 2.3. The above sections stress the interrelated nature of

the processes in parlicular. For example, radiation input to the sea ice lead to structural changes

that further promote increases in radiation levels - a positive feedback. However, it may also

promote ice algae growth which result in less radiation passing through the ice into the water

column. Finally, magnitudes and shapes of (spectral) reflection and transmission in the OSA are

illustrated in section 2.4, with an emphasis on observations, and explained in terms of gained

knowledge of inherent physical properties of the system.

2.2 Physical characteristics of Arctic sea ice

2.2.1 Thiclcness and extent

In the northem hemisphere, the sea ice extent typically fluctuates reaching a maximum in

February/March and a minimum in September. The average maximum (light grey in Figure 2.1)

and minimum (dark grey) extent since 1979 has been 15.7 and, 6.9 million km2, respectively

(Richter-Menge et ø1.,2006). The fluctuating part is essentially made up of seasonal sea ice that
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forms every year and then melts. However, passive microwave data observed using satellites

show a general decrease in the nofihern hemisphere sea ice extent by about -34300 km2 per year

(-2.8% per decade) from 1978 to 1996 (Parkinson et al., 1999).In recent years this decreasing

trend has been accentuated (ACIA, 2005; Stroeve et al., 2005) reaching a record monthly

minimum for each month in 2005 except }lf.ay (Richter-Menge et a\.,2006). Within 2005, the

maximum (red line) and minimum (blue line) values were 14.8 and 5.6 million km2, respectively.

Recent data (see http://nsidc.olg/) shows that sea ice reached a new absolute minimum record

extent of 4.1 million km2 in mid September 2007 (Figure 2.I), and. although ice growth

commenced, the previous record minimum in September 2005 was not reached until mid

October. The abrupt decrease in sea ice extent experience d in 2007 has led to concerns that a

'tipping point' may have been reached transforming the system towards an era of diminished ice

cover le.g., Holland et a|.,2006).

Also the thickness of the sea ice cover has been observed to decrease. By analysing data

collected using submarines , Rothrock et al. (1999) concluded that the thickness of the perennial

ice cover in the central Arctic basin decreased from an average of 3.1 m in 1956-1978 to an

average of 1.8 m in 1993- 7997 , even as the portion of first-year ice increased from 24% to 33%

(Yu et al., 2004). This amounted to a sea ice volume loss of 32o/o.If the trend with decreasing ice

extent and thickness continues, we may experience a seasonally ice free Arctic within the first

half of this century (ACIA,2005). On the other hand, no statistically significant change has been

observed for ice thickness in the seasonal sea ice zone (SSIZ) (Melling et aL.,2005). The landfast

sea ice cover represents an imporlant portion of the SSIZ that follows the coasts surrounding the

Arctic Ocean. Presently, landfast sea ice accounts for approximately 15o/o of the Arctic sea ice

area during winter (Yu and Stern,2005). Maximum thickness of undeformed, thermodynamically
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grown landfast sea ice in the Canadian Arctic typically ranges between 1.5 and 2.4m,largely

depending on the overlying snow cover thickness (Flato and Brown, 1996).

Figure 2.1. Maximum and minimum ice extents. The filled areas are the average extents from
7979 to present, while the contours show the record minimum extents observed during 2005 and
2007.
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Other ice zones of interest include the shear zone and the marginal ice zone (MIZ). Af

the shear zone, pack ice meets landmass causing it to converge and form ridges. The shear zone

forms a distinct boundary between the landfast ice and the pack ice with significantly thicker ice,

which may restrict water exchange between the estuary and the basin. The}y'rIZ is the part of the

ice that is affected by the presence of the open ocean. Its width is about 100-200 km, the outer

part of which is characterised by broken-up floes that rapidly decrease in size due to wave action

when approaching the edge (Wadhams, I98l). The MIZ displays highly variable properlies

(eddies, upwelling, high light levels and ice melting) that support high biological activity and is

therefore of considerable inter-disciplinarily interest. Remote sensing of the MIZ is difficult due

to its fractioned character with flow sizes smaller than available instrument resoluti on (Zhou and

Li,2003).

2.2.2 Sea ice.formation, structure and types

In the Arctic, the formation of new sea ice typically starls in October-November (Maykut,

1986) once the sea surface has cooled down to the seawater fteezingpoint (Ç) by heat loss to the

atmosphere. Normally this requires that the entire upper water layer (mixed layer) is at T¡

because a temperature reduction of seawater with a salinity (S,,") above 24.7%o results in an

increase in density and thermo-haline convection (\4/insor and Björk,2000). T¡is a function of

S",, and the pressurel e.g., seawater with S'u :34%ohas a T¡= -1.89.C (Fofonoff and Millard,

1e83).

Once the sea surface reaches the freezing point, additional heat loss produces slight

supercooling of the water and ice formation (Weeks and Ackley, 1982; I4/eeks, 1998; Eicken,

2003). At first small platelets and needles, calledfrazil ice, are formed in the surface layer and

accumulates at the surface. When freezing continues, the formation of a thicker, soupy mixture
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of lrazil ice, called greüseice, follows. This layer quickly consolidates forming a continuous ice

cover of roughly 1-10 cm thickness (Smedsrud and Skogseth, 2006). With significant wave

action, the frazil collects to form rounded discs collectively called pancake ice. Pancake sizes

range from a few tens of centimeters to a few meters (Wadhams et al., 1987). The pancakes

continually collide and separate resulting in characteristic elevated rims. With ongoing freezing

the pancakes adhere into a continuous ice sheet. Because of the turbulent nature (wind and

waves) of early ice formation, the upper 1-10 cm of the ice cover typically consists of a granular

texture with small, randomly oriented crystals. This ice type is usually termed granular or frazil

ice.

Once a solid surface layer has formed, further ice growth typically commences through

congelation at the ice-water interface. The growth rate becomes dependent on how fast heat can

be conducted from the ice-water interface towards the airlice surface, i.e. the thermal

conductivity and temperature gradient in the ice (Saloranta, 1998). Congelation ice crystals with

a more horizontal c-axis orientation have a slight growth advantage (Weeks, 1998). Further ice

growth therefore results in geometric selection towards ice crystals with their c-axis in the

horizontal plane (Figure 2.2) and an increase of their size with depth (Weeks and Ackley,1982).

This transition occurs within a few centimetres thick transition zone that forms a structure of

termed intermediate ice or the transition zone (Eicken,2003). Once horizontal directions in the

c-axis dominate, the ice type formed is called columnar ice and is the most commonly

encountered ice type in undefotmed ice.

At the growth (ice/water) interface a so-called skeletal layer builds up of ocean-facing

lamellar platelets protruding into the water column (Figure 2.2) (Eicken, 2003; Mundy et al.,
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2001b). The skeletal layer is interesting as the platelet and crystal structure of the resulting

columnar ice is largely determined as it forms at this interface. In addition, brine inclusions are

incorporated into the sea ice as it forms and concentrated between the ice grains. Thus as the ice

grows thicker, a record of the pliysical conditions that prevailed at the time of formation is

retained in the ice structure. Within a crystal the platelets are typically parallel with widths

ranging from about 0.4 to 1.0 mm with the width thought to be inversely related to growth rate

(Weeks and Hatnilton, 1962; Lofgren and Weeks, 7969; Nalcawo and Sinha,1984). The skeletal

layer is also of interest because this porous layer is where the bulk part of the sea ice algae

community resides (Arrigo, 2003).

T'S

Figure 2.2. The sea ice structure in the skeletal layer at the ice-water interface with
conesponding temperature and salinity profiles. T¡ is the freezing point temperature profile as

determined by salinity (S). Heat is transported (upwards) faster than salt (downwards), and thus
the temperature (T) of a thin layer ahead of the interface is heated from below more rapidly than
it receives salt from above as new ice forms. Because of this mismatch, the grey-shaded layer is
constitutionally supercooled.
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WMO ice thiclrness types-Sea ice is commonly classified based on its thickness

according to llorld Meteorological Organization (1985) (WMO) nomenclature. A short

description follows: New ice is a weakly or non-consolidated collection of ice crystals which

usually include frazil ice and grease ice. Once consolidated, nilas (0-0.10 m thick) is formed,

which is fuither classified into dark nilas (0-0.05 m) and light nilas (0.05-0.10 m). When the ice

sheet becomes thicker than 0.10 m the ice is classified as young ice. Young ice includes grey ice

(0.10-0.15 m thick) and grey-white ice (0.15-0.30 m thick). Based solely on thickness, pancake

ice may be classified to belong to either the nilas or the young ice types. Recently formed sea ice

thicker than 0.30 m is termed first-year sea ice and typically does not reach a 2-m-thickness

within a season. It is typically covered by snow. Ice thicker than 2 m is typically deformed or has

survived at least one summer melt cycle. Sea ice surviving one melt cycle is termed second-year

ice. If it survives two or more summers, it is called multi-year ice. Multi-year ice is thicker,

denser and less salty than first- and second-year ice. The surface of multi-year ice is

characterised by smooth hummocks and, during summer, large melt ponds.

2.2.3 Surfacefeatures

Snow cover-Once the newly formed ice sheet has reached a sufficient thickness (about

5-10 cm), it may begin to sustain a snow cover. The thickness of the snow cover can be spatially

highly variable due to wind that redistributes the snow effectively (Mundy et a1.,2005). The

presence of snow is significant as already a thin snow cover will significantly increase

backscattering of solar radiation. Additionally, snow strongly affects the growth rate of the sea

ice by effectively isolating the ice from the cold atmosphere (Papaþriakou,1999). As a rule of

thumb, 10 cm of snow has the same insulating effect as roughly I m of sea ice. The snow density
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carl vary from about 0.05 g c*-' fo, newly fallen snow to about 0.4 g cm-3 for wind packed snow,

which imply and air volume fraction of at least 50%.

Snow is a granular rnaterial composed of a large collection of ice crystals with various

shapes and sizes. After initial deposition, snow crystals undergo rnetamorphic changes with time

affecting crystal sizes, shapes and the overall density of the snowpack. In shofi, snow can be

subdivided into dry or wet snow depending on if its temperature is below or at the melting point

(Colbeclc, 1982). The metamorphism at the two temperature regimes is different. Dry snow

metamorphism results from water vapor movement within the snow structure, which is

controlled by the temperature gradient (e.g., Langlois et a\.,2006).In the absence of a signif,rcant

temperature gradient, e.8., shortly after deposition or during wind events, destructive

metamorphism occurs with an overall effect of reducing size and rounding crystals (Figure 1 in

Colbeck,1982). With a temperature gradient, on the other hand, crystal enlargement occurs with

large growing ones on the expense off small. The result is more angular and faceted crystals

(Figure 2 in Colbeck, 1982). Wet snow metamorphism occurs when melt water or brine is

present. In tlie pendular regime, i.e., unsaturated snow with liquid water content below aboutTYo

of the volume, grain clusters tend to form (Figure 3 in Colbeck,1982). However, once saturated

(funicular regime), liquid water begins to drain leaving behind well-rounded crystals (Figure 4 in

Colbeck, 1982). As melt water percolates through the snow pack it may encounter below

freezing temperatures, and thus refreeze forming ice layers and lenses. This is typical during

spring when diurnal variability in insolation levels and temperature causes melting during the

day and refreezing during night.
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Snow ice and superintposed ice-Often the load of snow cover on the ice can be

sufficient to induce flooding of seawater onto the ice surface, thus forming a layer of snow

soaked with seawater, a so-called slush layer. The slush layer can freeze very fast during cold air

temperatures, beginning from the top, and fotm snow ice (e.g., Kawamura et a|.,200I). Thus in

certain regions (e.g., Baltic Sea, Antarctica), snow ice formation can contribute a significant

portion to the overall ice thickness. Snow may also melt, in response to warm weather events,

rainfall or absorption by shoftwave radiation, and then refreeze at the snow/ice interface to form

superimposed ice (Eicken et a|.,1994; Nicholaus et a\.,2003). This superimposed ice layer will

continue to grow as long as melt water supply is sustained and temperatures remain below the

fieezing point. The different ice formation mechanisms in snow can be traced by looking at

crystal structure and at oxygen isotope ratios (Eiclcen et al.,1994; Kawamura et a1.,2001). Basal

superimposed ice layers may be important during spring and summer for the development of

mounds and melt ponds. Being nearly impermeable, they restrict vertical movements and thereby

force melt water to move laterally towards more depressed areas of the ice surface, which

eventually form melt ponds (Eicken et al., 2004). Similarly, superimposed ice may affect the

timing and extent of melt water flushing events (see section 2.1.4.2) (Vancoppenolle et al.,

2007).

Brine slcint and frost flowers-In new forming sea ice, an about 1-mm-thick brine skim

layer is often obserued on the ice surface (Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994). This brine skim

may have a salinity in excess of 100%0. The liquid brine is thought to be the source of vapor

needed in the formation of frost flowers (Martin et al., 1996), which form under cold and calm

conditions. They can take the shape of clumps, dendrites or needles on the scale of milli- to
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centimeters (see Martin et al., 1996). Frost flowers are important as they have a significant

impact on the thermal and electromagnetic properties of the sea ice.

2. 2. 4 Bullt compositíon

Excellent reviews on the sea ice composition are included in Weeks and Ackley (i982)

and more recently in Weeks (1998) and Eicken (2003). As a part of the ice growth process,

forming ice crystals expel impurities and thus consist of pure water. Brine solute is partly

rejected from the ice and partly trapped along the boundaries and in interstices of ice crystals and

the platelet substructure (Lake and Lewis,I970). The brine within the sea ice is concentrated into

brine pockets, tubes and channels of various sizes, shapes and numbers (see section 2.2.5) (Light

et aL.,2003). Properties such as temperature, salinity, brine and air volume show large variations

in the veftical, changing significantly from the surface of the ice to the water interface. A change

in e.g. the ice temperature results in changes in the ice/brine volume ratio and thus affects the

way in which light interacts with the ice (Light et a|.,2003;2004).

Equationsfor brine, solid salts and gas volume---The size of the brine inclusions (both in

snow and sea ice) is temperature dependent through phase change; a decrease (or increase) in the

temperature will result in additionalfreezing (or melting) on the walls of the inclusions (Assur,

1958; Richardson,I9T6). The brine volume fraction (v¿) in sea ice can thus be determined, based

on the requirement of phase equilibrium between brine and ice, using parameterizations by Cox

and Weeks (1983):
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wlrere ps¡ and. Ss¡ are the sea ice density (g .rn-') and salinity (%o), respectively. The air volume

fraction ( v") is obtain with knowledge of tlie density of pure ice (pp¡):

vn =I- P,, f Pr, +voFr, (2.2)

where p¡,i=0.917 -1.403x 10-4{, and, Tr¡ the sea ice temperature ("C). Ft and F2 are 4tl' order

polynomials as functions of temperature based on the phase relationships with coefficients found

in Cox and Weel<s (1983) and Leppäranta and Manninen (1988).

Brine dynamics in sea ice-Yariations in Ss¡ are controlled by entrapment of salt during

growth and by brine migration occurring after formation. The salt entrapment is largely

dependent on the salinity of the seawater and the ice growth rate (Cox and Weeks,I974; Nalcawo

and Sinha,1981). The initial salinity S¡,¡ of a newly grown layer is modeled as S¿¿¡ : knï9,,u where

k,¡ is a segregation coefficient obtained empirically as a function of growth rate (Weeks and

Aclcley,1986).

Brine migration processes are responsible for removing salt from the ice (Untersteiner, 1968),

and relatively quickly after formation result in a S,; profile with a C-like shape with high values

at tlie top and bottom layers and low values around 4-6%o in the interior parts (Figure 2.3a)

(Nakawo and Sinha, 1981). The balance between entrapment and migration result in a

general decrease in the average S,¡ as sea ice thickens (Figure 2.3b). After the initial salt

entrapment, the following mechanisms are taking place that move the brine in the ice (Weelcs and

Ackley,1986):
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1. Brine pocket ntigration. There is a temperature gradient in the ice sheet between the cold

surface and the warrrr bottom, and similarly there must be a vertical temperature gradient in

the brine inclusions. Freezing occurs at the cold end and melting of ice at the boundary of the

warrn end, which results in a slow migration of the brine inclusion towards the \¡/arrn side of

the ice.

Brine expulsion. With a 7l¡ decrease, some brine freezes in the brine inclusions, and

consequently there is a positive change in volume. This produces microscopic cracks in the

surrounding ice, making it possible for brine to escape either down or up towards the surface

(Eicken, 2003). Especially for thin, newly formed ice upward movement of brine is

facilitated by the large temperature gradient and high porosities near the surface. The result is

the formation of a brine skim and frost flowerc (Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994; Martin

et al.,1996).

Gravity drainage. As the ice grows thicker, the surface rises higher above the sea level

(freeboard increase) while the brine in interconnected tubes/channels will want to remain at

sea level. The created pressure will drive brine downward and some out into the water

012345678
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column. A second process acting in this mechanism is convective overturning within the

brine networks caused by an unstable brine density profile in response to increasing lr¡ with

depth. These processes are thought to be effective mechanisms to remove salt from the sea

ice provided that there are interconnected tubes in hydrostatic balance with the underlying

seawater. Sufficient connectivity is thoughtto occur oflcc v6 reaches 5-7o/o, typically after Tr¡

> -5oC (Golden et al., 1998). In larger features such as brine drainage channels (Cole and

Sltapiro,l998), i.e., a river system of relatively large channels extending all the way down to

the ice/water interface (Lake and Lewis, 1970), a flow moving up- and downwards in an

oscillatory fashion is observed (Eide and Martin,I975). The brine moving out is replaced by

less salty seawater and the result is a desalination of the ice column.

4. Meltwater flushing occurs during the summer season as snow melts or rain falls to the ice

surface (e.9., Vancoppenolle et aL.,2007). Surface water then penetrates the ice and flushes

out the brine. This is believed to be a very eff,rcient mechanism to remove salt from the sea

ice and responsible for the low salinity of deteriorated first-year ice which ends up forming

multi-year ice.

2.2.5 Inclusions in sea ice

Knowledge of volume fraction of ice, brine and gas within sea ice, calculated according

to Cox and I'V'eeks (1983), may be sufficient when calculating thermal properties of sea ice.

However, in order to understand radiative transfer in sea ice, it is necessary to have detailed

information regarding the size, number density and the spatial distribution of its inclusions. It is

the brine and gas inclusions that largely determine the electromagnetic, thermal, mechanical and
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permeable properties of sea ice (Golden et al., 1998; Perovich and Gow, 1996; Hwang et al.,

2006). Wliat is known about these inclusions is reviewed in this section. Other substances

present in sea ice that are important for its optical propefties, but not directly related to

equilibrium phase changes, are discussed in section2.4.3.

Brine inchtsions-Observations of brine inclusions are most commonly made from so-

called thin sections prepared from ice cores that were either artificially grown or transpofied

from the field (e.g., Perovich and Gow,1996; Cole and Shapiro, 1998; Eicken et a|.,2000; Light

et a|.,2003). This method has its problems since ice samples need to be prepared in a cold room

at -20 to -15oC, which may result in an alteration in the sample temperature and thus also the size

of the brine inclusions (Eiclcen et aL.,2000). Nevertheless, interior ice samples from first-year ice

collected and kept at temperatures near the required cold room temperatures may not undergo

considerable structural changes.

Analyzing horizontal sections of first-year sea ice, Perovich and Gow (1996) obtained a

brine inclusion mean cross-sectional area of 0.056 mm2 with a number density (ÀD of 1.0 mm-3

for granular ice near the surface, while the column ar ice had areas of 0.019-0.023 mm2 with N:

1.6-4.5 mm-' lsee their Table 1). A detailed study on verlically oriented brine inclusions were

conducted by Light et al. (2003). They found larger elongated brine tubes with numerous smaller

brine pockets in between (similar to Figure 2.4). The number density for brine inclusions as a

function of their length (/) were found to be well represented by

N(t) = 0.281-t e6 
Q3)

for / between 0.01 and 8 mm çrz:O.SZ7. This corresponds to an overall N of 24 -*-'. Similarly,
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for / > 0.03 mm çr2:O.ll¡. Using a non-destructive magnetic resonance technique, the evolution

of brine inclusions in first-year ice samples during a warming sequence from -2I to -6oC was

studied by Eicken et al. (2000). They observed an increase in N from 0.36 to 0.71 mm-3 with a

corresponding increase in the mean / from 0.45 to 0.78 mm and yfrom 3.3 to 8.3. Importantly, a

subsequent decrease in temperature may not bring about a reversible change in the inclusion
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structures (Light et al., 2003). However, little observational data exists on ice inclusions at T,¡ > -

5oC wlrere v6 change drastically in response to Z,¡ changes (Light et a|.,2004).

Solid salts-When the temperature decreases, the salinity of the brine will increase and

dissolved salts will be saturated and begin to precipitate. The different dissolved salts will

become saturated at different temperatures; CaCO3 u 6HzO (Ikaite) will form at -2.2"C, NazSO+

o 10HzO (Mirabilite) at -8.2"C and NaCl " 2HzO (Hydrohalite) at -22.9oC. Colder temperatures

are seldom reached and thus KCl, MgCl2 and CaClz precipitations are rare, as they only starl to

form at temperatures below -36.8'C (Weelcs,1998). The precipitated salts settle to the bottom of

the brine pockets/tubes (see Figure 12 of Light et aL.,2003). A portion also appears to remain

suspended in the brine. A possibility is also that they form a salt-ice layer on the brine pocket

walls. In general, solid salts are optically unimportant-because of their low concentration-at

temperatures above -8.2" by Light et al. (2003). However, they may have biogeochemical

implications because the precipitation of CaCO: causes a release of COz (Rysgaard et a\.,2007).

Gas bubbles-Air can get entrapped between the ice crystals forming bubbles when

brine drains out from the ice. This happens especially when the ice is lifted above the sea level.

Gas bubbles also form within brine inclusions as a result of melting and enlargement of the brine

inclusions due to the density difference between ice and water (Figure 2.4). These are small,

spherical bubbles, which often merge as the brine inclusions become larger, form clusters and

connect. Analysis of bubbles within brine in Figure 2.4 yielded a good power law fit:

N(r) = No,'-''t

2l

(2.s)



for sphere radii (f between 0.004 and 0.07 mm and the constant No:0.06 at -15'C resulting in

an overall N:l.3 ^ 
-' 

çLight et a1.,2003). Sometimes gas bubbles rising from the sea floor (e.g.

methane gas) can be incorporated into the ice. At some locations, due to the bottom conditions,

tlrese gas bubbles can be very abundant. Grenfell (1983) found a similar relationship for larger

bubbles with r : 0.1-2 mm with N6 : 0.012 obtained from the relation vo : 10.3 N6 and an

exponent in Eq. 2.5 of -1.24.

2.3 The energy balance of sea ice

2.3.1 Surface energy balance

The energy balance at the snow, ice or water surface is illustrated in Figure 2.5.Itis a

balance between exchanges with the atmosphere, both through radiative (Q\ and, convective

exchanges of sensible (Qfi and latent heat of evaporation (Qò, and conduction (Q) fromthe

underlying media (Oke, 1 987):

Q.+Qn+Qe+Qr=0. (2.6)

Q. is the net radiation to the surface and often separated into a net shortw ave (SLït*) and net

longwave (L'WÒ component:

Q- = SlT. + LW. = SWt -SW, +LW{ -LW¡, (2.7)

where the anows are denotations for down- and upwelling short- or longwave radiation,

respectively. The convention here is that positive terms represent an energy gain to the system,

while negative terms represent losses. Units are in watts per square meter (or W m-2).
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A surface is a massless plane by definition (Oke, 1987). Thus, the energy input to the surface

must be equal to the energy output. However, the above is not always true for a snodice system

where a significant portion of Sl44 penetrates through the surface and where the internal energy

of the system is strongly affected by temperature and phase changes. Thus, it is more

appropriate to consider a volume in which energy absorption and release are accounted for:

Q" +Q, +Qt +Q, + LQ, + AQr, =0,
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where AQ5 account for sensible heat changes (i.e., temperature changes) in the volume, and LQ¡a

accounts for phase changes within the volume (i.e., melting, freezing, sublimation, evaporation

and condensation).

Temporal evolution-In high latitude regions, Q. largely control the surface energy

balance with values often an order of magnitude larger than Q¡¡ and Qs (Maykut, 1986).

However, Steffen and DeMaria (1996) found that the latter two are important for growing

landfast ice, especially through Q¡1(see their Fig. 6) during initial formation (young ice). During

winter months, the above are typically negative (energy flow away from the surface), with p.

donrinated by Llfir $teffen and DeMaria, 1996; Pøpaþriakou, 1999). The surface losses are

balanced to a large degree by conductive heat flux (Q6) to snow base, which is defined as

Qc = -1c,, (2.e)

where /c"¡ is the thermal conductivity of sea ice and d[,ilù the temperature gradient with depth.

Sl44is essentially zero during the Arctic winter. With the return of solar insolation in late

winter and spring, Q. gradually evolves from an energy sink to a source, and becomes controlled

by StTt'. The monthly average SIZI rises to about 300 W m-2 during June (Maykut, L986).

Additionally, frequent incursions of warm air masses increase LW ¡ significantly (Papakyriakou,

1999). Later during the melt season, large diurnal variability is seen in SW¡, while LW¡ is limited

by melting at the surface (0'C -+ -320 W *-t¡. This leads to daytime melting and overnight

refreezing of the snow pack and consequent changes in its structure. Later the sea ice is

fractioned into a number of surface types, such as white ice, blue ice and melts ponds. A key

ôT,¡

dz
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parameter during the melt period is the shoftwave albedo (cr),

reflected from the surface, or

SW^

SW,

defined as the fraction of SII¡r

(2.1t)

(2.10)

The albedo is a major controlling variable in the Arctic climate system through the ice-albedo

feedback mechanism arid will be discussed further in section 2.5.

2.3.2 Growth and melt of sea ice

Congelation ice growth requires that the latent heat produced by the ice formed from

seawater and any additional heat flux from the underlying ocean (Qù is conducted away from

the interface, generally through the sea ice towards the colder surface. The energy balance at the

icelocean interface can be expressed by

p,¡L,¡(ãt",lA)* Qty = Qc,

where p,; is the density of the formed sea ice, Zr¡ the latent heat of fusion and ãtr¡the thickness of

the layer that formed within the time ã. Thus, the ice growth rate depends on how rapidly heat

can be transferred through the ice. Firstly, Qç becomes smaller with ice thickness increase as

dT,/ & becomes smaller. Secondly, Qç depends on the brine volume present in the sea ice as it

affects k,¡. Oertling and Watts (1998) expresses ¿si as

k", =(1 -vo)kr,+voko,
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where the thermal conductivities for pure ice (kp¡) and brine (/r¿) are functions of temperature

(see, e.g., Eicken,2003). /c¡ is about four times smaller thankri (=2.0 V/ m-'K-t at 0"C) resulting

in an overall reduction of fr,¡ when salt is present.

While early sea ice thermodynamic models assumed a constant Qw of around 2.0 W m-2

to the ice bottorn (Maykut, 1986), resent studies have found that solar radiation, absorbed in the

upper layers of water column through leads or after transmission through the ice pack, control

the seasonal cycle of Q* (Perovich and Maykut, 1990; Ebert and Cuny, 1993; Maykut and

McPhee,1995). Melting of sea ice is more complicated than a mere reversal in ice growth when

Qw-Qc becomes positive in Eq.2.11. Melting occurs most strongly at the surface due to a

positive Q* and, warïn air temperatures. Melting within the ice interior results in an overall

porosity increase, which will increase brine drainage to the ocean. Furthermore, ablation at the

icelocean interface is in fact a dissolution process rather than melting as seawater temperatures

typically remain below the melting point of the fresher sea ice. As ice melts, alayer that is both

less salty and warmer (at its freezing point) than the seawater below is formed at the interface,

causing the water column to become stably stratified. Because salt diffusion is much slower than

heat diffusion, the bottom ablation rate is limited by the salt flux towards the interface (McPhee

et al., 1987).

Effects of a snow cover on heat transfer-The presence of a snow cover can reduce Q6

by as much as 50% and consequently signif,rcantly affect growth rates (Eicken, 2003). This is

because snow is an effective thermal insulator. The thermal conductivity (kr,,) of dry snow is on

the order of 0.1-0.4 Wm-rK-r but can vary by one order of magnitude with changing snow

properties (density, grain size, wetness, etc.) (Sturnt et a\.,2002). On sea ice, brine commonly
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gets drawn up into the snow pack. Salinities in excess of 20%o have been observed near basal

Iayer by, e.g., Barber and Thomas (1999) and Langlois et al. (2006). Crocker et al. (1984)

reported vó going beyond 30%. This has significant impacts on the insulting properties of the

snow pack on sea ice, as brine-wetted snow has a 3-5 time larger /r,,, compared to dry snow

(Crocker, 1984; Stelfen and DeMaria, 1996). A snow cover during the melt season, on the other

lrand, acts in the oppositeway, insulating the ice from the warm To¡,ãfld slows down ice melt.

Additionally, snow has a high albedo, which further contributes to a delay in sea ice melt (Curry

et al., T995). Further discussion of snow will be in terms of its optical properties (section 4).

2. 3. 3 Electrontagnetic radiation

As seen above, radiation is one of the most impoftant components in the energy balance

of sea ice. Here the basics behind the radiative processes are delineated with the perspective of

the surface radiation balance. In the next sections a closer look is taken on the processes

pertinent to shortwave radiation interaction with the OSA system.

All objects whose temperature is above the absolute zero, i.e. 0 K, emit radiation. The

spectral radiance, L(,L), is described by Planck's law (e.g., Apel, 1987; Thomas and Stamnes,

ree9)

L()",71= ¿ .
2hcz ., -l -2 -l -1.

LJS m Sr nm lî 
"hcl)'-knr 

_1' (2.r3)

where /z is Planck's constant, c the speed of light, )"thewavelength, knisBoltzmann's constant,

and T the temperature (K). The emissivity (e) compensates for the fact that objects in nature
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rarely emitradiationperfectly, i.e., they are notblackbodies (e: 1) but so called greybodies (e<

1).

Consequently, as the sun has a high surface temperature (-5777 K) a major portion of the

radiation is emitted at shorter wavelengths, compared to relatively more of longer wavelength

radiation emitted by the earth's surface or its atmosphere. In energy balance studies, radiation is

therefore commonly subdivided into shorlwave radiation (with solar origin) and longwave

radiation (with ter:restrial oligin). The cutoff between these two is somewhat arbitrarily placed at

about 3.0 pm (Oke,1987).

Shortwave radiation-The shortwave solar radiation incident on a plane perpendicular to

tlre rays at the top of the atmosphere is characterised by the total solør irradiance (or solar

constant) (10).Ithas an average value of roughly 1366 Wm-2 (Fröhlich and Lean,1998) of which

about 38% lies in the PAR (Photosynthetically Active Radiation) region (Thomas and Stamnes,

1 9 9 9) ( s e e al so www. gri da. no/c I imate I ip cc _tar I w 91. I 2 4 4.htm) .

Even during a clear sky, the solar radiation is significantly attenuated as it passes through

the atmosphere. During its passage the solar radiation is (1) absorbed mainly by ozone, water

vapour, carbon dioxide and oxygen, and (2) scattered by small particles and molecules, and by

larger dust particles (aerosols) (Thontas and Stamnes,1999). The reduction is about l4o/o for a

dry and clean atmosphere with the sun vefiically overhead, and about 40%o for a moist and dusty

atmosphere (Kirlc, 1994). The fraction of PAR to SWI reaching the Earth's surface is between

45-50%. This fraction is higher than above the atmosphere because a larger proportion of the

infrared wavelengths are absorbed compared to PAR wavelengths. As the solar elevation

decreases, the portion of solar radiation reaching the surface also decreases due to the longer path
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taken by the photon through the atmosphere. The path length is approximately inversely

proporlional to the sine of the solar elevation. For example, the path length is twice as long with

a solar elevation of 30" compared to the sun in zenith.

In the absence of a cloud cover, the S'tï¡l at the Eafth's surface varies along the day in

much the same way as the solar elevation, i.e., smoothly and sinusoidally. When the sun drops

below the horizon, only diffuse radiation scattered by the atmosphere remains. A cloud cover

modifies the incoming surface irradiance strongly, both in spectral shape and magnitude. The

presence of a few isolated clouds in an otherwise clear sky can, due to reflection from the sides

of the clouds, increase SW¡ values by 5-l0o/o, as long as they are not directly obscuring the sun

(Kirk, 1994). On the other hand, a continuous cloud sheet always reduces the irradiance reaching

the surface. A thin sheet of cimrs clouds may reduce SW+ to around 70%o of clear sky values,

while a thick layer of stratus clouds might reduce it down to I0o/o (Kirk,1994).

Longwave radiation-The longwave radiation emission by a surface or a volume can be

obtained by integrating Eg. 3.8 to obtain the Stefan-Boltzmann's law:

L[4/ = toTa , [w --t] (2.r4)

where sis the emissivity (S 1), ostefan-Boltzmann's constant (:5.67 x 10-8 Wm-2K-4) and Zthe

temperature (K). For a snow or ice surface, LWl can be obtained simply by using the surface

temperature Ts and e of about 0.98-0.99 (e.g., Grenfell et al., 1998). LWt is more complicated

and depends on the temperature, water vapour and carbon dioxide profiles in the atmosphere

(Olce, l98l). In contrast to SllL it displays little diurnal variability, however, significant

differences are seen between a clear and a cloud-covered atmosphere (Papaþriakou, 1999).
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Maximum cloud coverage in the Arctic occurs during summer (90%), and minimum during

winter (40-50%) (Cttny attd Ebert,1992).

2.4 Light interaction in the sea ice environment

2.4.1 Basic concepts of the lightfield

Electromagnetic radiation is composed of a large number of photons traveling with the

speed of light. Even though every photon has a particulate nature, their energies are related to

theirwavelengththrough hclA(seeEq.2.13).Thusthelongerthewavelengthof aphoton,the

lower its energy is. For instance, a wavelength increase from 400 nm (blue) to 700 nm (red)

decreases the energy ofa photon to 5l%o.

Tlre measure of radiation is spectral radiance, L(0,þ,1), which is the power in aray of light at

wavelength )" and moving in a particular direction defined here by the zenith angle 0 and the

azimuth angle / (Figure 2.6). The spectral radiance is defined as the radiant energy Q, per unit of

time I (or the radiant flux), per unit wavelength per unit area A, per unit solid angle f), in a

particular direction:

L(0,þ,)") =
doQ

[W --tn--'sr-t1, (2.rs)
cos0dtdAdQd^

where sr is steradians.
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Figure 2.6. Definition of radiance incident upon the area element dA.

The other main quantity is spectral irradiance, F(.L), which is the radiance projected on to

a plane surface and integrated over a hemisphere. It has the unit of W m-2tt*-'. The down- and

upwelling irradiances, Fl.(l) and F¡(2), are the integrated L(e,ø,l) over all upward and

downward direction, respectively. Often it is practical, especially in biology, to consider the

number of photons instead of the energy and express the units as E s-l *-' nm-' where E is the

unit Einstein, which is equal to 6.022x1023 photons (:quanta) or 1 mole photons. For

monocromatic imadiance it is easy to convert the units from W to E s-r by multiplying with

Nohcl),, where i/¿ is Avogadro's number.
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2.4.2 Radiative transfer theory

A photon in any medium can be (1) absorbed or (2) scattered in some direction or (3)

undergo reflection/refraction. These fundarnental processes are illustrated in Figure 2.1 for the

OSA system. The latter arises in a medium where the index of refraction varies, such as over the

airlice interface or interrrally in the ice between ice and inclusions. Internal reflection/refraction

in anisotropic sea ice is of unknown importance and has to date received little attention in the

literature. The former two are fully characterized for any wavelength by the spectral absorption

coefficient, a.U.), scattering coefficient, b(Â.), and volume scattering function, fl,1,,ø¡, where @ is

the scattering angle. These three depend only on the substances comprising the medium and not

on the geometric structure of the light field and are thus refened to as inherent optical properties

(IOPs) (Ape\,1987). Often the phase function, pU.,@), is used rather than pQ",@) wherep(2,@) :

P(,À.,@) I b(1) so that þ11",ø¡aø : 1. The scattering angle @ expresses the change in direction

from ( p' , ø' ) into direction of the solution ( lt, ó) where lt = cos(0) .

The radiative transfer equation expresses the propagation of radiation in any medium

such as ice. Three processes alter the propagation: (1) absorption, (2) scattering out of, and (3)

scattering in to the beam. When considering a plane-parallel medium, i.e., a horizontally

homogeneous but with varying absorption and scattering properties in the vertical dimension

(P erovich, I99 6), the equation becomes:

dL(c, p,þ,,L)
= -L(r, p,ú,2) + S(r, ¡t,þ,,L)p (2.16)

dr
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where S is the source function, p = cos(O) and dr: (a+b)dz is the optical depth for the distance

dz where z is the physical depth. The source function accounts for the scattering in to the beam

and is expressed as (omitting the parenthesis in Eq. 2.16):

s = # [" l,n{u,þ; tt',þ')Ldp'dó' + } nru,ó; p',ó')r-'t'o 
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where ø: b I (a+b) is the single scattering albedo. The first term gives the contribution from the

diffuse radiation that is scattered from any direction toward (p,ó), and the second gives the

contribution of scattered light from the attenuated direct beam Io. In a non-scattering medium

(i.e., b:0) the source function can be neglected and Eq. 2.16 reduces to

dLu_-_aL-
dz

whicli when solved with ¡rl becomes Beer's law (Perovich,1996):

L(z,l) = L(zr,).)s-o("-") .

(2.18)

(2.re)

The radiation thus decreases exponentially with distance due to absorption when propagating

fromz¡ to zzwhere zz)zt. Therefore, Beer's law is commonly known as the law of exponential

decay.

2.4.3 Optical modeling of the OSA

Optical modeling involves solving Eq.. 2.16 or its approximations, which requires

determining the IOPs for the medium. The simplest and most used approximation has the form of

Eq,. 2.19 with modification to account for finite wavelength bands (see, e.g., Grenfell and

Maylcut, I9l7). Other more advanced solutions include the discrete ordinates method (e.9., Jin et

a1.,1994) and the Monte Carlo method (e.g., Haines et a1.,1997; Light et aL.,2004) that both can

be used to solve the angular distribution of radiance. A common approach in modeling the

ocean-sea ice-atmosphere (OSA) is to divide the system into a number of vertically varying but

horizontally homogeneous layers with distinct IOPs. In addition, the boundary conditions



between layers with different indices of refraction need to be considered, e.g., reflection and

refraction at the interface between ice and the atmosphere (Figure 2.7).

The absorption coefficient, a().), scattering coefficient, bU.), and phase function, pU.,@),

within a layer can be obtained as a sum of /r components (e.g., Hamre et a|.,2004):

k

a(1) =la,Q) ,
j=l

k

b(2) =>b ju.),
j=l

(2.20)

(2.2r)

p(1,@) =L b,Q')nt(1,@)
(2.22)

7" bQ,)

wherej denotes the different components. These components and their magnitudes are discussed

below for the OSA system.

Absorption-As shortwave radiation propagates in the atmosphere, it is subject to

absorption by molecules and aerosols to a degree depending respective concentrations and on

wavelength (for a detailed account on radiative transfer in the atmosphere the reader is referred

to e.g. Thomas and Statnnes, 1999). Shorlly, in the visible or PAR region, i.e., about 400-700

nm, absorption is weak and radiative transfer is dominated by scattering. However, within the

ultraviolet (UV) band (2 < 400nm) absorption is controlled by ozone (O3). Most UV radiation

with ), < 280 nm is absorbed in the atmosphere before reaching the surface. Between 280 nm< )"

< 400 nm some radiation reaches the surface depending on the 03 optical depth. In the near

infrared, i.e., about 700 nm < 1< 3.0 pm, radiation is absorbed in discrete wavelength bands by
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oxygen, water vapor and carbon dioxide (Thomas and Stamnes, 1999). Shortwave radiation that

after scattering reaches the surface is termed dffise, while the un-scattered part is called direct

(Figure 2.7). This distinction has impacts on how radiation is reflected from the surface (Warren,

1982).

In snow, sea ice and seawater, a(),) is due to contributions by seawater (SW) and ice (I)

itself, and by other optically active substances (OAS). The OAS are commonly separated into

tlrree groups; (1) phytoplankton (algae) with absorbing pigments (CHL), (2) non-algal

parliculates of biological or tenestrial origin (NAP), and (3) coloured dissolved organic matter

(CDOM) or yellow substance. For each layer in snow/sea ice/seawater, the absorption coefficient

can be expressed as:

a(2) = v,a,(.2.) + voa,,,,(1) + a,,,,(Å.) * a,,,,r(I) r ã,,o,,,(1) , (2.23)

where subscripts denote the above absorbing components. In snow and sea ice, a¡(.L) and a6Q,)

are are multiplied by their respective volume fractions (section 2.2.4), while in seawater v¡:0

and vø: 1. Absorption spectra for pure ice and seawater have been measured by, e.g., Grenfell

and Perovich (1981) and Smith and Baker (1981), respectively. The spectral shape and

magnitude of OAS absorption is commonly modeled using

an,,(I) : ffichtA,t,t(l)lCHLf ,

a rrr(1) = *,,o,, n' """(ooo-') ¡NAP1,

an"^(1) - es,bu'Ø4j-t) aoo,,,(440) ,

(2.24)

(2.25)
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where m¿,¡ (-0.06) and m,,oo (-0.05) are constants controlling the magnitude, A"nt the normalized

absorption coefficient for the algae, 
^S,,,p 

(-0.005) and ^9¿,,, 
(-0.018) are slope factors, ICHL] and

[NAP] concentrations, and a¿ou,(440) the absorption coefficient for CDOM at 440 nm (Roesler

and Perry,1995). Figure 2.8 illustrates the shape of these components.

Phytoplankton or algae are unicellular plants found everywhere in the euphotic layer of the

marine environment as well as in sea ice and snow. Due to the absorbing properties of the water

molecule, they have adjusted into absorbing light in the PAR region (about 400-700 nm).

Chlorophyll-a (CHL) is the main light-absorbing pigment and present in all photosynthetic algae.

It is relatively easy to measure and is therefore often used as a measure of biomass. CHL has two
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major absorption peaks - one near 440 nm and the other near 670 nm (Apel, 1987). Depending

on species, a number of so-called accessory pigments are present, which are specialized in

capturing photons at distinct spectral regions (and thereby also identified) and mainly pass the

absorbed energy on to the CHL. Through the process of photosynthesis the captured solar energy

is then turned into and stored as organic carbohydrates.

CDOM is mostly derived from remains and metabolic products of marine plants and

animals that have dissolved in the water. However, especially in coastal regions, a large part of

CDOM originates from tenestrial sources. The general characteristic of CDOM is an absorption

that increases exponentially with decreasing wavelength (see Eq. 2.26). This gives it reddish-

yellowish colour and it is therefore often termed yellow substance. The exponential slope may

vary significantly from one place to another (Roesler and Peny,1995).

The disperse group of NAP or so-called suspended particles include all organic and

inorganic matter, with the exception of phytoplankton, that have particle sizes large enough to be

collected on filters (Roesler and Perry, 1995). It has a similar absorption curve as CDOM but

with smaller exponential slope. Substantial amounts of NAP are deposited at the surface from the

atmosphere in the form of soot or dust, and are know to affect the albedo (Warren, 1982).

However, most are of lithogenic origin transporled by rivers and cunents. These inorganic

sediments and their derivatives are incorporated into the ice during its formation and during

flooding events. NAP also include biogenic matter, such as rest products of dead algae and zoo-

plankton (detritus).

The distinction between the three OAS is made cornplicated by biogenic matter such as

viruses and bacteria, which are too small to be collected on filters, and although parlicles become
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classif,red as CDOM. In addition, aggregates with mixed properties may form out of algae,

detritus, bacteria and CDOM.

Scattering-In weakly absorbing media, such as the atmosphere and the ocean within

visible wavelengths, molecular scattering is important. Molecular scattering can be explained

using Rayleigh scattering theory where b,,otn"uu(l) shows îa wavelength-depend ence (e.g., p. 72

in Thontas and Stamnes, 1999). The Rayleigh scattering phase function is

(2.27)

where rooris the polarization ratio equal to 1 in the atmosphere and 0.84 in seawater (Morel and

Gentili,1991). For seawater, Morel (1974) found

b,,"U.) = (tzo lt)0" (2.28)

However, in sea ice and snow, where scattering is dominated by inclusions and grains

that are >> l,b(l) can be taken as wavelength-independent. In general, b¡insea ice and snow

can be obtained using Mie scattering theory assuming that the components j can be described as

discrete spheres with the radius r distributed uniformly within the layer. This often involves

representing the inclusions with equivalent volume and area spheres (Light et al., 2003). bj

becomes

p,,o,,¿,(@)= + 
=- 

(t * .or' 1o¡),
47r 5_l frot

¡i""*

n, = [zn' 
g,(r)N,(r)d.r,

'iri¡
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where Q rs the scattering efficiency, and lÇ the number density (see section 2.2.5) as a

of r. Q approaches 2 when r>>).. Often there is not sufficient information on N;(r)

consequently approximated using and effective radius (r,¡) obtained by matching

inadiance values against measurements. rqf defined as

,* = tiu,{r¡f ar f tw,{r)r'd, ,

function

which is

modeled

(2.30)

and b,=Zmlo,,N, where N; is the number of inclusions/ per volume. Then, because u¡ fot

spherical inclusions is v ., = +nlo,,N ,, it is convenient to express b¡ for brine and air as

?tt
b.="'i (2.31)t 2rro

The phase function for spherical inclusions can be can be calculated using Mie theory or

approximated using the Henyey-Greenstein phase function (Henyey and Greenstein,l94I),

P ¡(@) =
l- g,1

(2.32)
4rc (l+ 5,1 -2S,cos(@))3iz '

where g; is the average cosine or the asymmetry parameter obtained using Mie theory. For brine

inclusions (including brine pockets and tubes), solid salts, air bubbles and particulates in sea ice,

g; is found to be about 0.982-0.997,0.97-0.99,0.85-0.86 and 0.93, respectively (Hamre et al.,

2004; Light et a\.,2004). Furthermore, Light et al. (2004) reported a decrease in gb,i,,n from 0.995

to 0.982 when Z,¡ decreased from -4 to -28oC. The higher the g¡, the more the radiation is forward

scattered (i.e., @ is small).
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Effects of the surface-When the light crosses the interface between two optically

different media (e.g., from air to water, ice or snow) it will be reflected and refracted. Specular

reflection predominates from surfaces that are smooth in length scales relative to the wavelength,

while diffuse reflection (or scattering) predominates from rough surfaces. For both, the incident

angle of the incoming radiation is imporlant, whether it is diffuse or mostly direct radiation.

These different media have different indices of refraction, n, which are specific for the material.

Forairn iscloseto l.0,whileitis 1.33-1 .34for water,dependingontemperatureandsalinity,

and about 1.31 for ice. The angle of refraction, @, measured normal to the surface of the rays of

this light penetrating below the surface is given by Snell's law:

n,sin(0,) = n,sin(0,), (2.33)

while tlre angle of reflection 0,. is equal to @ (see Figure 2.7). An important effect of the surface

is that the cone of rays entering water or ice becomes naffower. Radiation from any direction in

the upper hemisphere will enter through a smooth water surface within a cone with an apex of

about 2 (Dera, 1992). In the same way light emerges through the surface back into the

atmosphere only through such a cone. Upwelling radiation in the water column with 0 > 48.5o

will be internally reflected at the air-water interface.

The energy ratios of reflected and refracted to incident radiance is obtained with

Fresnel's equations (e.g.,Ape|,1987). For fully diffuse incident radiation, 6.6% of the incident

radiation is reflected with93.4o/o being transmitted into the water column. The reflected porlion

is about 2o/o for a radiation beam with an incidence angle between 0 and 40" and then increases

exponentially to about 6Yo at 60" , l3o/o at70" ,35o/o at 80o and T00% at 90o.
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2.5 Observations of apparent optical properties

In contrast to IOPs, the apparent optical properties (AOPs) are measured using the

natural light field, and thus depend not only on the optical properties of the medium, but also on

light and boundary conditions. Consequently, it is more diffîcult to relate them to the physical

properties of tlie medium. But it is with AOPs that the energy parlitioning within the OSA

system can be directly determined. The AOPs include, e.g., the albedo, transmittance and the

diffuse attenuation coeffîcient, which are dehned and demonstrated in this section.

2.5.1 The albedo

The spectral albedo, a().), is defined as the ratio of upwelling inadiance, F¡(0* ,.L), to the

downwelling inadiance, F¡(0*,I), immediately above a surface (Perovich,1996):

F^(0* ,2)
a( )-l = ----i--:------------:.

Ft(0.,7)

The total shorlwave albedo, a, akeady defined in Eq. 2.10, is related to

over the shortwave solar spectrum, i.e.,

l^.a(1)Fr(0. ,2)d).
^t-'/'w- ? )

LFr(o-,1)d7

(2.34)

a( 2) thr ough inte grati on

(2.3s)

where 250nm < A)"< 3.O¡rrn. It is a measure of the amount of solar energy absorbed below the

snow/ice surface. The albedo is most strongly related to surface conditions, however, it is clear

from Eq. 2.35 thatthe albedo also depends on the spectral shape of the incident radiation. Thus

the sky condition, i.e., clear or cloud covered, has an effect on the overall value. A cloud-covered

sky may increase the albedo by up to I\Yo by absorbing radiation more strongly in the near
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infrared (>700 nm). Allison et al. (1993) found variations in the albedo ranging 0.01-0.08 due to

varying cloud coverage. However, within visible radiation, where the albedo is the highest,

spectral changes (in shape) are small. In addition, most spectroradiometers used in field

investigations are capable of measuring radiation up to 1000-1100 nm. Changes in shortwave

radiation above 1000 nm due to sky conditions are at rnost +0.009 (Allison et aL.,1993).

The total albedo can vary signif,rcantly both temporally and spatially. Perovich (1996)

summarized the range of observed values spanning about 0.06 for open water to 0.87 for new

snow on the ice surface (Table 2.1). Due to its range, the albedo is the most imporlant factor in

determining the parlitioning of solar energy within the OSA system (Jin et al., 1994). New and

young ice types (section 2.2.2), which are not included in Table 2.1, span from open water values

to roughly 0.20 (Allison et aL.,1993; Brandt et a|.,2005). The presence of a snow cover, even on

relatively thin ice, increases the albedo to values above 0.7 largely independent of the underlying

ice thickness.

Table 2.1. Observed range of values of the total shortwave albedo in the Arctic (adapted from
Perovich,1996).

C)
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Ã u È cú q¡ q)ä 

= aj à õ =^ ,
PAo o Ê: È Ë ¿,& Ä Ë È Ë B; 2

0.06 0.15 0.21 0.29 0.32- 0.40 0.52
0.34"

0.56- 0.70
0.68

0.77 0.81 0.87

estimate from Figure 3 in Perovich (1996).
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Seasonal progression-In section 2.2, the seasonal evolution of sea ice was discussed.

Here it is extended with a discussion of spectral albedo. Figure 2.9 shows spectral albedos

measured over a range of ice types. The albedo for seawater is predominantly due to specular

reflection at the surface. Because of the low backscattering in (clear) seawater, most radiation

penetrating below the surface is absorbed. For dark nilas (<0.05m) the albedo is comparable to

open water values because the ice is relatively warm and porous with almost no air inclusions.

As the ice thickness increases, it becomes colder and inclusions are trapped. This increases the

scattering in the ice, and thus the albedo, but also the overall absorption due to the increased

distance traveled by photons within the sea ice (Jin et al., 1994). Perovich (1990b) found that the

albedo of newly formed sea ice in a lead in the Arctic increased from 0.1 (open water) to 0.9

(snow covered ice) within a few days. Similar results were found by Allison et al. (1993) and

Brandt et al. (2005) for Antarctic sea ice (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9. Examples of spectral albedo measured
data presented in Perovich (1998) and Brandt et al.
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The surface conditions of a sea ice cover play a central role in determining the albedo. A

snow cover of a few centimeters effectively hides the underlying ice so that the albedo is that of

the snow cover. Other significant surface features include frost flowers and simply the surface

layer of the ice (particularly the portion above the freeboard) that often is composed of granular

ice with numerous air inclusions. A high scattering surface layer results in more backscattering

to the atmosphere, but also in a decrease in transmission to deeper layers in the ice and ocean.

Frost flowel covered sea ice remains highly under-studied rnainly due to logistical difficulties to

access and work with new sea ice formed under natural conditions. However, laboratory studies

indicate that the presence of frost flowers may increase the surface albedo to an extent similar to

snow (Grenfell et a|.,1998). Grenfell et al. (1998) observed an increase in albedo by 0.1-0.2.

During winter and early spring, sea ice is generally covered with snow. Consequently the

albedo remains relatively constant with values > 0.9 within PAR (Figure 2.9). The albedo of the

snow pack is due to scattering, the magnitude of which is determined by the snow grain sizes,

and the presence of impurities that increase absorption above pure snow levels. Additionally, the

solar zenith angle and the fraction of diffuse to direct radiation affect the albedo (Waruen, 1982).

During late spring and summer, melting causes the surface to fraction into a number of surface

types, e.g., melting snow, white ice, blue ice and melt ponds. Melt pond coverage on level ice

reaches a maximum of 25-50Yo by mid-July with a corresponding decrease in albedo from 0.75-

0.80 to 0.25-0.45 (Morassutti and LeDrew, 1995). Barber and Yackel (1999) observed melt pond

coverage up to 80% during SIMMS'95 in the Canadian Archipelago. As the melt season

progesses, porous ice, cracks and seal holes result in the draining ofthe surface, thereby reducing

pond coverage (Barber and Yackel, 1999). Furthermore, diurnal processes are important. For

example, overnight freezing often results in the formation of a thin ice layer on the melt pond
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that disappears during the day. An increase in albedo of 0.03-0.07 was observed for refrozen

melt ponds by Hanesiak et al. (2001). Towards freeze-up in fall, melt ponds remain ftozen

throughout the day and eventually freeze throughout. This is especially common for multi-year

ice with melt ponds that not always drain during summer (Morassutti and LeDrew,1995).

Regional albedo---The albedo shows large spatial and temporal variability that is most

pronounced during the fall freeze-up and spring/summer melt periods (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.9).

What is thus irnportant for climate-scale studies and modeling is to obtain a regional albedo

estimate. Regional (spectral or broadband) albedos are a weighted avetage of statistically

determined surface types. In summer, the surface is typically divided into areas of open water,

deformed ice (ridges), level blue and white ice, and melt ponds. During freeze-up, a multitude of

new and young ice types are present with highly variable surface reflective properties. White ice

surfaces are interesting, as they tend to sustain a fairly constant albedo even as the ice thickness

decreases. This is because white ice is characterized by a snow-like, high scattering surface layer

above the freeboard, which is maintained by drainage through the permeable ice (Eicken,2003).

However, to what extent a stable white ice albedo is maintained as summer melt progresses and

the timing of its breakdown is currently not well known.

Satellite sensors operating in visible and near infrared wavelengths can and have been

used for direct measurements of regional albedo in a climatologically significant scale (e.g.,

Robinson et al., 1986; De Abreu et al., 1994; Hanesiak et al., 2001.; Zhou and Li, 2003).

However, the interpretation of satellite data is significantly hampered by the masking effect of

the atmosphere (e.g., Vermote et al.,I99l), anisotropic surface reflection (e.g., Perovich,1996),

and limited sensor resolution leading to heterogeneity of many surface types within a pixel (e.g.,
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Zhou and Lí, 2002). Furthemnore, observations in visible wavelengths are largely unusable

during large parts of the year low insolation levels during dark winter months and a prevailing

cloud cover during summer. Note however that the albedo in itself is of limited importance

during dark period of the year even though surface heterogeneity is still a major issue for the

energy balance through spatially variable sensible and latent heat conduction and longwave

radiation emission to the atmosphere.

Radiation in microwave frequencies are largely unaffected by atmospheric conditions

and can be used throughout the year. Therefore satellite sensors operating in microwave

frequencies are typically utilized in remote sensing of sea ice in high latitudes. As discussed in

section 2.2.1, microwave data is regularly used for Arctic-wide estimates of ice concentration

and extent (e.g. Parkinson et a\.,1999). More specific algorithms, using combinations of various

frequencies and polarizations, have been developed for the detection of various ice types (e.g.

Hwang et a\.,2001 , and references therein). These algorithms need to consider heterogeneous ice

types and variations in ice concentration within pixels. For regional energy balance estimates in

ice covered seas, arguably the most important variables needed are sea ice thickness and surface

temperature for the ice types encompassed within a pixel. Furthermore, during summer months

the shortwave albedo is of critical importance. The above variables can be deduced, through

empirical relationships or more detailed modeling, from satellite microwave data (see, e.g.,

Hwang et aL.,2006;2001;2008, and references therein).

2.5.2 Transntission

Transmission measurements are more rare compared to albedo measurements mainly

because of the difficulty in placing sensors below the ice. Knowledge on radiation transmission
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is imporlant, as biological activity in and under the ice is to a large

availability of PAR. The spectral transmittance, TQ.), is the fraction

transnritted, E¿(2,1), to a certain depth z:

E,,(2,2)
llAl=

E't(0" ')')

parl controlled by the

of E¿(0*,1) to what is

(2.36)

The composition and thickness of the layer essentially determine the magnitude and

spectral distribution of T(l). Overall transmission through the ice pack is largely controlled by

high scattering near the surface and the highly absorbing algae near the bottom (Figure 2.10).

Perovich (1996) showed that less radiation is transmitted through the sea ice due to an increase
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Figure 2.10. Effect of snow and the bottom algae layer on the transmission of radiation through
1.45 m thick first-year ice as predicted by a two-stream radiative transfer model presented in
Mundy et al. (2007). Model validation data obtained from Resolute Passage (NU) in 2003
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Figure 2.11. Effect of snow cover versus algae layer biomass (CHL) as predicted by a two-

stream radiative transfer model presented in Mundy et al. (2007).

in algae concentration (from 119 to 157 mg CHL m-2) even though the snow thickness reduced

by 14 cm (from 19 to 5 cm). A recent study in Resolute Passage (Nunavut, Canada) resulted in

data that allowed a modeling comparison of the influence of snow and CHL on transmitted

radiation through landfast ice (Mundy et a\.,2007) (Figures 2.10 and 2.lI). Results indicate that

a snow thickness of 10 cm has a similar effect on Z(PAR) as a CHL of about 170 mg *-'lFigute

2.ll). Similarly, about 40 mg CHL m-2 compares to a snow thickness of 1 cm.

However, T(.L) also decreases as it passes through the interior porlion of sea ice. As a

general rule, T().) drops off in an exponential manner with increasing depth. As a result, the

dffise attenuation cofficient, K,t(1), is regularly used to express this attenuation:

d ln(E,)KrlL)=---ï
dz
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Figure 2.12 shows commonly adopted values used for K¿(1) in snow, sea ice and

seawater. The range spans 1-2 orders of magnitude between the different types depending on

their scattering and absorption characteristics (section 2.4.3). The general feature is minimum

values near 450-500 nm and a strong increase towards infrared wavelengths where absorption by

the ice and water dominates. Recent obselationsby Pegau and Zaneveld (2000), Grenfell et al.

(2006) and Light et al. (2008) have questions the magnitude of some of these spectra, especially

for longer wavelengths.
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Figure 2.12. Spectral diffuse attenua-
tion coefficients for ice and water types
(drawn from two-stream model input
data courtesy of D.K. Perovich; see

also Perovich,1990).
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CHAPTER 3: Investigations of newly formed sea ice in the Cape Bathurst

polynya: Structural, physical and optical properties

3.1 Preface

The material in this chapter has been published in Ehn, J. K., B. J. Hwang, R. Galley, and

D. G. Barber (2001),Investigations of newly formed sea ice in the Cape Bathurst polynya: 1.

Structural, physical, and optical properties, J. Geophys. Res., ll2, C05002,

doi:10.I02912006JC003702 (Reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union). I was

responsible for the major part of the work in this paper, inluding f,reld sampling and analysis,

data analysis and writing. The contents of the chapter address research questions I and II of my

thesis.

3.2 Introduction

Recent evidence of changes in the areal extent (Parkinson et al., 1999; Serreze et al.,

2003; Barber and Massom, 2006) and thickness (Wadhams and Davis,2000; Yu et a1.,2004) of

northerrr hemisphere sea ice have focused scientific attention on the fact that we may already be

seeing the first and strongest impacts of global climate change in the high latitudes of our planet

(ACIA, 2005). The reduction in perennial sea ice and the later formation of annual ice

underscores the need to better understand the geophysics and radiative transfer of newly forming

sea ice as this form of ice may likely become increasingly common, both spatially and

temporally, in the northem hemisphere.
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Polynyas are pafticularly prone to change, being areas of thinner ice and reduced ice

cover (Morales Maqueda et a\.,2004; Barber and Massorn,2006). Nonetheless, as winds and

curents continuously move forming ice and new ice-free areas appear, polynyas are also areas of

extensive ice production. As a result, both spatial and temporal variability in ice properlies are

large with a multitude of newly formed sea ice types and conditions occuring within small areas.

Thin sea ice plays an important role in the Arctic climate system. It significantly lowers the

surface albedo and approximately doubles the atmosphere-ocean heat exchange compared to

thicker rce (Maylcut, 1978). Its rapid growth increases the salt flux to the surface layers of the

ocean which drives thermohaline convection (Winsor and Björk, 2000) and there is growing

evidence that brine kinetics plays a role in the flux of carbon dioxide across the ocean-sea ice-

atmosphere interface (Miller et aL.,2005).

Sea ice formation requires a supercooled surface layer in the ocean. Suspended ice

crystals form in this layer that rise and accumulate to the surface collecting into a uniform layer

of fraztl ice crystals called grease ice (lleel<s and Ackley, 1982; Smedsrud and Skogseth,2006).

During calm conditions this layer quickly consolidates into a solid ice cover of randomly

oriented ice crystals. With significant wave action, the frazil collects to form rounded discs

collectively called pancake ice. Pancake sizes range from a few tens of centimeters to a few

meters. The pancakes continually collide and separate resulting in characteristic elevated rims.

With ongoing freezing the pancakes adhere into a continuous ice sheet. Once a solid surface

layer has formed, fuither ice growth typically commences through congelation at the ice-water

interface. Ice crystals with a more horizontal c-axis orientation have a slight growth advantage.

Therefore, further ice growth results in geometric selection towards columnar ice crystals with

their c-axes in the horizontal plane and an increase of their size with depth ([Ieeks and Ackley,
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1982). This transition occurs within a few centimeter-thick transition zone that forms so-called

intermediate gr anular lcolumnar ice (E i c ken an d L an ge, 1 9 8 9).

As a part of the ice formation and growth process, salt is partly rejected from the ice and

partly trapped along the boundaries and in interstices of ice crystals and the platelet substructure

(e.g., Weeks and Ackley, 1982). The initial entrapment of salt is largely dependent on the salinity

of the seawater and the ice growth rate (Weeks, 1998). The brine within the sea ice is

concentrated into brine pockets, tubes and channels of various sizes, shapes and numbers (Light

et aL.,2003). These brine inclusions determine, to alarge extent, the electromagnetic, thermal,

mechanical and permeability properties of sea ice (Barber et a1.,2000; Golden et al., 1998;

Perovich and Gow,1996). The size of the brine inclusions is temperature dependent; a decrease

(increase) in the temperature will result in additional freezing (melting) on the walls of the

inclusions. The brine volume fraction in sea ice can thus be determined, based on the

requirement of phase equilibrium between brine and ice, using parameterizations by Cox and

Weeks (1983). As ice temperatures decrease, pressure build-up in brine cells force brine to

nrigrate upward and downward through a process called brine expulsion (l4teelcs and Ackley,

1982). Upward movement is facilitated by high porosities within a few centimetres of the surface

layer (Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994). A result is also the formation of a high salinity layer

on the ice surface, which under cold and calm conditions may lead to frost flower formation

(Perovich and Richter-Menge,1994; Martin et aL.,1996).

Satellites operating in visible and microwave frequencies have severe difficulties

detecting areas of thin ice (Comiso et a1.,2003; Zhou and Li,2003). The key improvements of

this problem rely on a better understanding of the interaction between electromagnetic radiation
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and brine within sea ice. Brine inclusions within sea ice affect radiation propagation primarily

througlr scattering (e.g., Perovich, 1990b). In addition, through formation of the surface brine

layer and frost flowers, brine in the ice significantly affects the interaction of electromagnetic

radiation with the ice surface. Laboratory studies indicate that the presence of frost flowers

increases the surface albedo to an extent similar to snow (Grenfell et al., 1998). Perovich

(1990b) found that the albedo of newly formed sea ice in a lead in the Arctic increased from 0.1

(open water) to 0.9 (snow covered ice) within a few days. Similar results were found by Allison

et al. (1993) for Antarctic sea ice. Despite its importance, few field observations have been

conducted over newly formed ice in the Arctic (e.9., Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994;

Sntedsrud and Skogseth,2006) mainly due to logistical difficulties to access and work with new

sea ice formed under natural conditions.

The second leg of the Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study (CASES), onboard the

research icebreaker CCGS Amundsen in October-November 2003, provided a unique opporlunity

to study thin, newly formed sea ice in the Cape Bathurst polynya (southeastern Beauforl Sea).

The fall freeze-up program was designed to improve our understanding of the geophysics and

electromagnetic properlies of very young ice. Due to sampling challenges this type of ice is

rather underepresented in the literature, yet, this period plays a very important role in exchange

of mass and energy across the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere interface and thus is of considerable

interest from the perspective of climate change. In this study detailed sea ice geophysical and

thermodynamic state variables were sampled coincident with observations of reflectance spectra

in visible and near infrared wavelengths, and passive and active microwave signatures of the sea

ice. This paper focuses on the characterization of structural, physical and optical properties of the

new ice types, while the accompanying paper by Hwang et al. (2007) deals with the microwave
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emission characteristics and its interaction with the prevailing structural and physical ice

properties. The long-term goal of this work is to develop a theory linking the physical-structural

properties of sea ice with its optical and microwave properlies. Here, the approach is to identify

the typical features that dominated the ice properties during the experiment, and examine

variability within commonly usedWorld Meteorological Organization (1985) ice categories.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Site description

The Cape Bathurst polynya is an enlargement of the circumpolar flaw lead system

(Barber and Massom,2006). The flaw lead forms at the interface between landfast first-year sea

ice and the offshore mobile pack ice which circulates throughout the year in the southem

Beaufort Sea(Barber and Hanesiak,2004), in the area southeast of Banks Island (Figure 3.1). It

is generated and maintained by forcing related to the anti-cyclonic motion of the Beaufort gyre

(Fett et al., 1994) and in particular tlie hemispheric motion of the mobile ice away/towards the

landfast edge in Amundsen Gulf. The seawater properties are affected by runoff from the

Mackenzie River about 150 km to the west (Carmack et al.,1989). The riverine influence results

in lower salinity surface plumes with a terrestrial signal (Carmaclc et a1.,1989; Guéguen et al.,

2005). However, the river water is largely constrained to the coastal zone once the landfast sea

ice is formed with the stamukhi zone at its boundary. The stamukhi is a line of thick compression

ridges parallel to the coast formed through the interaction between the landfast ice and the

mobile pack ice (Barber and Hanesiak,2004).Ice formation is initiated during October -early

November and the polynya is fully ice covered by December (Arrigo and van Dijken,2004).
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Figure 3.1. Map of the study area with sampling sites. The ice information is summarized from
ice charts provided by Canadian Ice Service.

3.3.2 Data collection and analysis

The meteorological conditions were monitored throughout the experiment onboard the

icebreaker. An automated station was located at the bow of the ship with sensors mounted 10 m

above the foredeck, about 17 m above the sea level. Air pressure, temperature, wind speed and

direction were recorded as l-minute averages. Wind speed and direction were additionally

monitored by the ship navigation system from sensors located above the wheelhouse roughly 30

m above sea level.

A total of 41 ice stations were visited as part of the field program. The sampling sites

were chosen to be representative of the dominant ice types encountered in the area. The
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variability inherent to the sampling sites is illustrated in Figure 3.2b, which shows broken-up

light nilas and grey ice floes during sampling at station 718 (19 October) with rafting evident

where floes touched and dark nilas where they moved apaft. However, sampling of deformed ice,

such as rafted or ridged ice, was avoided. To access the very thin ice types, either a small air-ice

boat (Figure 3.2a) or an "ice cage" lowered from the icebreaker was used. The air-ice boat

enabled frequent sampling during a single launch of unaltered thin ice types at a sufficient

distance away from tlie ships influence. During air-ice boat based sampling or immediately

before or after ice cage operations, temperature-salinity-density casts were carried out onboard

the icebreaker, providing near coincident observations of surface water salinity, S,u, and

temperature, f,,.

At the ice stations, ice and water surface temperatures were obtained using a handheld

temperature probe (Hart Scientific Model 1522). The manufacturer calibrated the instrument to a

temperature accuracy of +0.005 oC. For ice surface temperature, the probe was placed directly on

the surface and shaded when necessary from direct solar radiation either by the air-ice boat or the

observer. For snow covered ice, the surface temperature refers to the snodice interface

temperature. For thicker ice, temperature profiles were measured immediately in the field from

ice cores taken using a MARK II coring system (9 cm internal diameter, Kovacs Enterprise).

This was done by drilling holes at specific depths towards the ice core center and inserting the

temperature probe.
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Figure 3.2. (a) The air-ice boat at station 508 on 23 October 2003. (b) Aerial photograph (by B.J.

Hwang) of station 718 with CCGS Amundsen (length about 98 m). Ice floes were of light nilas or
grey ice type while dark nilas and rafted ice are seen at the floe edges.
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To determine ice salinities, 5 cm or shorter ice core sections were placed in airtight

Ziploc plastic bags and melted overnight onboard the icebreaker. The conductivity of the melt

water was measured using a handheld conductivity meter (Hoskin Scientific Cond 330i) and

converted into salinity units using UNESCO 1983 algorithms (Fofonoff and Millard, 1983).

Some brine drainage will have occuned during the process of cutting and bagging the samples,

even though efforts were made for quick handling of ice samples. The reporled salinities may

thus to some extent underestimate the actual salinity and consequently the brine volume of the

ice sheet under observation. To compare salinity profiles of sea ice with variable thickness and

type, the midpoint layer depths of the ice slabs were segmented into top, middle and bottom one

thirds of the total ice thickness. The exception to this normalization procedure was dark nilas,

whose small thickness (< 5 cm) did not permit any subsampling. For surface salinity, a thin layer

of the surface was scraped into a bag and determined as described above. When snow was

present on the sea ice, snow samples were collected for salinity determination following the

same approach as for sea ice. Layers in the snow were described categorically (if more than one

was present, a.g., slush layer, new snow layer, intermediate layer). From the temperature and

salinity profiles it was possible to estimate the brine volume fraction and the density of the sea

ice using equations given in Cox and lMeeks (1983) and Leppäranta and Manninen (1988).For

these calculations the mid-layer temperature was used, as temperature profiles were nearly

linearly increasing with depth. Furthermore, as densities were not measured directly, it was

assumed that air volume fractions in the ice were negligible. This assumption is reasonable since

thin newly formed ice has a high brine volume fraction and a small freeboard. However, using

the above referenced equations, it can be found that a Io/o increase in air volume fraction

similarly results in a decrease of sea ice density by l%.
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Additional ice cores where taken from 31 of the sites. Two of the sites were of a

consolidated pancake ice type and 2 cores per site were subsequently obtained. The cores were

placed in plastic sleeves and brought back to the icebreaker for immediate storage at -20 
oC until

processed in the cold laboratory onboard the ship to determine sea ice microstructure. First, each

core was divided into approximately 10 cm sections which were further cut vertically. The

resultant slabs were attached onto glass plates for stability and planed down to 5 mm thickness,

so-called thick sections, using a hand plane. Pictures of the general distribution of brine and air

bubbles were taken from these vertical thick sections with a digital camera (Canon Powershot G2

4.2 mega-pixels). Higher resolution images of the inclusions were taken using a

stereomicroscope (Leica MZ 7.5) with an adapter to the digital camera. The resolution of most

images was roughly 320 pixels per mm. Once finished, the thick sections were further planed

down to thin sections of about 1 mm thickness. Pictures of crystal structure were taken from the

thin sections using a light table and cross- and parallel-polarized sheets with a macro setting on

the camera. Additionally, horizontal thick and thin sections were selectively prepared similarly to

the above description in order to fuither characterize the ice crystal structure. Size and shape

statistics for crystals, grains and inclusions were calculated using image analysis software

(ImageJ@). Detailed information of sea ice microstructure is important to understand its effects

on radiative transfer within sea ice in optical (mainly through scattering processes) and

microwave frequencies (dielectric properties) (e.g., Light et aL.,2003: Grenfell et aL.,1998). The

circularity was defined as 4nA/P2, where A is the crystallgrain area and P the perimeter. A

circularity of less than I indicates a deviation from a perfect circle. For grains and brine

inclusions with a more regular elliptical shape, as is also the case for platelets, the aspect ratio,
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i.e., the ratio between the major and minor axis of the best fitting ellipse, is a good indicator of

shape.

Using the air temperature record from the location of the icebreaker, the age of the ice at

the time of sampling could be roughly determined. The time since formation, /, was estimated by

subtracting the change of ice thickness, /z¡,

Lh,=!(T,, -T")Lt
h¡P¡L

(3. 1)

for each time step A/ (1-minute averages) until h¡: 0 (Leppäranta, 1993), where p6 is the sea ice

bulk density, v6 the brine volume fraction, and 7,, and To the seawater and air temperatures,

respectively, and k¡ the thermal conductivity of the ice. The thermal conductivity was calculated

using tlre exponential regression suggested by Yen (I98I).puwas estimated as a function of h¡

using the regressions for yå shown in section 3.4. The latent heat of fusion, L, was kept at 333.9

kJ kg-t. The above equation is a simplification as it assumes congelation ice growth, a constant

7i during the ice growth, that To observed onboard the ship was representative for a larger area,

no oceanic heat flux and no snow cover. Nevertheless, estimates that serve for a qualitative

comparison with salinity data were obtained. Furtherrnore, a linear temperature profile through

the ice is assumed, however, regressions through available points in temperature prof,rles verified

that the assumption of linearity explained more than 95Yo of the variation for h¡ < 0.2 m.

Surface-leaving spectral reflectance was measured at the ice stations using a dual-headed

spectroradiometer (FieldSpec, Analytical Spectral Devices Inc., Boulder, Colorado). The

instrument measures radiation in the wavelength region 350-1050 nm simultaneously with two

separate fiber optic probes. Instrument calibration was performed by the manufacturer prior to
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the investigation using a NIST traceable light source that is guaranteed to be accurate to l-2%o in

total irradiance. The random error in the calibration was estimated to be within 0.5% over the

spectral range in use. Upwelling spectral radiance (211) was measured from nadir using a 25-

degree field-of-view fore optic and compared against a white reference plate (Labsphere

Spectralon) with known reflectance properties. Coincident cosine corrected downwelling

irradiance measured using the second fiber optic probe was used to conect for changes in the

incoming spectral irradiance (Fl,Ð. The surface-leaving spectral reflectance (p) was thus

calculated as

(3.2)

(3.3)

where the superscript wr denote spectra obtained from measurements of the reference plate. If

the surface was lambeftian, i.e., 212 independent of viewing angle, then pt would be identical to

the surface albedo. This is a reasonable approximation for snow covered ice and/or under

overcast sky conditions when F1¿ is largely diffuse (Perovich, 1996). The wavelength-integrated

reflectance (p) was calculated from pt.as

I 
p 

^Fr^d),HF)
tF,.d)"I +./'

where the integration limits are 350 and 1050 nm. The percentage of incident shortwave

irradiance above 1050 nm is around 10% during overcast conditions and is not accounted for in

the present calculation of p (Allison et al.,1993).
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3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Environmental conditions and ice observations

Various types of sea ice with thicknesses ranging from 0.01 to 0.45 m were sampled

during the investigation. These are categorized based on the commonly used World

Meteorological Organization (1985) nomenclature. New ice is a weakly or non-consolidated

collection of ice crystals which usually include frazllice and grease ice. Once consolidated, nilas

(0-0.10 m thick) is fotmed, which is further classified into dark nilas (0-0.05 m) and light nilas

(0.05-0.10 m). When the ice sheet becomes thicker than 0.10 m the ice is classified as young ice.

Young ice includes grey ice (0.10-0.15 m thick) and grey-white ice (0.15-0.30 m thick). Recently

formed sea ice thicker than 0.30 m is termed first-year sea ice. The special case here is pancake

ice which is formed as a result of wave action. Based solely on thickness, pancake ice may be

classified to belong to either the nilas or the young ice types.

During the first two weeks of observations in late October (YD 292 to 306) a total of 31

ice sampling sites were visited (Table 3.1, stations 7184 to 2068). The Canadian Ice Seruice

(CIS) ice charts for YD 293 and 300, also show a mixture of new ice, nilas, grey ice and grey-

white ice in the area. Air temperature remained around -2 to 4 "C during the first week with

wind speed of about 5 m/s (Figure 3.3). However, colder temperatures had prevailed during the

previous week (see Figure 3.3). Light snowfall was observed on YD 293, 294, 295 and 298,

however, the amount of snow accumulated on the ice was small and quickly merged with the

brine-wetted surface forming a soft surface slush layer.
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Table 3.1. Bulk physical properties at the ice stations.

YD 292 292

UTC 1840 1915

T, -r.7 -1.6

7,, -1.1 -1.1

,s,, 20 g 2o.g

s, 199 169
S¡ 58 5.5

Y6 .204 .200

292 292

1930 2001

-2.4 -2.4

-1.1 -1 1

20.9 20.9

20.0 20.4

6.4 4.2

181 .119

\ì

293 293 294

1847 I9I9 t824
-21 -2.1 -2.2

-1.1 -r.2 -1.3

21.4 21.4 25.6

t3.7 18.3 21.9

5.8 5.3 6.0

.187 t62.I7l

-SSSSNJN)N)¡J¡rr.J¡JÀÈB B E N B =r>,w,o,i- 
I E 3 3 F E = àrõ,8 À 3 3EúoUFE6lõblõ'c¡

299 299 299

2029 2046 2100

-3.6 -3.2 -3.3

-1.5 -1.5 -1.5

25.3 25.3 25.3

16.0 19 3 t9.9
6.5 5.9 7 .5

.126 .126 .tss

294 295 295

1908 2327 2335

-2.1 -2.3 -3.8*

-1.4 -t.4 -r.4
25.6 25.9 25.9

7.4 16.s

5.1 t6.3
t44 .459

299 299

zt40 2200

-3.3 -2.1

-1.5 -1 5

25.3 25.3

lz.t r7.7

6.s 14.7

.t34 .433

296 296

0029 0051

-3.2 -2.8

-1.5 -t.6
25.9 25.9

19.s 19.9

6.8 6.8

.140 .r24

Symbols (and units) are as follows. YD, year day; UTC, universal time (hours minutes); T, and 7,,,, surface and seawater
temperatures ('C), respectivelY, S,,, ^9, and 

^96, 
surface seawater, ice surface and bulk ice salinities (PSU), respectively; and

v¿, brine volume fraction. Z, values marked with ' *' denote estimates using Eq. 3.4.

300 301 301

1807 1600 1610

-4.2 -4.7* -2.2*

-1.4 -1.3 -1.3

25.7 27 .4 27 .4

23.6 13.9

1.2 2.8 5.1

126 050 148

296 296 296 296 297

t940 2020 2045 2130 t840
_3.7* _2.5* _3.4x _4.2* _3.9

-1.4 -t.4 -t.4 -t.4 -1 5

26.7 26.7 26 7 26.7 27 0

26.7 23.4

7.5 9.0 6.3 6.3 3.5

.131 .231 127 108.064

301 301

1620 t620
-4.4 -4.4

-1.3 -1.3

27.4 27.4

28.1

5.2 4.9

089 083

305 305

1530 2035

-2.4 -2.9

-1.5 -1.5

28.3 27.6

7.8 26.2

3.2 5.5

084 118

297 297 298 298 299

22t8 2218 0147 0t47 2009

-4.8 -4.8 -5.2 -5.2 -3 3

-1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1 5
27.6 27.6 27.9 27.9 253
10.6 t7.6
4.8 4.4 5.1 4.2 6.2

.074 .068 .073 .060 .129

308 308

1840 1900

-5.2 -4.6

-1.5 -1.5

21.3 27.3

390 280
11 1 10.s

.165 .169

308 308

1930 20t5
-2.5 -5.0

-1.5 -1.5

27.3 27.3

16.8 40.0

5.1 t2.0
.12s .185

308 309

2045 1730

-7.2 -4.0

-1.6 -1.3

273 276
3 1.9

r0.2 3.3

115 .061

310 310

1900 1900

-3.4 -3.4

-1.4 -1.4

27.0 27.0

180

4.r 5. i
.085 .108

311 315 317

t7l5 t815 2000

-2.9 -r0.3 -7.2

-1.4 -1.5 -t.4
27.1 27.5 27.5

37 .6 25.6

3.7 4.6 4.8

084 .039 .0s4
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Figure 3.3. Temporal trends of wind speed and air temperature obserued onboard the ship. A 3-
hour moving average was applied on the data. The wind speed was additionally corrected for
ship motion. The arrows indicate the times when ice samples were collected.

Sudden changes in air temperatures and wind speeds occurred during the second week.

Temperatures decreased to -16 oC on YD 303 (Figure 3.3) and later again increased briefly to as

high as -l oC on YD 305. Frequent snowfall events were observed throughout the week and the

snow cover accumulated to significant thickness on the predominantly grey and grey-white ice

types (Figure3.4, stations 206A and B). On nilas ice a slush layer quickly formed when snow

merged with the surface brine.
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During the third week of the observation (YD 307 - 313), 8 sites (stations 2004 to 415)

were visited. Grey and grey-wliite ice were dominant on the CIS ice chart for YD 310. The air

temperature decreased to -14 
oC on YD 309 and again rose to -2 "C on YD 311 (Figure 3.3).

Snowfall was frequent during the week.

From then on, air temperatures decreased below -15 oC. These cold air temperatures

quickly thickened the ice cover. The CIS ice chart for YD 314 shows that the dominant ice types

were grey-white and thin hrst-year ice. This ice was predominantly snow covered. Low light

levels and temperatures limited the sampling opportunities and as a result only two sites (stations

312 and 303) were visited during the late stage of the experiment.

A high salinity surface layer was commonly observed during the investigation (Table

3.1). According to Perovich and Richter-Menge (1994) the presence of a surface brine layer is

essential for the formation of frost flowers. The surface brine layer can have a salinity in excess

of 100%o. The brine is a source of water vapour that nucleates into frost flowers above small

roughness protrusions on the ice surface.

Frost flowers were first observed on YD 296 at station 508, which was the station closest

to the multi-year ice pack. This was surprising as air temperatures remained close to -4 oC.

Substantially lower temperatures have prevailed during previous investigations (Martin et al.,

1995; Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994). Most likely these frost flowers had formed sometime

around YD 287-291 when colder air temperatures prevailed. Temperatures down to -14 "C were

observed at the icebreaker's location (Figure 3.3). Particularly the 2 m air temperatures obtained

from National Centers for Environmental PredictionÀ{ational Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCEP/¡{CAR) reanalysis data nearest to station 508 showed temperatures as low as -IJ oC on
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YD 291 (data not shown here). For the same time, NCEP data shows an 80 Wm-2 net loss of

longwave radiation from the surface, relative to 50 Wm-2 on YD 296, due to thin and high

clouds. The prevalence of a thin cloud cover could also be confirmed by visually inspecting

MODIS RGB images. The surface of the thicker grey-white ice, i.e. 5084 and D (Figure 3.4),

had an about l0-mm-thick slush layer beneath the frost flowers. The frost flowers appeared as

clumps that had parlly merged together resulting in an areal coverage of about 50-60%. Station

508C (hi: 0.14 m) did not have a distinct slush layer present and the areal coverage of frost

flowers was about 1045%. These frost flowers had formed into about 100 mm2 clumps with

needle-like protrusions (order of 10 mm long). The 0.05-m-thick ice sampled at station 5088 did

not have frost flowers present, however, the uneven, slushy surface suggested that an earlier

presence of frost flowers was possible.

During the second and third week frost flowers were often sited from the ship, however,

the next sampling opportunity occured at station 200 in Franklin Bay on YD 308. At this time,

lower air temperatures prevailed (-I2'C). The areal coverage of frost flowers on the bare light

nilas (stations 2004 and D) surfaces were around 50-70% and for the dark nilas (2008 and E)

which had a coverage between L-5%. The appearance of the ice surface for dark nilas was not

unlike that of station 508C. Frost flowers formed distinct clumps, 10-100 --t i.t size, with small

needle-like protnrsions extending roughly 10 mm above the surface. On the light nilas, frost

flower clumps had merged into clusters of 1-10 cm2 sizes. The thicker ice was mostly snow

covered (Figure 3.4).
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3.4.2 Textural characteristics of the sea ice

The undeformed ice typically consisted of orbicular granular ice (g) at the top portion of

the ice cover, and a gradual shift into columnar ice (c) with increasing depth. The zone of

transition between these two ice types, showing properties of both, is termed intermediate

granular-columnar ice (g/c). Often the uppermost part of the ice column was characterizedby a

distinct layer of a more fine-grained variant of granular ice (hereafter termed fg). The above

classification follows that by Eicken and Lange (1989) (see their Table 3.1) with the addition of

the more specific granular ice types fg and dg (disc-like granular ice; described below). These

textural features are summarized in Figure 3.4 for all ice samples collected. The large variability

in thickness and texture of the ice samples highlights the highly variable growth conditions and

formation mechanisms of the sea ice in the area. Apart from the pancake ice samples and station

5084 (were rafting appeared to have occurred when the ice was approximately 0.07 m thick) all

sampled sea ice were undeformed. The portion of granular ice (i.e., fg, dg, dg/g and g) for all the

ice sttucture samples ranged between 2.60/o to l00o/o, with an all-sample (a total of 4.22 m of core

was examined for texture) combined mean of nearly 33%o.The portions of g/c and c were about

37o/o and 30%, respectively.

The ice core sampled at station 1244 on YD 299 illustrates a nilas structural

classification (Figure 3.5). The fg surface layer is likely formed parlly out of snow (i.e. snow-

ice), however, oxygen isotope analysis was not conducted to confirm these observations. The fg

grainsize ranged from undetectable to roughly 1.6 mm2, causing the texture to appear opaque

and white. Occasional grain inclusions of up to 4 mm' were found. The sizes and shapes for the

ice textural types for all analysed cores are compiled in Figure 3.6 where crystal properties are

weighted by the total measured area in order not to skew observations towards the smaller, more
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numerous crystals. Detectable fg grains were rounded with diameters and circularities averaging

0.72 mm2 and 0.7I (unitless), respectively.
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Figure 3.6. Crystal and platelet size and shape for textural types based on thin section analysis.

The smaller size box plots are for platelets in c and glc ice types. The parenthesis shows the thin
section orientation; v for verlical, h for horizontal. The tabulated values (mean + standard

deviation) for the brine layer spacing, a0, and the aspect ratio are calculated from the major and

minor axis of a best fitting ellipsoid to platelets and crystals (in case of granular ice). Analysis of
fg was conducted for grains between 0.i-4.0 mm2; the anow towards left indicates that smaller
grain sizes were not detected and the sample looked opaque between cross-polarized sheets.

Stations starting from I24A (YD 299) had fg areas < I.2 mm?.

The granular ice obserued at depths between about I and 4 cm in Figure 3.5 show disc-

like crystals, i.e., horizontally elongated crystals that appear rounded in shape when viewed from

above. Henceforth, this ice will be called disc-like granular ice (dg). Disc-like granular ice was

commonly observed in many of the ice samples (Figure 3.4). The graphs on the right-hand side

in Figure 3.5 show the grain size distribution for three depths from station 124A. For this sample

the median dg grain size at 15 mm depth was about 2.5 mm2. For all samples, dg grain widths

ranged roughly 1-6 mm and areas 0.4-10.5 mm2 with circularities averaging 0.74 (Figure 3.6).

The largest observed grain was 12 mm wide. Vertical layer thicknesses, which in Figure 3.6 are

identical to the brine layer spacing for dg (h), ranged between 0.2 and 3.9 mm averaging 1.I mm.



It is noteworthy that dg was present at the ice surface for all ice samples with frost

flowers, while a surface with a slush layer (e.g., station 124Ã) or a snow cover related to fg and g

structure (Table 3.i and Figure 3.4). This further supports that fg indeed was snow-ice. The

correspondence with frost flowers suggests that dg may to some extent result from upward brine

expulsion and consequent freezing of brine on the surface. This may be supported by

observations of an increase in brine skim and frost flower salinities and that more brine came to

the ice surface with decreasing temperatures (Martin et al., 1996). Furthermore, Martin et al.

(1995) found that once clusters of frost flowers formed on the ice surface, the slushy layer

beneath them slowly grows in thickness. On other instances, dg seems more reasonably related

to frazil ice consolidation at the surface, e.g. stations 1244-D (Figure 3.4).

On the bottom half of the ice sample, congelation ice growth dominated resulting in g/c

and c ice types. The bottom 40 mm in the vertical thin section from station l24A (Figure 3.5)

gives an example of the g/c ice type and possibly c for the bottommost 10 mm. In general for the

ice samples, g/c and c crystal sizes averaged 7.0 mm2 and 12.8 mm2, respectively, with type-

specific size distributions shown in Figure 3.6. The platelet substructure was clearly seen in these

crystals. Towards the bottom, both ice crystals and platelets became more aligned in the

horizontal direction. This process of horizontal alignment is suggested to be related to under-ice

curents (Weeks and Ackley, 1982). Furthermore, platelet widths decreased with depth as is

typical (Weeks and Aclcley,1982).In the 1244 sample the platelets widths decreased from 1.98

mm to 0.59 mm and to 0.45 mm at the 1.5,6 and 8.5 cm depths, respectively (Figure 3.5).

The sampled consolidated pancake ice had pancakes that were 5-8 cm thicker than the

surrounding ice and characterized by their elevated rims. In addition, the pancake ice structure
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was much different from the surounding ice, indicating different growth conditions during

formation. This is illustrated most distinctly by the verlical thin sections of pancake ice from

station 503 on YD 298 and the ice grown just outside of the pancake (labelledby'_p'and'_c',

respectively, after station number in Figure 3.4). Within the pancake ice growth had been very

dynamic resulting in granular or very irregular crystals. However, outside of the pancake, growth

occured during calm conditions with predominantly columnar ice as a result.

3.4. 3 Inclusion microstructure

An attempt to characterize the brine and air inclusions from thick sections was done from

high-resolution images. The main limitation in the method is that ice samples need to be

processed inaîreezer room at temperatures close to -15 oC. The temperature of the thin ice is,

however, near the freezing point of seawater. Because there are strong temperature-dependent

changes on brine volume (Light et aL.,2003), the decrease in ambient temperature from near the

freezing point will significantly reduce the brine volume within the ice. The reduction in brine

volume results not only in the shrinking of inclusions, but also inclusions with high aspect ratios,

such as brine tubes, fractions into many smaller pockets, thus changing inclusion number

densities (Light et a\.,2003). It also facilitates the formation of a high-salinity layer on the ice

sample surface, indicating that interior brine is removed through brine expulsion during storage

and processing. Thus for the newly formed, thin ice samples under study, a detailed description

of brine inclusions was found unrepresentative of the natural state of the newly formed sea ice.
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Figure 3.7. Aspect ratio (major to minor axis of best fitting ellipse) versus inclusion length

(mãjor axis) measured for inclusions seen in three complete ice cores (stations 718, I24A and

415) at approximately -15 "C. Collections of indistinguishable brine tubes, channels and pockets

are referred to as clusters.

Nonetheless, since data on inclusions in newly formed sea ice are limited in the literature,

results obtained from analysis of vertical thick sections of three ice cores (stations 7 18, T24A' and

415) attemperatures close to -15 "C are presented in this section. These samples may provide

insight into changes that can occur in structure with further ice growth and colder winter

temperatures. Prior to freezq room processing, the cores were stored at-20 oC. A total of 1088

inclusions were identified. It was extremely difficult to distinguish between air bubbles, brine

pocket and tubes. Some of the brine inclusion may additionally have drained after sample

retrieval forming air inclusions. Therefore, the analysis followed Light et al. (2003) and did not

separate between brine and air inclusions, and classified everything with a major axis longer than
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0.5 mm to be brine tubes. In general, brine pockets/air bubbles were mostly contained within

what appeared to be frozen brine tubes; i.e., high aspect ratio tubes appeared to have been broken

into strings of lower aspect ratio inclusions. The diameters of these inclusions were

representative of brine tube diameters which were found to range from 0.014 to 0.2 mm

(conesponding to aî area of 0.07-1 mm2). However, brine pockets with diameters down to the

detection limit of about 0.004 mm were observed. Brine tube lengths (major axis) were found to

be shorter than 3 mm (Figure 3.7).

The aspect ratio (f of the inclusions increases with the major axis length (l) of the best

fitting ellipse roughly following the power law r : 7.95 / 0 6t. This regression is in close

agreement with the power law reportedby Light et al. (2003) for the interior parl of first year ice

(Figure 3.7) indicating that inclusion sizes in sea ice are mostly determined by brine phase

changes related to temperature. That is, the decrease in ice temperature introduced by sample

storage resulted in inclusions with sizes and shapes similar to colder first year ice. The large

number of very small air bubbles/brine pockets, whose aspect ratios tend towards unity in this

analysis due to image resolution, may explain the difference in the regression. Additionally, the

regression line underestimates r when I > 0.3 mm, and when considering / > 0.1 mm a steeper

linear expression r : 11.6 I (r2 : 0.62) appears to better explain r(I). Because we were not able to

precisely measure the thickness and to focus the microscope at all "depths" of the thick section,

we were not confident in reporting on inclusion number densities. Basically, for number density

estimation the thick sections were optically too thick. Furthermore, a large part of the brine was

concentrated in clusters consisting of a complex and interconnected structure of tubes, pockets

and bubbles. These clusters and brine pockets may appear very different when obserued at

temperatures near the seawater freezing point. The microstructure of the newly formed ice, at
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their in situ temperatures, may thus be better represented by a collection of interconnected tubes

merging into cluster-sized large pockets.

Instead, temperature related changes in brine volume may be calculated from

measurements of temperature and salinity (Cox and [ileeks, 1983). These give an estimate of the

overall porosity of an ice sample with the brine concentrated at boundaries between ice crystals

and grains. Furthermore, some of the microstructure parameters important for interpreting, e.E.,

remote sensing data over sea ice, such as brine layer spacing (platelet width in columnar ice) and

crystal size and shape, are less sensitive to a temperature change of the sample associated with

freezer room processing. Significant retexturing may, however, occur if the temperature of the

sample is again increased after storage (Perovich and Gow,1996).

3.4.4 Relationships with ice thickness and salinity

Large variability in salinity was observed among the ice samples (Figure 3.8). The

number of samples for each ice type, their bulk salinities and thickness, can be deduced from

Figure 3.4 and Table 3.1. Surface and bottom salinities were higher than atthe middle of the ice

cover, and a general C-shape is evident in the profile. The salinity data show a gradual decrease

in salinity as the ice becomes thicker. When the ice is 1 cm thick, a salinity of up to 16.30/oowas

obtained (see Figure 3.9b). The average for four dark nilas samples with thicknesses between 1

and 3 cm was I2.9%o. Light nilas salinity is also somewhat higher at all depths compared to

thicker ice types. The measured salinities for dark nilas are comparable to observations by

Smedsrud and Skogseth (2006) of about I2-15%o, however, their light nilas salinities are
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somewhat higher (about g-14%o) likely due to their higher water salinities and lower air

temperatures.
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For thicker ice, interior salinities as low as I.6%o were observed. This low salinity sample

was taken at station 505 that is located close to the pack ice margin (Figure 3.1). Previously

melted pack ice may thus have contributed to the low values, although salinity profiles obtained

at the icebreaker location did not indicate fresher surface waters. The pancakes and their

consolidated surrounding tended to have lower bottom salinities, but with comparable or higher

salinities at the surface. However, the obtained data does not fully explain the observed

variability from age, ice thickness and formation processes. Ice samples were collected within a

large area over 25 days, and ice formation was subject to variable hydrographical and

meteorological conditions.

Observed surface ice salinities (S,) ranged between 7.4 and 40%0, with an all-sample

average of 2I%o (Table 3.1 and Figure 3.8). For nilas ice, a significant relationship between ice

thickness (h¡) and S" was found: S,:14.14 -1.03hi 1r2:0.68, p-value < 0.05), where /z¡ is in

centimetres, showing a decreasing trend with ice thickness. However, for all samples the

comelation was weak and no significant differences were observed between ice types (Figure

3.8). The large variation in S" is partly due to differences in surface properties of the ice, e.g.,

snow-covered versus bare ice. As snow falls on the surface, it melts into and dilutes the surface

brine layer and a saline slush layer forms. On the other hand, a significant, although weak,

relationship was found with air temperature: ^Sr: 13.74 - I.I2T, (r2:0.39, p-value < 0.05),

showing higher surface salinities at lower air temperatures. This relationship can be explained by

enhanced brine expulsion to the surface as ice temperatures decrease, while increasing

temperatures cause the surface to melt and thus lower salinities.
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Figure 3.9. Relationships of (a) estimated age with (thick line) and without (thin line) surface
granular ice, and (b) bulk salinity and bulk brine volume versus ice thickness. Equations for
statistically significant (p-value < 0.001) regression curves are given in the legends.

In general, as the ice becomes thicker, the bulk salinity decreases (Table 3.1 and Figure

3.9b). Here, the term 'bulk' refers to the avetage value for the entire ice core. The best

conelation was found by the inverse regression St : 4.582 + 13.358lhi (r2 :0.605, p-value <

0.001), which is similar in its form to the one used by Kovacs (1996). Shih (1998) observed a

--*o-- Salinity (Sr')
* Brine volume (vu)

Su:4.582 + 13.358 / hi (¡z: 0.61)

- vb: 0.091 + 0.335 / hi ç12:0.49)
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linear desalination rate of S¿: 16.0 - 0.53hi for ice less than 10 cm thick. The bulk salinity for

the ice in this study is lower, and the desalination is faster: &: 14.3 - 0.g5hi (r2 : 0.53).

The associated bulk brine volume fractions (v6) and sea ice bulk densities þ¿) calculated

using equations by Cox and Weeks (1983) and Leppäranta and Manninen (1988) resulted in the

following regression: v6 : 0.090 + 0.3331hi (r2 :0.507, p-value < 0.001). The obtained v¿ ranged

from 4o/o to 46%o and is linked to the ice temperature and hence closely related to ice thickness

and air temperature (Table 3.1). As the thin ice was very porous, the contribution of air

inclusions to the overall porosity of the ice was assumed negligible. The sea ice bulk density

could be empirically linked to the brine volume fraction simply as pb :0.918 + 0.I04vb Oz :

0.e8).

With the prevailing Toatthe icebreaker location, calculations using Eq. 3.1 suggest that

the ice initially grew with arate of about 1-3 cm h-l and as the ice grew thicker the rates dropped

below 0.5 cm h-l (Figure 3.9a). A0.2 m ice thickness was reached after about 2 days. Granular

ice may however form rapidly when grease ice consolidates. Calculating the age by only

considering congelation growth of c and g/c did not significantly alter the estimates (Figure 3.9a)

suggesting that the more slow congelation growth dominated the age and that granular ice

fotmation occurred relatively quickly. However, when considering the difference between To and

7.' by means of a transfer coefficient, Ko, in a flux balance relation (Leppriranta, 1993)

K,(7, - T,) = 4 f ht (T, - 7,,), (3.4)

estimated ages approximately doubled, resulting in the To rccord not being suff,rciently long for

some samples. K, for an ice thickness range 0.01 < h¡ < 0.4 m was obtained from fìtting field data
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ãs Ko: -3.53 + I.65lhi 1r2 
: O.ZO¡. These expressions assume that Ko mostly depend on h¡ and. To,

however, atmospheric conditions also have an effect which is neglected here. Overcast sky

conditions generally dominated in the sampling region during the fall period. Fufthermore,

temperature-salinity-density casts from the icebreaker revealed that there was substantial heat

(Jlm2) stored witliin a still-intact mixed layer at almost all the stations (unpublished data). The

effect of oceanic heat flux was not considered, however, it would generally cause the age of the

samples to be underestimated.

Ice temperatures were not obtained for the few stations denoted by asterisks in Table 3.1.

T, for these stations were therefore calculated using 8q.3.4. Note that these stations were not

considered in the correlation analysis above, but only to obtain reasonable values for the purpose

of discussion and estimation of brine volume. Ko was estimated from other ice stations witli the

most similar ice thickness and air temperature (1 l7C_p for 1 1241 ,206A for 1128__¡1, 7188 for

5088, 709A for 508C,504_c for 508D, and 505 for 5084 and703C; see Table 3.1). This step is

critical, because the larger the differences in h¡ and Zo between stations, the larger the change in

Ko becomes and thus the eror in the 4. estimate. 2," is less important as it is more constant

between stations. Also the atmospheric conditions affect Ç. However, the days that were

compared had similar atmospheric conditions. In fact, stations used for Z' estimation using Eq.

3.4 all had northeasterly wind with comparable wind speeds. All measurements were performed

under overcast conditions (8/8) except for 504_c/508D which were measured under mainly

cloudy skies (pers. comm. A. Tat, CASES meteorological observations). To estimate the error, ?1.

was also recreated for stations with already measured surface temperatures but with larger

differences in To and h¡ (e.9., using Il2Cj to obtain Z" for 7158 and 124D resulted in errors of

0.35 and 0.005 oC, respectively, and using 505 for 504 and 503 gave errors of 0.2I and 0.36 oC,
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respectively). The eror in the Z, from flux balance calculations is thus estimated conservatively

to be smaller than +0.35 "C.

Generally high growth rates result in more brine being trapped within the ice structure

while gravity drainage reduces salinities as the ice ages (Weeks, 1998). Brine expulsion further

complicates the prediction of S¿. Low temperatures, generally causing rapid ice growth, also

decreases brine porosities in the ice and increases brine expulsion, and thus tends to lower S¡.

High temperatures may, on the other hand, leave the ice porous enough to make possible

intrusions of warm, salty seawater. Natural oscillations in air temperatures thus result in complex

brine dynamics within the thin sea ice volume. Fufthermore, dynamic growth through

consolidation of grease ice is observed to retain higher salinities than congelation ice growth

(Smedsrud and Skogseth, 2006). However, a statistically significant relationship between ice

textural features and salinity was not found in the analysis of the ice data.

j.4.5 Spectral reflectance of the thin ice types

A key objective of the study was to find relationships between ice physical properties and

radiative transfer at optical (this paper) and microwave wavelengths (Hwang et a\.,2007). Figure

3.10 shows the range of surface-leaving spectral reflectance (p¿) observed in the Cape Bathurst

polynya region during the field experiment. For calm open water conditions the maximum plts

nearly 0.03, which is below the albedo of about 0.05 due to Fresnel reflection on a water surface

under diffuse light conditions (Perovich, 1996). The low values may be explained by the

relatively low solar angles during the open water measurement (e.g., 8.6" above the horizon) at

station 715C when the sky was fully overcast but with good visibility and the solar disc weakly
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visible and the fact that pz is measured from nadir surface-leaving radiance. Direct specular

reflection from the surface would thus have a lesser contribution to nadir angles than for

hemispherical upwelling irradiance. Once the ice becomes thicker, and later the presence of frost

flowers and snow, the surface becomes more lambertian and the estimate of p7 morc

representative of full-angle measurements, especially under overcast sky conditions.
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It is evident from the spectral shape of p¡. for open water (Figure 3.10) that neither

absorption nor scattering in the seawater were negligible in the study area. Negligible scattering

in the water column is assumed in many rnodel studies (e.g., Perovich,I990b). A peak in ptfor

station 715C was observed in the 500-570 nm range, related to wavelengths of minimum

absorption and weak wavelength-dependence of scattering in the water column. Station 715 was

one of the stations closest to the Mackenzie River (Figure 3.1) that has an annual runoff of 330

km3 containing large amounts of suspended particles 02a Tg) and dissolved organic matter (1.3

Tg) (Macdonald et a1.,1998).

Due to the high transparency of the dark nilas ice (appears dark), the reflectance peak

from the seawater could clearly be seen through the ice (Figure 3.10), although the peak was

somewhat shifted to shorter wavelengths. This wavelength shift is most likely related to a

decrease in the amount of dissolved and particulate matter, as this station is further away from

the estuary. However, a2-3 fold increase in ploccuned when going from dark to light nilas. For

light nilas and thicker ice the contribution of upwelling radiance from the water column became

small and surface properties relatively more important (e.g. frost flowers were not present in dark

nilas).

The grey-white ice p2 showed large variability related mostly to surface conditions. The

observations ranged from 0.20 to 0.72 at 500 nm, and from 0.025 to 0.57 at 1000 nm (stations

5084 and206B, respectively). The presence of snow increased the p7, but reduced the spectral

dependence in the visible. The large range seen in longer wavelengths is related to the high

absorption by brine at the top layers and surface of the ice. The lowest p7 for grey-white ice was
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measured for station 5084 under relatively high air temperatures (-4 'C) and a slushy surface of

partly melted frost flowers (Figure 3.4).

The response of pto ice thickness, and thus also to seasonal evolution, is summarizedin

Figure 3.11. As the season progressed, ice became thicker and colder, and could therefore

support the weight of a snow cover. Later in the season (station 206 onwards), it appears that

roughly a thickness of grey-white ice (0.15 m) was required to sustain a snow cover (Figure 3.4).

For thinner ice any snow accumulation quickly resulted in the formation of slush. p for the ice

thickness classes ranged around 0.032 t 0.012 for dark nilas,0.085 x0.044 for light nilas,0.138

t 0.088 for grey ice, and 0.398 t 0.200 for grey-white ice, where the numbers denote the mean

followed by the standard deviation.
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(a) 2004

(b) t24A

Figure 3.12. Example of light nilas surface types encountered. (a) Station 200A, visited on 4
November, had an ice thickness of 6.5 cm and a distinct cover of frost flowers. The ice core in
the front has a diameter of 9 cm. CCGS Atnundsen is seen in the background. (b) The ice
thickness of station I24A (26 October 2003) was 8.5 cm and a thin, slushy layer covered the
surface. The scale in the foreground is 1 m.
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The observed p for the thin ice types were most strongly related to the surface condition.

No significant relationships were found with either air or surface temperature, while the

correlation with ice thickness (Figure 3.11) seems largely related to surface features. Any

addition of snow significantly increased p to a degree where ice thickness variation had little

effect (Figure 3.10, grey-white ice). However, for most nilas and grey ice samples, a snow cover

was not present in observable amounts. For these bare ice cases the presence of frost flowers had

a marked effect. This is demonstrated in Figure3.I2, which shows two light nilas stations, one

with a wet, slush covered surface (I24A) and one covered with frost flowers (2004). In this case,

the presence of frost flowers approximately doubled p¡between 500-600 nm from 0.07 to 0.14,

and tripled p (350-1050 nm) from 0.04 to 0.I2. Between starions I24A and 2004 the air

temperature changed by -5.4 "C (from -5 to -1 1.4 'C) and consequently the surface temperature

changed by about -2 "C (Table 3.i). This temperature difference provided the forcing for brine

movement and the formation of the characteristic surface types of these two stations. These

surface types were also found to relate to observed surface salinities; the frost flower covered

station200Ahadahigh.S" of 39.0%o, whiletheslushcoveredstation l24Ahada,S"of ll.6%o

(Table 3.1). Thus in summary, it is apparent that understanding pt of thin ice formed under

highly varying conditions requires a more complete treatment of brine movement towards the

surface of the ice sheet and the formation of surface features such as frost flowers or slush layers.

This may necessitate the use of some soft of complex relationship with ice salinity, temperature

and thickness. We consider this an important evolution for future coupled radiative transfer and

1-D thermodynamic sea ice models.
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The data did not supporl correlation between pand the textural characteristics observed

for the ice (see Figure 3.4). This may be a subject that is better approached through structural-

optical modeling efforts where surface characteristics and ice thickness can be accounted for.

More importantly, holever, is the appropriate modeling to obtain proper surface characteristics

of the thin ice types. For example more work is required to understand how grain structure, brine

channel morphology and temperature affect the formation and distribution of surface skim and

frost flowers in newly forming sea ice. Dedicated laboratory experiments are therefore warranted

to improve the treatment of brine kinetics in sea ice models.

3.5 Conclusions

Fieldwork was conducted in the Cape Bathurst polynya during the fall freeze-up period

in October-November 2003 using an air-ice boat to gain access to thin and undisturbed sea ice

away from the influence of the icebreaker. Samples were collected for textural and physical

characteristics of the sea ice coincidently with surface-leaving reflectance measurements. A main

point to emphasize is the large variability in all observed properties of the sea ice. A single

sample cannot be considered representative for the area. The processes, which give rise to this

large spatial and temporal variability, can, within the context of this study (41 stations over 25

days), be summarized as follows:

1. Growth and desalination processes resulted in C-shaped salinity profîles with higher

salinities at the surface and bottom (Figure 3.8). With increasing thickness, salinities in the sea

ice decreased in a logarithmic manner (Figure 3.9). Dark nilas had bulk salinities of 10-16%o,

whereas for grey ice the salinities had decreased to about 5%o. Bulk salinities (,S¿) were found to
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decrease with h¡ (crn) according to ,56 : 4.582 + I3.358lhi for all collected samples.

Correspondingly, the brine volume fraction followed a similar relationship: v6 : 0.090 + 0.3331hi.

2. Frost flowers were observed on the sea ice surface at relatively high air temperatures

(around -4 "C on YD 297). However, they may be remnants of frost flowers formed during an

earlier period with lower air temperatures (Figure 3.3). Frost flowers on the ice surface

coresponded to a surface layer of disc-like granular ice (dg). The data suggests that dg could

partially result from freezing of the brine skim at the base of the flowers. However, frost flowers

were not seen when snow had merged on the ice surface forming a slush layer or snow ice (fg).

Snowfall on nilas and grey ice resulted in melting and the formation of a slushy surface layer.

Only after station 206A (14 cm thickness) on YD 305 was a snow cover commonly observed

(Figure 3.4). Snow precipitation and the subsequent formation of the slush layer probably led to

the formation of fg surface layer.

3. The ice texture consisted of nearly equal parts of granular, intermediate granular-

columnar and columnar ice types, i.e.,33Yo,3lo/o and 30olo, respectively, testifying to changing

ice growth conditions in the polynya. Crystallographic analysis of 33 ice cores confirmed that the

sampled ice floes were undeformed with one exception; rafting was observed at station 5084

(Figure 3.4). Congelation ice growth (c and g/c) was found for relatively thin samples (Figure

3.4) formed during relatively quiescent conditions. Thin section analysis revealed increasing

crystal sizes and horizontal c-axis alignments with depth with a well-developed platelet

substructure (Figures 3.4 and 3.5). The sizes and shapes for the brine inclusions obser-ved at a

temperature close to -15 
oC agreed well with observationsby Light et ø1. (2003) (Figure 3.7) at a
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similar temperature but for the interior part of first-year landfast ice, suggesting that brine

inclusion changes may mostly be controlled by temperature.

4. Coincident information on spectral reflectance and physical properties is crucial in the

interpretation of optical radiative transfer studies. Dark nilas had a high transparency and the

optical properlies of the seawater column affected the spectral shape of reflectance (pù resulting

in a peak at 500-570 nm. The surface characteristics became more important for the thicker ice

types. In general, the integrated reflectance (p) increased exponentially with ice thickness

(Figure 3.11). Still, the variability of p is so large within one ice thickness type that it can be

mistaken for any of the other types. Future studies are needed to examine in more detail how the

surface characteristics (brine skim, frost flowers and slush) are fomed and affect the reflectance

of thin ice at low sun angles typical of the Arctic fall period.
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CHAPTER 4: Bio-optical and structural properties inferred from irradiance

measurements within the bottommost layers in an Arctic landfast sea ice

cover

4.1 Preface

This chapter directly addresses research questions III, IV and V. Chapter 4 has been

accepted for publication as Ehn, J. K., C. J. Mundy, and D. G. Barber (2008), Bio-optical and

structural properties inferred from irradiance measurements within the bottommost layers in an

Arctic sea ice cover, J. Geophys. Res., i13, C03S03, doi:I0.102912001JC004I94 (Reproduced

by permission of American Geophysical Union). I was in charge of collecting the data (with the

aid of the divers J. Stuart and W. Smith and other members of the science team), programming of

the computer model, data analysis. In addition, I took a lead role in writing the manuscript.

4.2Introduction

Sea ice plays a key role in the earth's climate system parlly because of its high albedo

that causes a Targe portion of the incident solar radiation to be backscattered back from the

surface (ACIA,2005). The surface albedo of sea ice has been studied extensively and found to be

controlled to a large extent by the near surface properties, €.9., snow-covered, bare ice or melt

ponds (e.g., Grenfell and Maykut, I97l). However, much less is known about how radiation is

transmitted to the bottom layers or through the sea ice, and how this affects the partitioning of

radiation between reflection, absorption and transmission. The bottommost layers of sea ice are
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of considerable physical and ecological interest as its porous structure creates a habitat for a

thriving algal community composed mainly of diatoms (Horner et al., 1992) which use

chloroplastic pigments to effectively absorb radiation at visible wavelengths. Algal chlorophyll a

(chl a) concentrations >300 mg m-2 have been observed in the bottom few centimeters of landfast

first-year sea ice (e.g., Welch and Bergmann,1989). Small amounts of algae may also be present

throughout the ice column (e.g., Perovich et al.,1998).

Subsequent to its initial formation, sea ice growth is typically determined by the energy

balance at the ice-ocean interface (e.g., Bitz and Lipscomb,1999). At the growth interface, a so-

called skeletal layer builds up from ocean-facing lamellar platelets protruding into the water

column (e.9., [ileeks and Aclcley, 1982; Eicken,2003). The platelet and crystal structure of the

resulting ice is largely determined as it forms at this interface (ïileeks, 1998). Thus, as the ice

grows thicker, a record of the physical conditions that prevailed at the time of formation is

retained in the ice structure. in addition, brine and air are incorporated between ice grains into

the sea ice as it forms. These inclusions are effective scatterers and thus largely determine how

radiation interacts with the sea ice (e.g., Grenfell,1983; Buckly and Trodahl, 1987). Pure sea ice,

without ice algae or other absorbing impurities, absorbs radiation within visible wavelengths

comparable to clear oceanic water (Smith and Baker, 1981; Warren, 1984). However, impurities

within sea ice significantly alter the spectral distribution of radiation through absorption. Other

contributing impurities apart from microalgae are from colored dissolved organic matter

(CDOM) and non-algal particles (NAP), i.e., mineral particles and organic detritus (Belzile et al.,

2000; Light et aL.,7998; Roesler and lturriaga,1994).
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The traditional approach for studying light attenuation by ice algae has been to collect

and melt ice samples to detetmine spectral absorption properties of ice algae on glass fiber filters

(e.9., Roesler and lturriaga, 1994). This neglects any potential effect of ice structure and

geometry of the algae population (Perovich et al., 1993). Furthermore, chloroplastic pigment

degradation may occur during the process of melting and filtering (Stramski, 1990). These

measurements are therefore difficult to use directly in estimating spectral transmission through

sea ice. A few studies have measured radiation transmitted through the ice cover before and after

removal of the bottom ice algae layer (Welch and Bergmann, 1989; Perovich et al., 1993

Perovich et al., 1998). However, these measurements have been confined to the 0.02-0.03 m

thickness of the bottom skeletal layer.

In this chapter, the verlical extent of in situ observations in the bottom ice is increased

using data collected as a part of the Canadian Arctic Shelf Exchange Study (CASES). The

observations included transmitted irradiance spectra measured at vertical increments within the

bottom layers of landfast first-year sea ice acquired with the assistance of divers. The goal here is

to assess the importance of absorbing impurities, predominantly ice algae and their derivatives,

and the sea ice stnrcture itself on the spectral distribution of radiation near the ice-water

interface. Direct observations of structural properties are methodologically difficult as the near-

melting and porous sea ice is subject to brine drainage and freezing as the sample is removed.

Howevet, the obtained data allowed for an iterative approach to estimate the inherent optical

properties (IOPs), i.e., the absorption and scattering coefficient, of the sea ice using the discrete

ordinates radiative transfer (DISORT) model by Stamnes et al. (1988). It is noted that knowledge

of the IOPs is a critical step in designing a structural-optical model tliat can accurately simulate

temporal evolution of radiative transfer in sea ice.
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4.3 Methods

The icebreaker C.C.G.S. Amundsen over-wintered in Franklin Bay and provided

laboratory facilities and logistical supporl for the fieldwork conducted on landfast sea ice (Figure

4.1). The under ice diving program was held during three weeks in April-May 2004 with the

divers performing alternating measurements of ice-water interface chemistry, biology and

physics. The focus of this paper is on the irradiance data collected during under ice dives

conducted on 22, 24, 28 April and 9 and 18 May around local noon. Each dive lasted

approximately 45 minutes. All sampling was conducted within a 5-by-20 m area located about

50 m south of the ship. Approximately 5 m north of the atea) a hole was cut through the sea ice

and covered with a heated tent to allow the divers access to the seawater.

The snow cover did not have a uniform thickness over the sampling area. It was expected

that the variable snow thickness might affect the ice structure and the bottom ice algae

community (Mundy et a|.,2005; Riedel et a\.,2006). Thus, sampling locations were divided into

thick (> 0.1 m) and thin (< 0.1 m) snow areas. Spectral irradiance measurements and samples for

sea ice physical and biological properties were all taken from thin snow sites, whereas only

bottom ice algal samples were collected from thick snow areas. In general, the snow cover was

dry and the snow/ice interface was smooth and distinct. Ice thickness at the thin snow area

increased from 1.74 m on 10 April to 1.82 m on 28 April and 1.87 m on 5 and 9 May. Sky

conditions were clear on22 and24 April, completely overcast (solar disc not visible) on 28 April

and 5 May, and parlly cloudy on 9 May.
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Figure 4.1. The location of the Franklin Bay sampling site in the southern Beaufort Sea.

4.3. I Spectral irradiance measurentents

Downwelling spectral irradiance measurements for the bottom part of the sea ice were

conducted using an undetwater cosine collector attached to a dual-headed spectroradiometer

(Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc.) through a waterproof fiber-optical cable. The instrument has

two channels that both measures 512 wavelength bands ranging from 350 to 1050 nm. The

cosine collector was not calibrated with the spectroradiometer, and therefore only relative

irradiance measurements of transmittance were made. Incident spectral irradiance was measured
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simultaneously with the in and under ice irradiance to account for any changes in the incident

light field. For this a reference cosine collector was placed on a tripod about 1.5 m above ground,

levelled and connected with a fiber-optical cable to the second channel of the spectroradiometer.

Figure 4.2. Diver in process of attaching the spectroradiometer cosine collector to the floating
triangle.
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In order to conduct bottom ice spectral measurements, a hole was drilled through the ice

about 2-3 m north of the planned measurement location through which the sensing head, with the

optical cable, was lowered for the diver to position at the selected location. A metal tube was

placed around the optical cable immediately below the cosine collector to keep the cable from

bending (Figure 4.2). The tube fit tightly into a holder the center of a triangular floating frame

that pressed against the bottom of the sea ice (Figure a.\. By attaching the tube to the floating

frame, it was ensured that the cosine collector was levelled and at a fìxed position close to the

sea ice bottom. The spectroradiometer unit was operated from the surface. To make a successful

series of measurements within the available diving time, integration times were reduced by

increasing light levels reaching the ice bottom. This was accomplished by removing the snow

from a 2-by-2 m area on the ice surface prior to the dives. It was assumed that this would have

little impact on the radiation field near the bottom of the ice after propagation through about 1.6

m of sea ice with 0.05-0.10 m granular ice surface layer. This assumption is feasible as multiple

scattering and possibly the anisotropic structure of the sea ice reduces horizontal transmission of

light more than vertical transmission (Pegau and Zaneveld,2000; Buclcley and Trodahl, 1987).

Furthermore, the light field has been found to reach the asymptotic state within the first meter of

the ice cover (e.g., Pegau and Zaneveld,2000). Near the ice bottom, however, the light field is

affected by underlying seawater from which little radiation is backscattered. After a completed

measurement under the ice, the diver drilled a 0.05 m diameter auger hole 0.05 m upwards into

the ice and pushed the cosine collector to the top of the hole where measurements were made.

The cosine collector was fixed to the top of the hole by using a clip that attached around the tube

and hindered any downward movement past the holder in the floating frame (Figure 4.2). This

process was continued until an irradiance profile with 0.05 m interval was obtained from the
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bottom portion of the sea ice. Depending on the effective time available the number of depth

intervals into the ice bottom varied. Unfortunately, snow precipitation and drift affected the

spectra obtained in May. The highest quality profile was thus measured on 28 April up to a

distance of 0.20 m from the ice-water interface.

4. 3. 2 Physical properties

Ice samples taken from the site both before and after the dive program and after each

irradiance measurement were analysed for salinity, temperature, microstructure (i0 April, 5 and

9 May) and density (28 April and 5 May). Bottom ice samples for spectral absorption by

particulate matter were obtained after each dive. Ice cores were obtained using a MARK II

coring system (0.09 m diameter, Kovacs Enterprise).

A full-length ice core was used to measure temperatures immediately after extraction

using a handheld drill and a temperature probe (Hart Scientific 1522).Ice temperatures at depths

between the surface and 1 m and the water temperature below the ice at2 m were additionally

recorded with 10 minute intervals from a nearby thermocouple string. Ice cores for salinity

determination were cut into 0.1 m sections and immediately placed into plastic jars or airtight

plastic bags before transfer onboard the ship where they were then melted. Other extracted cores

were placed in plastic sleeves and stored at -20"C until processing on board the ship.

Conductivity was measured from the melted ice samples using a handheld conductivity meter

(Hoskin Scientific Cond 330i; accuracy +0.5Yo of reading). The conductivity was converted into

salinity units using LINESCO algorithms (Foþnoff and Millard, 1983).
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Sea ice density was determined in the cold room by cutting ice core pieces into the shape

of cuboids with a mass of about 150-300 g and using a digital calliper and balance (Denver

Instrument P-403) for volume and weight rneasurements, respectively. Weights of the cuboid

samples were measured to a precision of +0.1 *g, while the lengths of the sides were measured

to +0.01 mm. However, the accuracy of the measurements was affected by small variations from

plane faces and small chips broken loose from edges and corners. The overall effect is to

underestimate the density of the sample. Furthermore, brine expulsion and drainage, that may

occur after the ice sample is taken, result in a decrease in density. Kawamura et al. (200I)

estimated the accuracy of this method to be +10 kg *-', however, analysis of 85 columnar ice

samples taken from depths between 0.65 and 1.65 m in 9 ice cores sampled during CASES (data

not shown) resulted in a mean (+ standard deviation) density of 917 .3 + 4.3 kg m-3.

To obtain detailed information on sea ice microstructure, ice cores were processed into

so-called thick sections and thin sections. Vertical and horizontal segments were selectively cut

from the ice cores using a band saw. The segments were attached to glass plates and planed

down to approximately 5 mm (thick section) and then 1 mm (thin section) thickness. The ice

sections were placed on a light table between cross-polarized sheets and photographs of crystal

and platelet structure were taken using a digital camera (Canon Powershot G2,4.2 mega-pixel).

4.3.3 Bottom ice algae sampling

The bulk of algae within first-year landfast sea ice are typically confined to the

bottommost centimetres (e.g., Smith et al. 1990). Therefore, chl a concentrations and spectral

particulate absorption coefficients, ar¡y().), were only determined for the bottom 0-0.09 m of the
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sea ice. Ice core sections obtained by coring fi'om the surface were immediately cut and placed in

plastic containers. A known volume of seawater filtered through glass fiber filters (Whatman

GF/F, nominal pore size 0.7 ¡rm) was added in order to avoid lysis of the algae cells caused by

the rapid salinity change while melting the ice samples (Horner et at. 1992). All samples were

melted in dark at 4 "C. Subsamples of the melt were filtered onto GF/F filters and chl a was

determined fluorometrically after extraction in 90o/o acetone for a minimum of 24 hours (Parsons

et aL.,1989).

Optical density spectra of the particulate material were measured from the remainder of

the ice melt. First, the particulate material in the samples was filtered onto GF/F filters. The

spectroradiometer with a one-degree fore-optic attached to the optical fibre end was used

immediately before and after filtering to measure the background transmittance, T6r,¿(l), and,

sample spectral transmittance, Tro,,r¡u(Z), through the fîlter pad. The background transmittance

was measured on a GF/F filter made wet with milli-Q water. The light source (Schott iQLED

backlight) was based on white-light emitting diodes that produced a measurable signal between 2

:400-900 nm. The optical density was then calculated with

( r .,"(2) 4,_rr"(75onm))oD(r)=toe''[ffi-ffi), (4.1)

where OD(I) is the spectral optical density with the baseline signal at 750 nm subtracted. The

spectral particulate absorption spectra was then calculated fi-om

2.303 OD(I)
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where I is the effective area of the f,rlter, Z the volume of the sample filtered, y the dilution

factor to account for the addition of filtered seawater, and B the path length amplification factor

to comect for the scattering by the filter itself (Roesler, 1998). For sufficiently high

concentrations of particles on the filters, p approaches 2 (Roesler, 1998), which was also

assumed in this study. aprn(L) was finally divided by the chl a concentration to obtain the chl ø-

specific particulate absorption coefficient, ai,r(l) .

4.3.4 Radiative transfer model

To link physical properties and inherent optical properlies (IOPs) of the ice-water system

with observed apparent optical properties (AOPs), the discrete-ordinate radiative transfer

(DISORT) code (Stamnes et al., 1988) was utilized. In this study, the use of DISORT was

limited to sea ice and seawater, and changes in the refractive index at layer boundaries were not

considered (Jin et al.,1994). Based on in situ measurements on 28 April, the bottom 0.1 m of the

ice was divided into two horizontally homogeneous 0.05 m layers in addition to one layer from

0.I-0.2 m from the ice-water interface. For each of these layers, DISORT requires information

on the IOPs, i.e., spectral absorption coefficient, a¡o¡(I), scattering coeff,rcient, b,o,(2), and phase

function, p()",Q,to solve the equation of radiative transfer (e.g., Thomas and Stamnes,1999).16

streams were used to characterize the radiation field at the border interfaces. To obtain the IOPs,

DISORT runs were iterated until the rnodel calculated spectral diffuse attenuation coefficient,

Ka(l), matched observed values to within t0.0001 m-'for all layers simultaneously. K¿(1) for

each layer was calculated from the downwelling spectral irradiance, F+(2), according to
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where z¡ and z2 denote the depth of the layer interfaces. This approach requires some assumption

regarding the optical properties of the sea ice, which are described below.

1. Any wavelength dependence in K¿(l) is assumed to be caused by absorption (e.g., Grenfell,

1983). For each sea ice layer, a,o,(I) was calculated as the sum of absorbing components:

a,",(2) = v p¡a p¡(1) + v ua,,"(1) + a,,,,0(2),

where api(l) and a,*(2) are the absorption coefficients for pure ice and brine (assumed identical

to pure seawater), which are multiplied by their respective volume fractions, vpi àfld y¡. Values

for pure ice and brine absorption were taken from Warren (1984) and Smith and Baker (1981),

respectively. a¡,p(l) is the absorption coefficient for impurities including algal and non-algal

particulate matter, as well as colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM). Essentially it is the

residual absorption required to explain a,",(l) and thus one of the unknowns being iterated for.

2. Scattering is assumed to be dominated by brine and air inclusions that are significantly larger

than wavelengths within the visible light regime, i.e., b,",(L) becomes independent of wavelength

(hereafter b¡o).Pafüculate impurities are assumed to have a negligible contribution to the overall

scattering. This may not be the case, however, no published account exists in the sea ice

literature to suggest the contrary. If the optical properties of the inclusions furthermore are

assumed to be well represented by spheres with an effective radius ruï, (e.g., Hamre et a\.,2004;

Light et a|.,2004), å; for inclusionj (denoting either brine or air) can be expressed as
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where v; is the volume fraction (Hamre et al., 2004). Because absorption at 150 nm is

predominantly by water and ice and thus known, it is possible to first solve for the wavelength-

independent scattering coefficient.

3. The phase function, p¡(Ø, for all scattering inclusions denoted by subscript j (i.e., spherical

brine or air inclusions) was approximated using the Henyey-Greenstein phase function (Henyey

and Greenstein,I94I),

pi(o) = + t- S',

4E (r+ gj2 -29, cos(0))3t2

where gis the average cosine or the asymmetry parameter and 0 the scattering angle. For brine

and air inclusions, the asymmetry parameters were chosen to be suitable for ice temperatures

near the melting point, i.e., set to gb:0.997 and go:0.855, respectively (Hamre et a1.,2004;

Light et a1.,2004). This results in a strongly forward scattering phase function which is typical

for the sea ice and seawater environment (ltt[obley et al., 1998). p¡(0) for the components were

then combined to a total phase function using (Grenfell,1983)

p(o) =7b¡ 1¡@) 
'

7 b,n,

4. Within the interior parts of the sea ice cover the radiation field has been found to reach an

asymptotic state and does not significantly change with depth (e.g., Pegau and Zaneveld,2000).

However, in the ice near the icelwater interface the radiation field becomes increasingly affected
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by the presence of the water column with little backscattering. For DISORT to correctly simulate

the radiation field in the proximity of the icelwater interface, a 0.05-m-thick snow layer above a

l.5-m-thick homogeneous layer of (interior) ice were added on top of the layers of interest.

These two layers were assumed to be free of impurities, i.e., absorption was solely from ice and

water. For the interior ice layer, rn¡ for brine inclusions was calculated from salinity profile

according to Jin et al. (1994) and found to be 0.76 mm. For air inclusions re¡was set to 0.96 mm

following to Hamre et al. (2004). The scattering coefficient, b¡s¡, wàs then calculated using Eq.

4.5. The density of the snow pack was set to 300 kg *-' and composed of snow grains with

constant radii set to an arbitrary value of 0.2 mm. These values were chosen as they resulted in

representative ir:radiance magnitudes at the bottom ice layers.

In addition, a 50 m thick homogeneous seawater layer was included below the ice. This

layer was modeled following the formulations in Hamre et al. (2004) (see references therein)

with the only impurity being a low concentration of phytoplankton, 0.2 mg chl a m'3, with the

same absorption properties as in the bottommost layer of the sea ice. It is noted that irradiance

levels in the ice were not sensitive to this concentration.

The incident irradiance to the ice surface was assumed diffuse and its values tuned to

match the 0.2 m level spectral transmittance. Trial runs with direct incident irradiance showed

that changes in the incidence angle did not significantly affect the bottom layer K¿(l) calculated

by the model. Figure 4.3 shows the directional distribution of radiance as it propagates through

the bottommost layers of the sea ice according to the model. Note that the model reproduces the

predominately downward directed radiation freld (peak at 180") with little backscatter from the

water column, i.e., modest intensity values at angles < 90o at the ice-water interface. Radiation
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that is transmitted through sea ice has been found to be largely downward directed (Buckley and

Trodahl, 1987). Because brine inclusions in warrn columnar ice near the bottom are generally

vertically aligned, it can be expected that a761àfld b¡o¡ depend on the orientation of the structure in

relation to the radiation field (Pegau and Zaneveld,2000; Light et a|.,2004). Thus, a.tot ànd bøt

values reported here are related to the radiation field shown in Figure 4.3 with magnitudes tuned

to fit measured irradiances.
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Figure 4.3. Modeled radiant intensity
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4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4. I Physical propertíes

The sea ice, sarnpled in this study, can be considered typical for landfast first-year sea ice

in the Arctic. Below the snow cover, the uppermost 0.05-0.10 m of the sea ice was composed of

granular ice, while the rest consisted of columnar ice with the bottommost 0.01-0.02 m having a

porous skeletal structure. Visible coloration was apparent towards the bottom of the skeletal

layer due to the presence of ice algae. During the period 28 April and 5 May, the ice thickness

grew by about 0.05 m, i.e., from 1.82 m to 1.87 m. A part of this increase may also be due to

local ice thickness variability.

Analysis of ice core sections taken on 5 May revealed that the sea ice near the ice-water

interface was composed of jagged crystals with a distinct platelet substructure (Figure 4.4). The

combination of crystal size and circularity, platelet width and brine volume give an indication of

border surface area between intelstitial brine and ice and therefore can be potentially used to

quantify scattering properties of sea ice. The mean crystal size decreased with distance from the

ice-water interface, with the exception of the bottommost 0.05 m layer. Within this newly

formed layer, smaller grains developed with a lesser degree of horizontal c-axis alignment. The

formation of small grains during late winter/early spring, when ice growth rates are slow, was

also noted by Weeks (1998) but has not been explained. The mean (and maximum) horizontal

single crystal cross sectional areas observed from the ice-water interface upwards to 0.39 m in

Figure 4.4 were 18 mm2 ( 155 mm2), 60 mm2 (480 mm2) , 32 mmz (350 mm2) , 24 mmz (670 mm2)

and, 20 rnmt 1490 *tn'), respectively. Note that crystal areas may be underestimated as

potentially large crystals were not fully contained within the ice core area and thus excluded

from the analysis. Circularity of the ice crystals, defined as 4nAP-2, where A is the crystalarea
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Brine inclusions were concentrated at the interface or plane between adjacent platelets.

At -20 
oC (temperature of cold room) these inclusions generally appeared as pockets, however,

at in situ temperatures the brine may be mostly contained within interconnected tubes and

channels (Light et a\.,2003). The brine layer spacing, i.e., the distance in the direction of the c-

axis between adjacent planes containing brine inclusions, may therefore be less affected by

temperature (Eicken,2003). Going towards the bottom in the f,rve thin sections shown in Figure

4.4, the brine layer spacing was 1 .04 + 0.21 mm, 1 .14 t 0.39 mm, 0.87 + 0.21mm, 0.85 + 0.17

mm and 0.91 t 0.17 mm, respectively. These values are in general agreement with previous

obseruations of the structure near the bottom of thick first-year sea ice (Mundy et al., 2001b;

Nakawo and Sinha,1984; Weeks and Ackley,1982).

Ice temperatures increased with depth into the sea ice (Figure 4.5a). Over the three-week

period, ice surface temperatures increased from about -I2 "C to -6.4 
oC, however, little change

in temperature was observed in the bottom ice which is the subject of the present study. In the

bottom layers, temperatures were close to the under ice seawater temperature which increased

from -1.3 
oC to -1.1 

oC during the sampling program. At the 1.40 m depth, which corresponds

to 0.40 m above the ice-water interface, the temperatures thus increased from 4.2 "C to -3.0 'C

over the sampling period.

Salinity prof,rles had typical C-shapes with high values at the top and at the bottom

(Figure 4.5b). Surface values (upper 0.05 m) ranged between 5.I%o and9.6%o with no apparent

trend over the sampling period. Interior ice salinities remained nearly constant between 0.2-1.0 m

averaging 4.1%o. Below 1.0 m, salinities decreased with depth until a minimum value of around

3%oo was reached. This occurred, depending on ice thickness, at depths between 1.5 and 1 .6 m. At
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the ice bottom a salinity increase up to 7.3%o wâs observed, however, these values should be

interpreted with caution due to the likely occurrence of brine drainage during ice core extraction.
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Noted in the Materials and Methods section, the measured density values presented in

Figure 4.5c are likely underestimates. However, the densities shown îor 28 April at depths of

about 0.6 m, 1.25 and 1.45 m are highly questionable due to deviation from adjacent

measuïements above and below the respective depths. Near the surface, the ice was partly

composed of granular ice, and lower densities were expected. Here values from about 880 to 900

kg --' were observed in the ice core taken on 28 April. Ignoring clearly lower values, interior ice

densities ranged between 913 and 924kgm-'. Itt general, densities approached a value of 920 kg

m-3, which was used in the model study. Compared to 28 April, lower bottom densities were

found on 5 May with values ranging from 889 to 902 kg.n-'. This may be explained by brine

drainage from the somewhat warmer and more porous ice'

Brine and air volume fractions in sea ice can be estimated using equations provided by

Cox and Weeks (1983), and Leppäranta and Manninen (1988). Air volume estimates within the

ice are very sensitive to density and thus prone to overestimation, however, brine volume

estimates are less sensitive to density. That is, brine volumes are more governed by bulk

temperatures and salinities (Figures 5a, b). The calculated brine volume profile remained fairly

constant between 10 April and 5 May. At the surface, the brine volume was about 4o/o and

decreased to a minimum of about 2.2%o at0.14 m depth (Figure 4.5d). From there downwards the

brine volume in the interior ice increased with depth to about 4.I-4.5% at 1.4 m. An increase in

interior ice brine volume of about 2.Zo/o-units was observed for 9 and 18 May. For the bottom

0.10 m (including the skeletal layer) the brine volume increased significantly to 7.5-28% due to

high salinities and temperature. Air volume in the ice was found to be about 0'5-I%. However,

keeping in mind the uncertainties in density estimates, within the bottom 0.4 m on 5 May, air

occupied about 2.3-4.0% of the ice volume.
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4.4.2 Observed optical properties

Spectral transmittance, T(1), profiles are illustrated by the measurements on 28 April

shown in Figure 4.6. These spectra are normalized to the incident irradiance at the surface. On 28

April the sky was fully overcast with the solar disc not visible to the eye. Note that the snow

cover was partially removed shortly before the irradiance measurements and that these Z(2) are

not representative of levels under an undisturbed snow cover. The original snow thickness at the

site was about 0.04 m. However, the bare ice surface was optically rough with snow remnants

after the snow removal and the upper ice layers composed of granular ice, with an overall

diffusing effect on the radiation. Above the bottommost layer, maximum Z(2) occurred close to

485 nm. This indicates that there were very low levels of absorbing impurities present in the sea

ice above the bottom level. However, the shape of TQ") reaching the bottom of the ice cover was

significantly altered mostly due to absorption by ice algae. Within a distance of 0.05 m the

maximum peak shifted to 530 nm and local minima \¡/ere observed between 415-440 nm and

near 675 nm (Figure 4.6).

The major uncertainty in K¿Uò calculations result from inaccuracies in the distance

drilled by the diver, which could be measured to +5 mm. Values measured above 0.10 m from

the ice-water interface (dashed culves in Figure 4.7)have magnitudes representative for K,¡Q") in

the interior parls of landfast sea ice (Grenfell and Maykut, 1977), however, shapes differ

significantly between the two curves. The reason for this is a somewhat deviating spectral shape

of the transmission curve measured at the 0.15 m level from the ice-water interface, which is not

easily seen in Figure 4.6. We are not able to explain the cause of this deviation and therefore, in

the model comparison, the two layers were merged. A sharp increase occulre d in K¿(L) for the
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Figure 4.6. Spectral transmittance to the bottom 0-0.20 m of the sea ice cover measured on 28

April. The legend entries indicate distance from sea ice bottom. Magnitudes are relative because

of the partial removal of snow from the surface.
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bottom 0.10 m (Figure 4.7).Both the spectra between 0.05-0.10 m and 0-0.05 m show strong

evidence of an ice algal influence, e.g., indicated by the chl a-related peaks around 440 and 675

nm. The presence of accessory pigments was also evident (e.g., absorption by chl c at 460 and

640 rim and by fucoxanthin at 450-550 nm). However, between 0.05-0.10 m substantially less

wavelength-dependence was observed, but with all values in the spectra above 5.8 m-l' This

indicates less algal absorption compared to the underlying layer and increased scattering due to

air andlor brine inclusions, with possible contributions from small parliculates such as bacteria or

viruses (Sn"antslci and Mobley,1997). For the bottommost layer, on the other hand, the low K¿(l)

minima at wavelengths around 600 nm indicate low scattering. This is reasonable, as the high

porosity of the bottom skeletal layer would result in relatively few large vertically oriented brine

inclusions that would not efficiently scatter the dominantly downward directed radiation. Air

bubbles may have also collected up into the ice where brine tubes and channels narrow, possibly

as far as the 0.05-0.10 m layer causing an increase in scattering within this overlying layer.

The small K¿(l) above about 680 nm that was measured for the bottommost layer (Figure

4.7) are unrealistic and likely related to the detection limit of the spectroradiometer for the low

radiation levels. A longer integration time would have been required to suff,rciently increase the

resolution of the irradiance spectra measured above 680 nm. Note also that Roesler and Perry

(1995) used natural fluorescence to explain deviations between estimated and in situ tefl'ectance

measurements between wavelengths of 660 to 730 nm for a study over open ocean. Similarly,

solar stimulated chl a fluorescence may have contributed to the low K¿(l) values above 680 nm

in this study, particularly for the bottom layers with ice algae.
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the ice I w ater interfac e.

As the in situ K¿(1), the particulate spectral absorption coefficient obtained from melted

ice samples using the filter technique, apa(2), also show the presence of pigments (Figure 4.8).

The magnitude of the chl a-specific particulate absorption coefficient, i.e.,

a)o/l)=a,,'(1)þtto]-' , shows an inverse relationship with chl ø concentration as explained

by pigment packaging effects and contribution of accessory pigments (e.g., Bricaud et a\.,1995;

Roesler, 1998). Chl a concentrations that were measured from on a parallel filter ranged from

16.60 to 241.86 mg m-3 with concentrations increasing towards the ice bottom (Figure 4.8). In

addition, the chl a related peak at 440 nm was not as pronounced and in some cases had shifted
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towards shorler wavelengths. These shifts may be indicative of pigment degradation that can

occur during the melting and filtering of ice samples (Stramski, 1990). Additionally, the strong

signal from accessory pigments seen in Figure 4.7 is less marked in the apa(2) spectra. While

running the model, it was found that ao¡¡(l) could not be used to match model AOPs to those

measured because of differences in spectral shape parlicularly for wavelengths shorler than about

600 nm. Tuning of input IOPs was required as described in the next section.

4.4.3 Model tuning

In this section input parameters required by the DISORT code are inferred by matching

the modeled irradiances to the measured. The absorption and scattering coefficient, i.e., a¡o¡(}")

andb¡o,, were obtained by running iterations of the DISORT code until modeled and measured

K¿(1) values matched. Spectral absorption by optically active substances shows that water and

ice dominates a¡o,(ì'") at wavelengths above 700 nm. Because absorption by pure seawater, ar,,(X),

increases more sharply from 700 nm to 750 nm than that of pure ice, api(X) (Figure 4.9b), the

model estimated a,o, (X) gave the interesting opportunity to deterrnine the partitioning between

absorption by brine and ice (Warren, 1984; Smith and Baker, 1981). That is, the brine volume

fraction, v6, in Eq. 4.4was adjusted during the iterative process to obtain a correct increase with

wavelength above 700 nm. However, due to unrealistically low values of the measured KaQ') at

wavelengths above -680 nm in the bottommost layer (Figure 4.7),an alternative approach was

needed to estimate the parlitioning between absorption by brine and ice. Firstly, the spectral

shape above 600 nm of a¡,,,r()") in Eq. 4.4 was assumed to be the same as apu¡(l) for the 0-0.04 m

layer measured on 28 April (Figure 4.8). The magnitude of a¡,,,0(),) was then adjusted (using chl ø
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concentration as a multiplier) together with b,o, during the iterations of the model until the model

estimated K¿(^) matched the measured K¿().) at 600 nm and 675 nm. These wavelengths were

chosen to represent the maximum and minimum absorption by chloroplastic pigments in the

algae, as observed in the dataset (see Figures 7 and 8). Thus, the introduction of ao¡n()') as

another independent variable allowed for the determination of bøt àt 600 nm.. Secondly, as

scattering in the bottommost layer was assumed to be solely by brine inclusion and the density

clrosen to be constant at 920 kg *-t, it was possible to obtain estimates of v6 and vo, and thus

a,o,(L) at wavelengths above 680 nm from Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5.

Since temperature is more reliably measured, v¿ wâs tuned by changing the input salinity.

A good fit between estimated and measured K¿Q.) was obtained when the salinity in layers 0-

0.05 m and 0.05-0.10 m were adjusted from a measured -6.6%o to 9.5%o and -5.1o/oo to 7.5%o

(Figure 4.5), respectively. This may account for brine drainage that occuned during sampling.

No adjustment was needed for the 0.10-0.20 m layer which had a measured salinity of about

4.5%o. The associated v6, calculated using equations by Cox and Weelcs (1983) and Leppäranta

and Manninen (1988), are summarized in Table 4.1 for the three layers. The air volume

fractions, vo, also shown in Table 4.1, were estimated by keeping the density fixed at 920 kg m-3.

Thus the estimated total porosities of the three layers from the ice-water interface upwards were

about 40yo,25o/o and L10/o, respectively. Such high porosities are not reflected in the thin sections

seen in Figure 4.4, which illustrate some of the structural changes occurring within the ice

sample as its temperature is decreased during storage and analysis.

With the above described adjustments to the bulk composition and a¡o¡(X) of the sea ice,

b¡6¡wàs obtained for each layer (Table 4.1). The results are in general agreement with a bøtof
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341-448 m-t srrggested by Light et at. (2004) for the high temperature regime (T > -8 "C), except

for the uppermost layer with à bøt of about half the magnitude. Note, however, that the

temperature and salinity values of this uppermost layer were the most comparable to the ice

sample studied by Light et at. (2004). Hamre et al. (2004) reported ó/,/ > 1000 --' nea, the ice

bottom, which exceeds values found here. This variability in reported scattering values show that

additional detailed observations comparing microstructure to optical properties are needed to

understand the nature of radiative transfer in sea ice.
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Table 4.1. Values obtained through radiative transfer model

iterations for layers denoted by their distance from the ice/water
interface. The dénsity was kept constant at 920 kg m-3'

Layer 0-0.05 m 0.05-0.10 m 0.10-0.20 m fUnit]

vb

va

lr"¡¡fø,i,,u

lru¡)oi,

8øt

b,o,

36.9

3.8

1.000

cO

0.997

369.8

23.0

2.4

0.606

0.460

0.980

430.9

t0.4

1.0

0.717

0.505

0.980

165.3

t%l

l%l

Imm]

Imm]

l--'l

The next step was to compare bø lo the refined vb and vo estimates using Eq. 4.5.

Detailed information on size distribution and number density was not possible to obtain for the

observed ice samples at their in situ temperatures. Therefore, the approach by Jin et al. (1994) to

estimate the brine inclusion number density, Nb,i,u : 0.6xS, where ,S is sample salinity, was

adopted to fix the effective radius, ru¡¡ for brine and air inclusions (Hamre et al., 2004).

However, it was found that this approach overestimated the scattering within the bottommost

layer because the high v6 led to very high scattering. Therefore, re¡ in this layer was set

manually. With the assumed v6 and vo values reported above for a constant density of 920 kg --

3, the requiredru¡are summarized in Table 4.I.In the bottommost layer, the airbubble rsffwas

set to approach infinity, which causes scattering from air inclusions to disappear (see Eq. a.5).

This result can also be achieved by raising the density of the sample until vo : 0. These re¡ aÍe

realistic and comparable to observationsby Light et al. (2003) within this temperature regime.
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Fufthermore, it may be reasonable to assume vo: 0 as the very porous and interconnected brine

inclusions would cause air inclusions to move upward in the sea ice. However, a number of

combinations of brine and air inclusion reÍl.vah)es may be used to obtain b¡o¡ and related using the

similarity parameter (e.g., van de Hulst, 1980; Li7ht et a|.,2004). Furthermore, it is not currently

known to what extent particulate impurities, such as algae, bacteria and viruses, contribute to

scattering. For particulates in the water column, e.g., Strantski and Mobley (1991) reported

highly varying spectral scattering coefficients. Again, information on structural causes for the

scattering is limited by inadequate data sets. Innovative ways to observe structural properlies of

sea ice at warm temperatures and/or in situ, e.g., Mundy et al. (2007), are warranted.

The absorption spectra (Figure 4.9a) show the effect of ice algae absorption, however,

radiative transfer within these layers was still strongly influenced by scattering. For example,

K¿(1) values (Figure 4.7) were approximately an order of magnitude larger than a7o1(X) (Figure

4.9) for layers above 0.05 m and nearly double for the bottommost layer. Furthermore, note that

the absorption coefficient for impurities, a¡,p(L) (Eq. 4.4), can be obtained by removing the

contribution by seawater and ice, i.e.,

a, 
^, 

(2) = a r, (1) - v o a,,,,()") - (I - v o - v .) a,,, (2) .

a¡,up(L) can be further partitioned into particulate and dissolved components:

a,^o(I) : a r(7) + aroor (1),

(4.8)

(4.e)

where ap(X) acnt()") + a¡unp(L) is the particulate absorption coefficient composed of

contributions from chl a containing algae (CHL) and non-algal parliculates (NAP), and açp6¡a(?")
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the absorption by CDOM. However, K¿(X) and ar¡n()") (Figures 6 and 8) show little evidence for

any presence of CDOM, whose absorption typically increases exponentially with decreasing

wavelength with an exponential slope factor, Sçp6¡a, of around 0.018 nm-t çGuéguen et al.,

2005). The model calculated ar(L) for the three layers, assuming negligible contribution by

CDOM, show large variations in magnitude mostly due to the abundance of algae causing an up

to 17-fold increase in absorption in the bottommost layer compared to layers higher up in the sea

ice (Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.10. Pafiiculate absorption coefficients for the three bottom layers required to match
field results.
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The spectral shape of ao()") indicate that the optical properties of the 0-0.05 m and 0.05-

0.10 m layers were strongly influenced by ice algae absorption. Furthermore, the algae

community within the bottommost layer (0-0.05 m) appears healthy as indicated by absorption

peaks centered at 440 and 675 nm (e.g., Bricaud et al., 1995; Roesler and Perty, 1995).

However, within the overlying layers the absorption peaks near 440 nm appear to have shifted

towards shorter wavelengths within the 0.05-0.10 m layer and were not present in the 0.10-0.20

m layer. Ice thickness increased approximately 0.05 m over the study period and, therefore, it

may be suggested that the spectral shape of ar()u) within the 0.05-0.10 m layer was due to

remnants of a previously active and healthy bottom ice algae community that became trapped

within the ice as it grew. This suggestion is corroborated by observations that ice core sections

collected more than 0.03 m from the ice bottom usually have a higher proportion of empty algal

cells compared to the bottommost skeletal layer (M. Gosselin, pers. comm.). In the 0.10-0.20 m

layer, no absorption peak can be seen in the wavelength region between 400-450 nm. This may

indicate that algal cells present within this layer have to some extent died and turned into detritus

(or NAP) and that their chloroplastic pigments have degraded either physically or through

activity of grazers and decomposers (e.g., Lizotte, 2003). Some pigments are, however, still

present within the layer as indicated by the chl a peak at 615 nm in the ao(X) curve. NAP absorbs

radiation in a similar fashion to CDOM, i.€., a¡¡,1p increases exponentially with decreasing

wavelength (e.g., Roesler and Iturriaga, 1994). As this appears to be the case for ao()") in the

0.10-0.20 m layer, it may be a valid assumption to partition ao(ì,) into contributions by CHL and

NAP (Figure 4.10). The absorption curve for NAP in Figure 4.10 is described by a¡¡¿p(X):
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0.1576 exp[S¡¿7p (440 - L)], where the slope Sutp : 0.005 and the multiplier result in a

wavelength dependence that conespond relatively well with ar(),) at ¡" < 550 nm. This also

results in a¿¡1¡(7") with a peak at 438-442 nm. These results confirm that sea ice absorption is

dominated by the healthy ice algae community immediately above the ice-water interface as

concluded by, e.g., Perovích et al. (1993). However, the results also point towards the secondary

importance of a decomposed biological community fuither up within the ice. A more detailed

vertically resolved bio-optical model may need to consider the influence of algae related

absorption further within the sea ice.

4.5 Conclusions

Irradiance spectra measured at vertical increments within the bottom layers of landfast

sea ice in Franklin Bay during early spring (22 Aprll to 9 llf.ay 2004) allowed an estimation of

sea ice IOPs (absorption and scattering coefficients) using the DISORT radiative transfer code.

To the authors' best knowledge, the inference of IOPs using an iterative modeling approach is

adopted here for the first time in a sea ice environment. In the model, the scattering coefficient,

b, was assumed to be wavelength independent within visible wavelengths, while any wavelength

dependence was accounted for by the absorption coefficient a¡o¡()'). The obtained IOPs were

discussed in terms of observed physical (temperature, salinity and density) and biological (algal

spectral absorption) properties of the 1.8 m thick first-year sea ice cover. These physical

properties can be considered typical of sea ice close to the ice-water interface.

The interesting possibility to estimate the brine volume fraction, v6, optically was

explored in the model work. atot(L) at longer wavelengths is dominated by arr(X) and api()")
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(Figure 4.9). Because a'u(À) increases more sharply than api()') from 700 to 750 nm, realistic v¿

could be deduced fi'om the spectra. Model results suggest that about a 2-3 %o salinity reduction

occured in the bottommost 0.1 m of the sea ice due to brine drainage after sampling, while

drainage was negligible in the 0.1-0.2 m layer.

Additionally, the scattering coeff,rcient , bøt, coùld be deduced from these calculations.

For the two bottommost 0.05 m layers, brct wàs around 400 m-1, while at the 0.1-0.2 mlayet b¡o¡

decreased to 165 m-t. Using ap(l.) cornbined with a wavelength independent b¡o¡ as inputs to

DISORT adequately explained the radiative transfer near the bottom layers of f,rrst-year sea ice.

Scattering processes within the sea ice can be described by Mie scattering theory using spherical

inclusions, however, the assumption of sphericality of at least brine inclusions does not

characterize the microstructure realistically, especially at the relatively high temperatures and

porosities found near the ice-water interface where brine inclusions are highly interconnected.

Once sufficiently detailed microstructural observations exists, the volume-aÍea equivalent

spheres theory (Grenfelt and Warren,1999), used by e.g. Light et al. (2004), can be utilized to

further explore structural-optical relationships.

As is typical for landfast first-year sea ice, ice core sampling and irradiance

measurements revealed very low concentrations of ice algae above the bottom 0.05 m of the sea

ice. For the bottom layer, chl a concentrations ranged from 16.6 to 242 mg m-3 and were more

than an order of magnitude less in overlying layers. This algal layer had a marked effect on the

spectral distribution and magnitude of transmitted irradiance beneath the ice.

Particulate absorption spectra, ao¡y(X), from rnelted ice samples showed that the
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chloroplastic pigments may have been degraded in the period between sampling and

measurement. That is, the spectral shape of K¿(À) could not be explained by the measured apfn(L)

for the bottommost ice algae layer using the fîlter technique. Interior ice layers did, however,

show similar spectral shapes in absorption to measurements made from melted samples

providing evidence of pigment degradation within these layers. Iterations of DISORT to match

the in situ K¿()u) resulted in reasonably shaped estimates of ap(}").Based on the spectral shape of

the modeled ar(X), it was suggested that the ice algae within the bottommost layer were healthy,

while pigment degradation modif,red the spectral absorption increasingly with distance from the

ice-water interface.
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CIIAPTER 5: Surface albedo and transmittance observations of Iludson Bay

landfast sea ice during the spring melt

5.1 Preface

In this chapter I address research questions III and IV. A version focusing on the

components of the surface energy balance and spectral albedo has been published as: Ehn, J. K.,

M. A. Granskog, T. Papakyriakou, R. Galley and D. G. Barber (2006), Surface albedo

observations of Hudson Bay landfast sea ice during the spling melt, Ann. Glaciol., 44, 23-29,

Reproduced with permission of the International Glaciological Society. I was responsible for the

maintenance of the meteorological station and the spectral radiation measurements during the

time I was in Button Bay, i.e. April to early May 2005. I conducted physical snow and ice

sampling in collaboration with the co-authors. Furtherrnore, I had a lead role in data analysis and

the manuscript writing.

5.2 Introduction

The ice albedo feedback mechanism, as a key factor affecting the energy and mass

balance of the Arctic, has frequently been emphasized in climate studies (e.9., Curry et a|.,1995;

Perovich et a\.,2002). During the winter, the sea ice surface albedo is generally high (>0.8) since

a layer of dry snow mostly covers the sea ice. With spring, increased shortwave radiation levels

result in sufficient absorption within the sea ice/snow volume to trigger melting and a consequent

reduction in albedo. Synoptic weather events, such as inflow of watm air masses andlor tain
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events, significantly alter the surface albedo (Ohmura, 1982; Robinson et al., 1986). With the

advancing melt season, the snow cover gradually disappears and surface melt puddles form.

With these changes, the net shorlwave radiation contributes an increasing portion of the net

radiation at the surface.

Recent albedo investigations in the high Arctic have demonstrated the importance of

systematic time series obseruations (Perovich et a\.,2002). Time series observations are central

to the understanding of the seasonal development of sea icelsnow covers, and for

physical/biogeochemical studies. The Arctic seas exhibit strong seasonal variations in albedo

largely due to the sea ice cover, thus any changes in the snow and ice cover would impact the

global albedo and thereby influence climate. The sub-Arctic regions are apafücularly good place

to study the time-dependence of radiative exchange due to the strong diurnal forcing in radiation

and the advection of warm air masses which increases temperature and occurrences of rain. A

temporal study of radiative exchange at the surface is thus warranted for these sub-Arctic seas

and knowledge gained here may also be useful for near future arctic conditions if climate

variabilitylchange progresses as projected(ACLA,2005; Johannessen et aL.,2004).

5.3 Site description

5.3.1 Site description

We present data that was collected over a period of 46 days, from 19 March (day of year

(YD) 78) to 3 May (YD 123) 2005, on the landfast sea ice in Button Bay (58" 48.5 N, 94' 17.2

W, nearChurchill, Manitoba), in western HudsonBay (Figure5.1a). The data consists ofa
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continuous record of the sea ice surface energy balance at a fixed site (Figure 5.lb) and a series

of spectral albedo measurements at six adjacent locations on the sea ice. At two of the locations,

the spectral albedo observations were substantiated by coincident measurements of spectral

transmittance (note: transmittance measurements not included in the published version). The

observations were a paft of a pilot study for theme 3 of ArcticNet (http:llwww.arcticnet-

ulaval.ca). To the best of the author's knowledge, these are the first ever of such time series

measurements along the western side of Hudson Bay over a typical spring period. In this chapter,

a description of the surface radiation balance and use the surface temperature as a proxy

integrator for the overall surface energy balance is provided.

The ice cover in Hudson Bay is seasonal. The bay becomes fully ice covered during

winter, and ice-free from rnid-August to late October (Wang et aL.,1994 Gough et a\.,2004). In

the Churchill region, the ice grows typically 1.3 to 2.0 m thick and ice breakup occurs on average

in early July (Stirling et al., 2004). Under predominantly northwest winds the ice pack moves to

the southeast, removing ice from the northwest and encouraging new ice growth. However,

changing winds may rapidly move the mobile pack ice onshore. Strong winds and tidal mixing

result in reoccuring polynyas and leads in the western Hudson Bay. High tides (up to 4 m

between low and high water at Churchill port) further aid in breaking up and piling ice floes

against the coast or landfast ice boundary. The sea ice in Button Bay thus consisted of a

collection of advected ice floes, which during early winter adhered into a continuous landfast ice

sheet. Sharp, uneven surface features, rubble fields and pressure ridges were common in the area

in 2005. However, in order to obtain more representative temporal samples, the sampling stations

were located on relatively undeformed ice in Button Bay (Figure 5.1b). At the time of the

experiment, the level ice reached its maximum thickness of 1.5 m, although large horizontal
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variability was observed in the area. At the location of the meteorological site, ice thickness

increased from roughly I.2 m to 1.5 m between YD 96 and I23).

Before the field program commenced (i.e. from YD 1 to 78) the air temperature averaged

15 "C (Fig. 5.2a) (National Climate Data and Information Archive, Environment Canada). Two

significant low-pressure systems, centered on YD 33 and YD 62, respectively, caused air

temperatures to rise above -10 
oC, and for 2-3 hours even above 0 'C in the case of the former.

At the start of the experiment winter conditions prevailed. Air temperatures averaged -19 'C.

The ice was snow covered as sno\¡/ precipitation was ongoing at the time. On YD 87 the

thickness of the snow cover was 0.26 m and could generally be characterized as dry snow. These

conditions continued about 10 days into the experiment (i.e., YD 88), after which rapid changes

in the surface properties occured. In this study, the focus is on the period that followed (until

YD 123) during which the ice evolved from winter conditions to the early stages of melt pond

formation. The oceanic heat flux did not significantly affect the sea ice energy balance during the

measurement period, as the water column below the sea ice was completely mixed and near the

freezing point (unpublished data). The main environmental conditions with effects on the surface

albedo were identif,red as a) advection of warm air masses, b) cloud cover, c) precipitation in

solid phase, and d) precipitation in liquid phase.

5. 3. 2 Fíeld observations

The surface meteorology station at the Button Bay field site was assembled on YD 78

and recovered on YD I23 (Figure 5.1b). The monitored parameters included air temperature and

relative humidity, wind speed and direction, turbulent fluxes of heat, water vapour, momentum
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and COz in the atmospheric boundary layer, ice and snow temperatures using thermocouple

strings extending through the ice/snow cover, surface skin temperature and the components of

the radiation balance. In this study the focus is on the latter two.

The components of the radiation balance are summarized as

Q* = SW + + LW* = SWt - SW¡ + Lfï\ - Lll¡, (5.1)

where p* is tlie net all-wave radiation, Slí/* the net of the incident and reflected shortwave solar

radiation (i.e., SW¡ and SW¡), and LW* the net of the incoming and outgoing longwave radiation

(i.e., LW¡ and LI4r¡). Positive net values indicate energy input to the surface.

The radiation balance was measured at 2-second intervals and stored as l5-minute

averages using two pyranometers (The Eppley Laboratory, Inc., Model PSP, wavelength range

from 285 to 2800 nm) and two pyrgeometers (The Eppley Laboratory, Inc., Model PIR, range

from 3.5 to 50 ¡rm) for down- and upwelling shortwave and longwave radiation, respectively.

The sensors were mounted about 1.5 m above the surface facing south (Figure 5.1b). The surface

below the radiometers was of the white ice type (see below). During post processing, the

longwave radiation was corrected for dome and case temperatures using methods described in

Marty et al. (2003). Frost and water droplets were removed from the sensor domes before 8:00

every morning. For most weather conditions the sensor domes remained clear from frost or water

droplets during daytime, however, during rain events it was not possible to keep domes clear and

these data may be affected by the water droplets. At the start of the experiment (YD 78) sunrise

was around 6:30 local time and sunset around i8:30. The solar zenith angle was about 78o and

J9" at 8:00 and 17:00, respectively. Thus to reduce measurement errors due to the pyranometers
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imperfect cosine response at high zenith angles, broadband albedos were calculated from SIØ.1

and SW¡ data for periods between 8 :00 and 17 :00 (Pirazzini, 2004; Warren, 1982) . At the end of

the experiment sunrise and sunset were around 4:30 and 19:45, respectively and daytime (8:00-

17:00) solar zenith angles were smaller than 68o.

Coincident surface skin temperature was obtained at the meteorology station using an

infrared temperature transducer (Everest Interscience, Inc., Model 4000.42L). The instrument

operates in tlie 8-14 prm spectral range with an accuracy of +0.5 oC and a resolution of 0.1 "C for

the temperature range between -40 and +100 'C. It was pointed with a -45o viewing angle

towards the surface below the radiation sensors. The surface temperature is imporlant as it can be

regarded as an integrator of surface energy fluxes, i.e., radiation and turbulent fluxes from above

and conductive fluxes from below.

The spectral albedo, G(Â.) , is the fraction of incident shortwave irradiance that is

backscattered from the surface:

SW^(1\
a(),\= '".

swrQ)
(s.2)

where 2 is the wavelength. The albedo is of interest as it is a measure of solar radiation absorbed

by the snow, sea ice and ocean. The wavelength-integrated albedo, d , is commonly used in

climatological studies :

[øQ)swr(I)il,d=

F'r7)dt
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In this chapter, the wavelength-integrated albedo is defined to have integration limits between

350 and 1050 nm, which are the spectral limits of the dual-headed spectroradiometer (FieldSpec,

Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., Boulder, Colorado) used, while the broadband albedo to have

integration limits encompassing the nearly the entire solar shortwave spectrum, i.e., from 285 to

2800 nm. The spectral albedo was obtained with the spectroradiometer by alternating between

up- and downwelling irradiance measurements. The cosine collector was attached to the end of a

1.5-m-long rod extending from a tripod. The setup was kept horizontal about 0.7 m above the

surface by using a bubble level. The footprint, from where roughly 90 percent of the measured

upwelling radiation originates, is thus within a circle with a radius double the height above the

surface (in case of isotropic incident radiation). A second cosine collector (180" field-of-view)

was used for coincident monitoring of changes in incoming spectral inadiance. Spectral albedo

was repeatedly measured at six sites considered representative of the area from YD 97 onwards.

Three of the sites were classified as blue ice sites and three as white ice. All six sites chosen were

large and homogeneously composed of only one ice surface type. The blue and white ice sites

thus represented a minimum and maximum albedo in the measurement area. The blue ice sites

tended to loose their snow cover quickly and were darker in their appearance compared to the

white ice sites which appeared white throughout the experiment and formed mounds of snow or

drained soft granular ice.

Similarly, the downwelling irradiance measurements above and below the ice

were used to calculate the bulk spectral transmittance, T(1). Details on the methods used are

provided in subsection 6.3.1.
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5.4 Results and Discussion

5.4. I Seasonal evohttíon

From YD 78 to 88, air temperatures remained below -10 oC, averaging -19 'C. The

period shows large variations in the measured broadband albedo due to variable weather

conditions (mainly snowfall, snowdrift, freezing fog and cloud coverage). On YD 89 conditions

changed dramatically when a low-pressure system moved in increasing LWl. and causing heavy

snowfall and freezing rain (Figure 5.2). This resulted in a crusty top layer of snow with a density

of 413 kg --' on YD 90, an increase from 366 kg *-' on YD 88. The next low-pressure event

occuned two days later on YD 92. This time air temperatures rose above 0 'C and with

signihcant rainfall to the surface (28 mm of total precipitation observed at Churchill

meteorological station, Environment Canada). Also the surface skin temperature rose for the first

time of the year above 0 "C (Figure 5.2d). Subsequently ice lenses formed at various levels in the

snow pack. Following these synoptic scale weather events the broadband albedo dropped from a

high of 0.74 (YD 89) to 0.71 (YD 92) and to 0.64 (YD 95) in six days (Figurc 5.2d). These

events mark the beginning of the melt season.

Rainfall occurred on frve occasions (Figure 5.2b). The most significant of these took

place around YD 100-101 and was accompanied by thunderstorms. All rain events were marked

by increased levels of LWI (Figure 5.2b) associated with the cloud cover, increased humidity and

warmer air. Recorded values ranged from 3l0 to 332 Wm-2. During snowfall events LII¡ was

generally below 310 Wm-2. As the cloud covered conditions were accompanied by low levels of

SWl,little difference was observed in the daily averaged net all-wave radiation, Q*;the dally
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averaged components for SIZ* and LW* tend to cancel each other out (Figure 5.2c). Concurrently

there was a subtle seasonal rise in the daily averages of Q* that may be described by 1.09.YD -

l4l (R2:0.52), while over the same period the slopes for SIØ* and LW* are 0.64 and 0.45,

respectively, with weak correlation (R':0.16 and 0.06). For the duration of the experiment, the

net radiative energy balance was positive, i.e., the surface received more radiative energy than it

emitted/reflected. Prior to the thunderstorm on YD 100-101, Q* averuged 2I.5 Wm-2, and

afterwards 50.5 Wm-2 - an indication of the physical changes that occurred in the snow due to

the rain.

After the first rain event and the subsequent formation of ice lenses, measurements of the

snow properties were increasingly difficult to conduct. Some sporadic layers between the ice

lenses could however be measured in the period after YD 101. On YD 101 the density of these

individual layers ranged from 250 to 470 kg --'. Bulk density measurements for the snow pack

resulted in750 kg --'for a snow depth of 0.25-0.27 m on YD 103 and 650 kg *-'for a 0.21 m

snow depth on YD 105. By YD 105 the ice surface had fractionated into areas of blue ice and

white ice, i.e., depressed areas of bare ice and mounds with a snov/ cover over the ice (Figure

5.3a). On this day an up to i-cm-deep layer of melt water was observed on the bare ice. On YD

110 the snow pack on the white ice was modified all the way throughby freeze-thaw processes

and composed mostly of ice lenses. The snow/ice interface was difficult to determine as

metamorphosed snow formed superimposed ice (based on stable oxygen isotopic composition

(unpublished data); see, e.9., Eicken et al.,1994) which merged with the surface ice causing the

interface to become highly uneven (Figure 5.3b-c). From YD 110 snow temperatures, as

measured with the thermocouple strings, were adversely affected by transmitting solar radiation,
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leaving the surface skin temperature as the best indicator for thermodynamic and metamorphic

changes in the snow pack (Figure 5.2d).

Figure 5.3. Surface conditions on YD lla. @) Spectral albedo measurement setup at sites b5 and
w6 (photo J.K. Ehn). The photo illustrates how the surface had partitioned into two surface
types. (b) Close-up of the snow/ice interface, marked by the rectangle in (c) showing a layer of
superimposed ice (photo M.A. Granskog). (c) Excavated white ice snow pack showing ice
lenses, meltwater drainage pathways and superimposed ice. These features are enhanced by the
addition of a red-colored dye to the surface and that was allowed to drain over 24 hours before
excavation of the snow pit (photo M. A. Granskog).
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5.4. 2 Diurnal radiative properties

The daily cycle of broadband albedo showed considerable variations depending on

weather conditions. A cloud cover may increase the broadband albedo by up to I0o/o from clear-

sky values by increased absorption in infrared wavelengths (Barry, 1996). Fufihermore the

albedo is sensitive to metamorphic changes in the snow pack, such as grain size and liquid water

content (íl'arren, 1982). During the melt season these properties change rapidly. In this section,

the daytime evolution of the white ice albedo related to cloud and surface conditions is

examined.

The diurnal trends in sea icelsnow surface properties for the melt period were

chancterized by a daily thaw/night-time refreeze cycle. The surface skin temperature decreased

during the night and showed a daytime low in the morning (Figure 5.2d). During the day, surface

temperatures increased reaching the melting point. At the same time the broadband albedo

decreased during the day in response to the freeze-thaw cycle (Figure 5.2d). During night the

surface refroze resulting in an albedo increase.

Superimposed on the daily decreasing trend are effects from the sky conditions on the

broadband albedo. Under clear-sky, the albedo decreased during the course of day. Minimum

values were reached in the early afternoon after which increasing values were observed (e.g., YD

99, 100 and 111 in Figure 5.4). This increase can be attributed to decreasing solar zenith angles

and decreasing SiZl when the direct component of the ,Sil¿ dominates (Pirazzini,2004). Under

overcast conditions the zenith angle has a smaller effect on albedo, as SWI mainly is composed

of diffuse radiation. When LWI is increased by the cloud coverage, no substantial decrease in all-

wave energy input to the surface was observed. Furtherrnore, during an overcast sky, air
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The snow event on YD 110, with the drop in air temperatures, briefly increased the

broadband albedo to -0.7 (Figures 5.2d and 5.4b). The density of the new snow varied from 165

to 180 kg rn-'. However, the new snow was short lived as the warïn temperatures that followed

quickly caused extensive melt. Consequently the albedo abruptly dropped to 0.51, the lowest

observed value during experiment. The abrupt effect of snow and rain events is illustrated in

Figure 5.4b. The snowfall on YD 110 caused a daytime (8:00-17:00) increase in albedo by 0.07

or 17o/o, while the effect of the rain and the warm weather on YD II4 decreased the albedo by

0.1 or 160/o.The rate of decrease of albedo during the five-day period was -0.047 per day. Such

rapid changes were also observed over multiyear ice during the melt period by Perovich et al.

(2002).In general, the daytime change in the broadband albedo over white ice ranged from a

0.01 per hour increase to a decrease of 0.014 per hour.

5.4.3 Spectral albedo

The spatial and temporal variability of the broadband and wavelength-integrated albedo

is illustrated in Figure 5.5. On YD 91 the surface looked spatially uniform due to recent

snowfall. The snow depth at the albedo sites were 0.08-0.28 m. The surface was covered with 2-

3 mm thick new snow layer above a hard crust. Consequently the integrated albedos were near

0.9 (Figure 5.5). At this point differences in surface elevation already revealed where melt ponds

were likely to form. By YD 101 albedo had decreased to -0.8 at the sites of the previous

measurements (bl and w2). The albedo was dominated by the wet snow cover; at bI and w2

snow depth had decreased by about 0.04 m. However the melt had progressed more rapidly at b3

where the albedo was measured over a 0.05 m thick, very wet and patchy snow surface. At b3

the albedo had reduced to 0.62 and most likely represents the minimum in the area. On YD i05
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the surface had fractionated into bare blue ice and snow covered white ice. The blue ice areas

had a lower elevation than the white ice which appeared as mounds. On the surface of bl was a

l-cm-thick slushy and dark snow layer, while b3 had a l-cm-deep melt water layer with small

roughness elements protruding above the surface. Minimum albedos were related to warm days

when the surface temperature rose to the melting point. The lowest albedo for both the blue and

the white ice was observed around YD 113-115 (Figure 5.5).

1
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Figure 5.5. Time series of the wavelength-integrated albedo at three blue ice (b1, b3, b5) and
three white ice sites (w2, w4, w6), and the daily averaged broadband albedo at the surface
meteorology station (white ice).
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During the following days snowfall and snowdrift increased the surface albedo. For the

blue ice the highest integrated albedo (0.95) was obseled on YD 111 when the daily averaged

air temperatures were -9 oC and a 0.06 m new snow layer (with a density of 160-180 kg --')

covered the surface. Similarly the high values for white ice occurred on YD 121 when snowfall

from the day before, clear skies and a cold spell that depressed the surface temperature below -

10 oC. Interestingly, areas of blue ice (early stages of melt ponds) caught more of the snow due

to larger surface roughness compared to white ice mounds where the snow cover was more

affected by erosion by wind. The albedo for blue ice areas thus rose to higher values than the

white ice after snow events (Figure 5.5, YD III-LL2 and I2I). However the initially determined

locations for depressions and mounds remained the same once the new snow melted.

The magnitude and shape of the spectral albedo was similar to spectra obtained during

the melt season in the Arctic (e.g., Grenfell and Perovich, 1984). High values observed after

snow events show little spectral dependence in the visible and a modest decrease towards near

infrared wavelengths (Figure 5.6). Minimum albedos that occurred as a result of warm days and

rain events show considerably more wavelength-dependence. A local maximum is obserr¿ed at

500 nm and a considerable decrease with wavelength by up to 0.6 or 86Yo (Figure 5.6a).

The effect of liquid water present on the surface on the spectral shape is illustrated by the

albedo extremes in Figure 5.6b. The albedo at infrared wavelengths is very sensitive to liquid

water content which greatly increases absorption and reduces scattering (Grenfell and Perovich,

1984). On YD Il7 after the snow event, a 0.06-0.07 m thick, wet new snow layer covered the

old snow surface. Surface temperatures were at the melting point (Figure 5.2d). Consequently the

albedo decreased substantially in the near infrared. The albedo during the clear and cold
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conditions on YD 121 (see above), on the othel hand, shows significantly less wavelength-

dependence. The spectral differences between YD 113 and Il4 are more indicative of spatial

variability in the snow pack; the broadband albedo on YD 114 is smaller than on YD 113 (Figure

5.4b), while the spectral shape for the albedo for YD 113 would suggest lower broadband values.

800 900 1000
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 5.6. Summary for spectral albedos over (a) blue ice and (b) white ice sites from YD 97 to
i21. The thick lines are the averages for three sites each during the sampling period, while the
thin lines show the extremes. In (a) the maximum albedo was obsered on YD 111 and the
minimum on YD 115. In (b) the maximum albedo for À < 845 nm (dashed line) was observed on
YD 117 and for I > 845 nm (solid line) on YD l2l. The minimum for )," < 767 nm (solid line)
was found on YD II4 and for À > 767 nm (dashed line) on YD 113.
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5.4.4 Shortwave energy partitioningfrom albedo and transmittance time series

Further data on spectral albedo and transmittance at sampling location b5 and w6 is

provided in Figure 5.7. These data were collected nearly coincidentally in a sequential fashion

from A to B to C to D. The spectral albedos have already been discussed in the context of Figure

5.6 and same conclusions apply.

Downwelling shortwave irradiance measurements above and below the ice were used to

calculate the bulk spectral transmittance, T(2),

T(1) =
SWt(2,2)

(s.4)
swí1,0* )'

where z denote the thickness of the ice/snow cover. Under ice T(l) was measured directly below

where the albedo was measured using an underwater cosine receptor (Analytical Spectral

Devices, Inc.) attached to a double-jointed swivel anl (see Figure 6.1 and section 6.3.1).

The spectral transmittance show maximum values at 500-550 nm (Figure 5.7c-d) and

little radiation remaining outside the visible range of the spectrum. The pattern that deviates from

a smooth curve between 400 and 500 nm in Figure 5.7c illustrates the effect of ice algae

absorption. Overall, the magnitude of the transmittance spectra appear to be controlled by

surface processes, such as deposition of new snow. This was the case for blue ice on 1 May when

new snow was collected in sigriificant quantities on the surface and consequently resulted in very

low transmittance values. In contrast, snow was not collected on the white ice mounds and

transmittance increased to the highest observed values. It is likely that this increase can be

explained by a decrease in scattering in the ice cover based on the measured increases in both
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temperature and brine volurnes within the ice (data not shown). Unfortunately, the time series

collection was discontinued due to rapidly changing ice conditions.

Contrary to integrated values shown in Figure 5.5, the values shown in Figure 5.8 are

integrated over the total shortwave solar spectra using Eq. 5.3. In case of the albedo, the

extension over the spectral range of the spectroradiometer was accomplished by applying the

formulations provided in Allison et al. (1993). Transmittance values above about 800 nm were,

however, so small that their contribution could be neglected. Furthermore, as the

spectroradiometer was not calibrated for absolute values, the incident shortwave spectra, SII|+(L),

BLUE ICE (Station b5) WHITE ICE (Station w6)
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Figure 5.7. Spectral albedos (a-b) and spectral transmittances (c-d) for blue ice station b5 and
white ice station w6. Estimates of integrated values are shown in Figure 5.8. The date April 19

compares to YD 109.
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needed to be estimated. Representative incident solar spectra from 300 nm to 2500 nm for clear

and cloudy skies (stratus cloud with an optical depth of 17) were obtained using the atmospheric

radiative transfer model SBDART (e.g., Ricchiazzi et al., 1998) and their magnitude scaled to

match the incident irradiance. Based on the observed sky conditions at the time of measurements,

either the clear or the cloudy sky incident spectra was used. For days with mixed sky conditions,

e.g.22 April, an average spectrum between clear and cloudy conditions was used.

A discussion on the spatial and temporal variability in wavelength-integrated albedo has

already been provided in subsection 5.4.3. It is noted, however, that total shortwave albedo

values in Figure 5.8a are consisted with broadband values obtained at the meteorological station

(Figure 5.5), although they appear to be somewhat higher. This may be related to site specific

differences. The wavelength-integrated transmittance (Figure 5.8b) ranged between 0.5o/o and

I0o/o--related inversely to the albedo. Similarly, the absorptance (here defined as I - albedo -
transmittance) was inversely related to the albedo (Figure 5.Bc) illustruting the effect of the

surface albedo on the overall shortwave energy partitioning in the ocean-sea ice-atmosphere

system. Absorptance values ranged between 15o/o and 5lYo for blue ice and 160/o and 33o/o for

white ice (Figure 5.8c). How shortwave radiation is distributed within the sea icelsnow cover is

returned to with further details in section 6.4.7.
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5.5 Conclusions

The seasonal evolution of the landfast sea ice surface albedo in Button Bay was found to

be affected by synoptic weather events that caused abrupt fluctuations in values (Figure 5.2d).

These events can be summarized as a) advection of warm air masses, b) cloud cover, c)

precipitation in solid phase, and d) precipitation in liquid phase. In general, the albedo was

spatially fairly uniform during winter. As melting progressed the overall albedo decreased and

spatial variability increased. The surface partitioned into regions of highly reflective white ice

and absorptive blue ice. These changes in surface properties controlled also the portion of solar

radiation that was absorbed within and transmitted through the ice cover.

The effect of cloud cover was to decrease Sl4/+ and increase LW, Their combined effect

was thus to even out the radiative energy input to the surface along the day, although the daily

average p* showed little change. When cloudy conditions were correlated with high air

temperatures, extensive surface melting caused the albedo to decrease throughout the day (Figure

5.4). In contrast, clear skies resulted in daytime melting and a consequent reduction in albedo,

however in the afternoon the surface begun refreezing and the albedo increased.

Climate forecasts using GCM's, indicate that we should expect a warmer and wetter

winter season in the Arctic regions (ACIA, 2005; Joltannessen et al., 2004). The observations

during a sub-Arctic spring presented here provide a glimpse of the surface radiation budget's

response to such conditions. Rain events caused a rapid change in the snow cover properties and

caused a non-recoverable decrease in the surface albedo due to metamorphoses in the snow pack.

Snowfall temporarily increased the albedo by about 0.1, however with the refurn of warm

weather the effect was brief. The precipitation events caused diurnal changes in the albedo of
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l'ouglily -t10 percent. These results are similar to those observed by Perovich et al. (2002) during

the SHEBA field experiment in the Arctic basin.
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CHAPTER 6: lnference of optical properties from radiation profTles within

rnelting sea ice

6.1 Preface

This chapter has been accepted for publication as Ehn, J. K., T. N. Papakyriakou, D. G.

Barber (2001), Inference of optical properlies from radiation profiles within melting sea ice,

Accepted for publication in Journal of Geophysical Research-Oceans. Copyright 2008

American Geophysical Union. Reproduced by permission of American Geophysical Union. It

addresses reseach questions IV and V by examing the connections between IOPs and AOPs

within the spring sea ice cover. I was responsible for developing the radiation profiler, data

collection and analysis, and the programming of the computer model. I had a lead role in the

writing of the manuscript.

6.2 Introduction

The connection between the physical, biological, and optical properties of sea ice has

long been recognized by studies in the polar regions (e.g., Maykut and Grenfell, I975; Grenfell

and Maykut, 1977). During winter and early spring, the snow cover controls the interaction

between incoming shorlwave radiation and sea ice by scattering back a major fraction (> 0.8) of

the incident radiation from the surface. This fraction decreases as the snow and ice begin to melt

during late spring, and consequently more radiation reaches furlher below the surface. A portion

of the radiation is absorbed within the ice causing internal melting and warming (e.9., Perovich
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et aL.,1998:. Zeebe et a|.,1996). The absorption is influenced by dissolved and particulate matter

incorporated into the sea ice and snow and has been the subject of several recent studies (e.g.,

Belzile et aL.,2000; Light et al.,1998; Perovich et aL.,1998; Grenfell et a|.,2002; Flanner et al.,

2007). Radiation passing through the ice becomes available for primary production and heating

of tlre seawater (Maylcut and Grenfell, 1915). Furthermore, available radiation causes

photooxidation of organic matter which produces CO and CO2 (Xie and Gosselin,2005).

The melting of the snow cover on landfast sea ice is commonly triggered by incursions of

warm southerly air and associated rain events (e.g., Robínson et al., 1986). Melting and

metamorphism in the snowpack result in an irreversible darkening of the surface causing more

radiation to be absorbed within the snow and sea ice. Sustained melting leaves the surface

fractionated into so-called blue ice and white ice areas, i.e. depressed areas of bare ice and

mounds composed of highly deteriorated snow or ice with a snow-like appearance. As the melt

season progresses, the blue ice generally evolves in to melt ponds, which is followed by the ice

cover breaking up into floes and dispersing.

Melting sea ice conditions characterize the Arctic Ocean for up to 4-5 months (April-

August) of the year. Melting conditions prevail at a time when primary productivity is at its

highest and changes in sea ice thickness and extent are most sensitive to thennal forcing. It is

critical that large-scale climate models and more detailed radiative transfer models (e.g., Jin et

al., 1994) liave the information needed to predict changes occuning during the melt period. Yet,

there are limited field observations available. Most observations are limited to measurements that

can be conducted above and below the surfaces and optical properties of the snow and ice

inferred indirectly (e.g., Grenfell and Maykut, L977; Buclcley and Trodahl, 1987; Belzile et al.,
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2000; Hamre et al., 2004).In-ice measurements within landfast sea ice have been carried out

prior to the melt season (Mffione et al., 1998; Pegau and Zaneveld, 2000). More recently,

Grenfell et al. (2006) used an in-ice radiation profiler to measure attenuation coefficients for the

interior portions of both first- and rnultiyear ice during melt season.

Here, field observations of vertical radiation profiles within melting landfast sea ice in

Button Bay (58" 48.5 N, 94' 17.2 W) located near Churchill, Manitoba, in western Hudson Bay

are presented. The attempt is to build upon previous studies by verifying against independent

irradiance measurements both above and below the sea ice cover, as well as observations of

physical and optical properties from extracted ice samples. The objective of this study is to

determine the optical properties of the deteriorated and melting ice cover, and to identify layers

with distinct optical character. The DISORT radiative transfer code (Stamnes et a/., 1988) was

used iteratively to deduce information on the inherent optical properties (IOPs) from in-situ

observations of apparent optical properties (AOPs) in a manner similar to Chpater 4 (Ehn et al.,

2008). We believe that results obtained here are relevant and generally applicable to seasonal sea

ice in tlre Arctic during the beginning of the melt season (e.g., Hanesiak et a\.,200I). This work

thus represents a step towards an improved treatment of shortwave radiation in studies dealing

with the energy partitioning and biological production in the sea ice environment.

6.3 Data and Methods

6.3.1 Field progranx

A previous study by Ehn et al. (2006) has reported on the evolution of the surface energy

balance and the shofiwave surface albedo during April-May at the Button Bay site. In short,
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winter-like conditions remained until the end of March. The sea ice was generally covered by dry

snow. A few days into April conditions changed dramatically when a low-pressure system

moved in bringing heavy rainfall. This rain event caused the formation of ice lenses in the

snowpack, a significant reduction in surface albedo and generally marked the beginning of the

melt season. From that point on, weather conditions were highly variable with sporadic rain and

snowfall being common.

By 25 April, the ice surface had fractionated into areas of blue ice and white ice. The

snowpack on the white ice was modified all the way through by freeze-thaw processes and was

composed mostly of coarse grains and ice lenses. The snow/ice interface was difficult to

determine as extensive snow melting and drainage had formed superimposed ice (e.g.,

Kawamura et al., 1997) and an uneven snow/ice interface. It appeared that snowfall from

previous days had melted and refrozen overnight to form high-scattering superimposed ice layer,

which had become wet and slushy by the time of the optical measurements. The bottommost few

centimeters of the ice cover was discolored by a dense sea ice algae community. No evidence of

impurities could be visibly detected within other parts of the ice column.

Measurements of AOPs included spectral albedo and transmittance through the entire ice

sheet (hereafter referred to simply as transmittance), and vertical profiles using a custom built ice

profiler that was placed within auger holes drilled through the ice (Figure 6.1).The

measurements were performed at one blue ice and one white ice site in the vicinity of the six

sites included in Ehn et al. (2006). All optical measurements were conducted using a dual-

headed spectroradiometer (FieldSpec, Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc.) which measures

radiation between 350 nm and 1050 nm. The total ice and snow cover thicknesses, at the exact
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Figure 6.1. Overview sketch of the optical measurements.

location of the radiation profiles, were about 1.50 m for blue ice and 1.70 m for white ice, with

freeboards of 13 cm and 32 cm, respectively, implying that thickness differences between the

two were mainly due to upper surface roughness features related to melting. The ice thicknesses

were somewhat thinner immediately above the location where bulk transmittances were

measured. A thickness difference of 7 cm for blue ice and 3 cm for white ice were measured.

Thus, radiation levels beneath the sea ice can be expected to be slightly higher were the ice cover

is thinner. The optical measurements were accompanied by physical measurements to

characterize the snow and the sea ice as described below.

Above surface measurements were used to calculate the spectral albedo, a(,L),

F^()",0* )
d.(Al =

Ft(1,0*)'

transmittance

r59
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where F¡Q,,O*) and F¡(),,0*) denote upwelling and downwelling spectral irradiance above the

surface, respectively. The spectral albedo was obtained with the spectroradiometer by alternating

between up- and downwelling irradiance measurements at a height of 70 cm above the surface.

The cosine collector was attached to the end of a l.5-m-long rod extending from a tripod. A

second cosine collector (180 degree field-of-view) was used for coincident monitoring of

changes in incoming spectral irradiance and remained in use through the rest of the measurement

sequence.

Downwelling irradiance measurements above and below the ice were used to calculate

the bulk spectral transmittance, T(l),

F, ( ),.2\T(7\=+.
1(1,0*)'

(6.2)

wlrere z denote the thickness of the icelsnow cover. Under ice T(7) was measured directly below

where a(1) was measured using an underwater cosine receptor (Analytical Spectral Devices,

Inc.) attached to a double-jointed swivel arm (Figure 6.1). The swivel arm was made out of a

white polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe that snugly f,rt through a 5-cm ice auger (Kovacs

Entetprises, Inc.) hole and allowed for measurements 1.5 m away from the drilled hole. The set-

up was designed to minimize the effect of the hole on the radiation field. The fiber-optical cable,

that connected the cosine receptor to the spectroradiometer, ran on the inside of the pipe. An

immersion correction factor, F,(l), was not supplied by the manufacturer of the underwater

cosine receptor. A laboratory experiment was thus performed following the procedure outlined in

Mueller et al. (2003) (their section 3.5). The obtained fi(Z) could be expressed by 0.075Ln(l) +
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0.243, which agrees well with the immersion factor supplied for the LI-1800UW undetwater

spectroradiometer (LI-COR Biosciences).

Vertically resolved radiation profiles, within the sea ice and water column to a maximum

distance of 2.5 m from the surface, were measured using an ice profiler (Figure 6.1) with a 10 cm

vertical resolution. The vertical measurement resolution was increased to 2.5 cm near the ice-

\Mater interface in order to better characterize the bottom biological community. The same auger

holes used for transmittance measurements were reused for the radiation profiles. The ice profiler

was also constructed of a white PVC pipe. A disc-shaped diffuse reflectance standard (WS-1,

Ocean Optics, Inc.) was mounted at the base of the pipe facing upward (Figure 6.1). Equal

square openings were cut in the pipe so that three 1 cm wide support beams remained attaching

the reflectance standard to the pipe. The height from the surface of the reflectance standard to the

top of the opening was 5 cm. A f,iber-optic cable with a 25 degree field-of-view fore-optic was

attached at a distance of 4.5 cm immediately above the reflectance standard looking downward.

The field-of-view thus remained within the diameter of the reflectance standard. After a

measurement above the surface in the air, the first usable measurement within the ice was

conducted at a sufficient depth below the waterline so that the profiler sensing head was fully

submerged in seawater. This distance from the surface was 20 cm for the blue ice and 40 cm for

the white ice as the freeboards for the two sites were 13 cm and 32 cm (including snow),

respectively. Except for the location of the upper surface, the relative distance between

measurement levels was estimated with a *1 mm precision causing a basic measurement

uncertainty affecting the subsequent calculation of the attenuation coefficient. The location of the

surface of melting sea ice is difficult to define to a similar precision due to significant small-scale

variability.
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Ice cores were obtained using a MARK II coring system (0.09 m diameter, Kovacs

Enterprise) at a location situated about 50 m northwest of where optical measurements were

conducted. The ice surface was of the white ice type. An ice core stafiing from the hard

superimposed ice surface, generally about 0.2 m below the snow surface, through the full length

of the ice cover was used to measure temperatures immediately after extraction using a handheld

drill and a temperature probe (Traceable Digital Thermometer, Model 4000). A second ice core

for salinity determination was immediately cut into 0.1 m sections, which were placed into

plastic jars or airtight plastic bags before transfer back to the camp where they were melted

overnight. Measurements of snow propedies were exceedingly difficult to conduct after rain

events and freeze-thaw processes had transformed the white ice snow pack to be composed

mostly of ice lenses (Ehn et al., 2006). However, bulk samples were taken for salinity

determination and density estimates, and temperatures were measured at selected depths where

possible. Conductivity was measured from the melted ice and snow sections using a handheld

conductivity meter (Hoskin Scientific Cond 330i; accuracy r0.5o/o of reading), and converted

into salinity units using UNESCO algorithms (Foþnoff and Millard, 1983).

A 20 cm thick bulk snow sample was collected from the white ice site on 27 April. The

sample was melted in dark and filtered onto glass hber filters (Whatman GF/F, nominal pore size

0.7 pm). The particulate absorption spectra, ar(l), was calculated as

2.303lnlr"Q)l r ,Q)laoe)=-ffi, lr-'l (6.3)

where Is and I¡ are the spectral intensities measured through a filter wetted with milli-Q water

and the same filter after the filtration, p is the pathlength amplification factor and approximately
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equal to 2 for high particulate concentrations, Z the volume filtered, and A (: nt') is the surface

area of the filter (e.g., Roesler, 1998). Eq. 6.3 was also used to obtain ao(2) for bottom ice

samples with microalgae and detrital particles, however, the spectra were forced to zero at 750

nm by subtracting the background intensities (e.g., Roesler, i998).

6.3.2 Radiative transfer model and spectral decomposition

The discrete-ordinate radiative transfer (DISORT) code (Stamnes et al., 1988) was used to link

physical properties and inherent optical properties (IOPs) with observed apparent optical

properties (AOPs). As in Ehn et al. (2008), the use of DISORT was limited to snow, sea ice and

seawater, and changes in the refractive index atlayer boundaries were not considered (Jin et al.,

1994). The radiation field at layer interfaces were characterized by 32 streams. This provides

sufficient polar angle resolution to evaluate the conditions under wliich the asymptotic state of

the radiation field is reached. In the asymptotic state the shape of the radiation field does not

significantly change with depth, which entails that the irradiance attenuation coefficient equals

the radiance attenuation coeff,rcient obtained from the use of any polar angle. Pegau and

Zaneveld (2000) found that a near-asymptotic state was reached within 25 cm from the sea ice

surface even when the snow cover was removed and sky conditions were cloud free (see also

Mffione et a1.,1998). On25 April the sky was completely overcast and the solar disc could not

be seen through the clouds. Hence, in the model, incident irradiance to the surface was assumed

diffuse. Additionally, near the ice/water interface the radiation field becomes increasingly

affected by the presence of the water column with little backscattering (e.g., Ehn et al.,2008).
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Radiation that is transmitted through sea ice has been found to be largely downward directed

(Buckley and Trodahl, 1981).

The sea ice was divided into horizontally homogeneous layers based on temperature,

salinity and radiation profile observations. In addition, a 40 m thick homogeneous seawater layer

was included below the ice. For each of the layers, DISORT requires information on the IOPs,

i.e., spectral absorption coefficient, a'o,(A), scattering coefficient , b¡6¡, ãrrd phase function, p(0), to

solve the equation of radiative transfer (e.g., Thomas and Stamnes, 1999). Details on this

division and the input values are provided in the results section. In general, IOPs were obtained

by iterations of DISORT until the model calculated attenuation coefficient matched the diffuse

attenuation coefficient measured with tlie ice profiler, Kp,o¡u,(l), to within t0.002 m-r for all

selected depth intervals simultaneously with the exception of the surface layer. The effect of

immersion was not known for the ice profiler. Therefore, effective diffuse attenuation

coefficients were estimated for the uppermost layers so that the model calculated albedos

matched the observations to within 10.001. A similar approach has been taken by Light et al.

(1998). 
^ 

5% specular reflection was assumed for the bare blue ice, however, neglected for

white ice following, e.9., Perovich (1990).

It was quickly realized that the model calculated downwelling irradiance attenuation

coeff,rcient, K¿(1), could not be used to match Kp,ol¡u,(l), as comparisons against measured f(D

revealed that the magnitude of the simulated transmittance was significantly underestimated for

both blue and white ice. A reason for this was that downwelling irradiance did not represent the

radiation field seen by the profiler. The profiler essentially records radiation (Fo) incident on the
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where 1is the radiant intensity at wavelength )" and 0 is the polar angle. KoQ) was thus the

properly calculated during each model iteration and used to match against the measured

Kp,o¡u,(l).

For each layer a dominant scatterer was defined; i.e., snow grains for the snow layers, air

bubbles for the drained ice layers located above the waterline, and brine inclusions below the

waterline. Scattering was assumed to be well represented by spherical inclusions of an effective

radius ru¡ The coresponding scattering coefficient was modeled as

where v; is the volume fraction of the dominant scatterer j. b,o,is considered independent of

wavelength since these scatterers are typically significantly larger than the wavelength of the

radiation within the visible light regime (e.9., Grenfell, 1983). The angular distribution of the

scattered radiation was calculated using the Henyey-Greenstein phase function (see Eq. 2.32)
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(Henyey and Greenstein, I94l), where g; is the average cosine or the asymmetry parameter for

the dominant scatterer j, and á the scattering angle. The asymmetry parameter was set to a

constant value of 0.855 for snow and drained ice layers, and 0.995 for layers below the waterline

(Light et a|.,2004). This results in a strongly forward scattering phase function which is typical

for the sea ice and seawater environment (e.g., Mobley et a1.,199S).

Any wavelength dependence in attenuation is assumed to be caused

Grenfell, 1983). For each sea ice layer, a,o,(1) was calculated as the

components:

ar,(2) = v ,,ia ¡,i(1) + v,,a",u(.L) + a,,,,,,(1) ,

by absorption (e.g.,

sum of absorbing

(6.6)

where api(l) and a,,,,(l) are the absorption coefficients for pure ice and brine (assumed identical

to pure seawater), which are multiplied by their respective volume fractions, vpi ãfld v6. Values

for pure ice and brine absorption were taken from Warren et al. (2006) and Pope and Fry Q997),

respectively.a¡,,p(2) is the absorption coefficient for impurities including absorption by algal and

non-algal particulate matter and colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) within sea ice layers

and soot in the surface layer. Essentially, a¡u,p(l) is the residual absorption required to explain

a,o'(1) and thus one of the unknowns being iterated for.
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6.4 Results and Discussion

6.4. I Physical properties

Temperature and salinity profiles were measured every other day at a white ice site about

50 m from the radiative transfer measurement location to estimate general ice conditions. At the

time of the investigation, temperatures were rising throughout the sea ice column (Figure 6.2a).

On 2l April, the lowest ice temperature of -3.5 oC was recorded close to the surface.

Temperatures in the snow decreased to values below -4 oC when approaching the surface.By 25

April, the snow and surface ice temperatures had increased significantly.Ice temperatures had

increased by as much as 2.5 oC, resulting in a C-shaped profile with minimum temperatures of

about -2.6 "C at a depth of 0.75 m. Near the ice bottom, ice temperature was about -I.J "C,

which closely matched the seawater temperature (data not shown). Ice thickness decreased from

about 1.6 m on 25 April to 1.5 m on 29 April. This niay also be due to local thickness variability,

and is thinner than what was observed at the radiative transfer site. The lowest temperature in the

ice profile on 29 April was -2.2 "C at about 0.9 m depth. At this time, an ice core taken at a blue

ice site revealed large drainage channels and cavities in the bottom part of the ice.

Salinities in the snow near the surface were close to zero. The snowpack was composed of ice

lenses and very coarse polymorphic aggregate snow grains. The uppermost 10 cm of the ice

below the snow cover had a salinity of about 0.9%o on 25 April (Figure 6.2b). This layer was

likely so-called superimposed ice formed from refreezing melted snow and rain. Densities within

the snow pack could not be measured in traditional methods. By forcing a metal pipe with a

known inner diameter into the surface \ayer, a bulk density estimate of about 750-770 kg m-3 for

the uppermost 28 cm was obtained. It was not possible to collect replicate samples using this

technique to provide a precision estimate of this snow/ice density. Maximum bulk sea ice
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salinities were found in the layer immediately below the waterline (i.e., 30-40 cm from the

surface) and near the bottom of the ice. Salinities decreased over time in the layers above a depth

of 50 cm from the surface. In the 30-40 cm layer, salinities decreased from 1I9%o on2l Aprrl,

to 9.8%o on25 April and to'/.9%o on29 April. However, below the 50 cm depth, salinity profîles

remained nearly unchanged over time. This suggests that brine drainage or flushing was

insignificant even though the sea ice was found to have a high porosity. We speculate that

surface flushing was hindered by the capping of the ice surface with a layer of fresh and nearly

impermeable superimposed ice. We additionally note that the salinity reduction within the

uppermost layers must have been accounted for by lateral drainage towards some larger scale

drainage feature (such as a previously drilled core hole or adjacent ice cracks) or fresh water

input from precipitation. An additional possibility is increased brine drainage due to increased

temperature as the ice core was removed from the ice cover. The processes controlling the

geophysical evolution of the ice are very difficult to measure at this time of year and a detailed

treatment of these processes is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Brine volumes were calculated using expressions developed by Cox and l(eel<s (1983)

and Leppäranta and Manninen (1988). Because a constant density of 920 kg --' was used,

incorrect values especially in layers above the waterline may result. These values represent rather

the brine rnass fraction. Even though salinities decreased or remained unchanged over time, brine

volume fractions within the snow/ice increased at all depths (Figure 6.2c). The brine volume

increase within the ice cover was in response to the temperature increase. On 25 April, from 50

cm to 130 cm brine volume fractions were nearly constant with depth (0.097 t 0.008). From

April 21 to29, brine volume increased by about 0.039, while the temperature increased by 1.0

oC. Maximum values near the bottom were 0.198 and 0.237 at the 30-40 cm layer (Figure 6.2c).
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The volume fractions are sufficiently large to expect brine drainage (e.g., Golden et al., 1998),

which however was not obseled, as explained above.

Temperature ("C) Salinity (PSU) Brine volume fraction
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Figure 6.2. Profiles of (a) temperature, (b) salinity, and (c) brine volume fraction from a nearby
white ice sampling site. Profiles extend from snow surface to ice bottom.
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6.4.2 Observed apparent optical properties on 25 April

In-ice transmittance profiles for selected wavelengths, obtained by normalizing radiation

profiles, Fr(t), against surface incident values, are shown in Figure 6.3a. As radiation decreases

approximately exponentially with depth, the ice-profiler diffuse attenuation coefficient,

K¡,,.o¡u,(l), can be obtained as the slope of the ln(Fo(l)) versus depth fit. Examples of fits to

selected wavelengths in Figure 6.3a show that the profiles, for both blue and white ice, can be
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Figure 6.3. (a) Profiles of transmittance for 4 wavelengths measured at selected depths (+
symbols) using the ice profiler within blue and white ice on 25 April. Blue ice profiles have been
shifted by an order of magnitude relative to white ice profiles for clarity. In (b) the spectral
diffuse attenuation coefficients have been integrated over the PAR and calculated for each layer
between measured distances shown in (a). Negative distances refer to ice or snow above the
waterline.
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represented by four layers in addition to seawater with distinct slopes. These four layers include

(1) surface layer mainly of snow, superimposed ice and granular ice, (2) interior ice layer of

predominately columnar ice, (3) detrital layer and (4) algae layer. Depth intervals for each layer

type are shown at the right of Figure 6.3b. The fit is between two transmittance values for the

surface layers and for the white ice detrital layer (i.e. r2:l). The fits explained at least 99o/o of the

variance in the transmittance (p-value < 0.0001) for all wavelengths between 400 nm and 700 nm

in both the blue and white ice interior as well as the seawater below the ice. Similarly, at least

960/o of the variance in the transmittance within the algae layer was explained (p-value < 0.004).

However, small variability can be seen and is related to measurement errors and small-

scale structural changes in the ice (Pegau and Zaneveld, 2000). This variability is better

visualized in Figure 6.3b where vertical profiles of K,o¡u,(l) are calculated per measurement

interval and integrated over the wavelength range of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR),

i.e.,400-700 nm. The profìles show that high attenuation values are found at the boundary layers

of the ice. After the initial high and site specific values near the surface, attenuation was similar

between the white ice and blue ice sites. Other profiles measured in the region confirm this

pattern (data not shown). Minimum PAR attenuation values are found at a depth around 40 cm

below the waterline (0.8 m-' for blue ice and 0.9 m-l for white ice). For the blue ice interior, the

highest value of 1.6 m-' was found immediately below the surface layer. For white ice interior

the highest value of 1.9 m-' was observed at about 1 m depth close to the detrital layer. For the

blue and white ice sites, high attenuation within the ice aTgae Tayers coincided at approximately

the same distance from the waterline. The range of Kp,o¡u,(PAR) values observed within the 10

cm thick algaelayers were 3.7-I0.2 m-r for the white ice and 4.2-Il.i m-r for the blue ice.
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An interesting feature in the profiler data is that negativa Kpr.ofite, values were commonly

obtained for the seawater layer immediately below the ice. Negative attenuation coefficients

were also observed by Pegau and Zaneveld (2000) and related to horizontal propagation of

radiation from "clean" to sediment-laden ice. However, negative values were pronounced in the

blue ice profile (Figure 6.3b) where horizontal propagation may be expected to increase the

attenuation coefficient. We are not able to explain this phenomenon, but speculate that a change

in the radiation field may be partially responsible; if the laminar crystal structure of the bottom

sea ice mushy layer preferentially redirects or transmits radiation in a downward direction, less

radiance may reach the diffuse reflectance standard plate at the interface compared to further

down in the water column were the radiation field perhaps again becomes more diffuse. It is only

possible to speculate here, and note that further research is required to confirm this speculation.

With further depth into the water column, Kp,o¡u,(PAR) values stabilize to about 0.29 m-t, which

suggests that this is the distance at which the sea ice no longer affects the radiation field (i.e., an

asymptotic state). This can also be seen from the excellent fit to data in Figure 6.3a.

Based on the exponential fits, examples of which are seen in Figure 6.3a, Kp,o¡t.{l)

profiles for both ice types were divided into four distinct layers in addition to a seawater layer

(Figure 6.4). As mentioned above, the uppermost layer thickness was 20 cm for blue ice and 40

cm for white ice due to the freeboard. The interior portion of the ice was grouped into a 1-m-

thick homogeneous layer. Measurements within this layer showed that Kpro¡re,(Z) spectra had

similar shapes and magnitudes. The increase in temperature together with the decrease in salinity

with depth resulted in a relatively constant brine volume fraction within the interior ice layer

(Figure 6.2c). Thus the optical properties witliin the interior ice could be considered relatively
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Figure 6.4. Profile of the spectral diffuse attenuation coefficient measured using the ice profiler
within blue and white ice on 25 April. Values at each wavelength are obtained from the slope of
the exponential f,it of transmittance versus depth for intervals denoted in Figure 6.3.

homogeneous. Additionally, the grouping was supported by initial DISORT model runs that

included multiple layers within the interior parl of the ice and that showed that an asymptotic

state of the radiation field had essentially been reached. Similar distances were found by, e.9.,

Pegau and Zaneveld (2000) and Grenfell et al. (2006). Significant deviations from the spectral

shape of the interior ice Ko,o¡ø.(I) were obseled for the ice near the bottom. Not only is this

due to an increased concentration of particulates and dissolved material, but also the brine

volume increased markedly when approaching the icelwater interface (Figure 6.2).
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Ice algae are a significant factor in determining the optical properties of near-bottom sea

ice. In Button Bay ice algae were most abundant within 2.5 cm of the icelwater interface (Figure

6.5). Maximum Kp,o¡¡n,.(l) values were located at the chlorophyll a (chl a)-related peaks at 440

nm and 670 nm, suggesting that the main absorption was from living microalgal cells. Ice algae

concentrations decreased rapidly away from the ice/water interface, and Kp,o¡ler spectra showed

indications of the presence of detrital matter or dead algal cells (e.g., Bricaud and Stramski,

1990). This material is probably due to partly degraded remnants from a previously active

bottom ice algae layer that became trapped as the ice grew. Further up, in the detrital layer

(Figure 6.4),the chl a peaks are further diminished. The small Kp,o¡u,(l) values above about 680
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nm seem implausible since ice and brine themselves are expected to cause increased absorption

at longer wavelengths. It is unclear whether chl ¿ fluorescence, stimulated by available PAR,

may have contributed to the low values, or if they are solely due to measurements unceftainties

at low radiation levels. Note also that similar features were observed by Ehn et al. (2008).

The spectral albedo and transmittance through the ice sheet was measured immediately

prior to the profile measurements. The white ice albedo hada maximum value of 0.82 at 510-520

nm (Figure 6.6a). At750 nm it had dropped to about 0.72.The blue ice albedo was lower and

showed more wavelength dependence: the maximum value was 0.67 at 480-500 nm and

decreased to 0.4i at 750 nm. PAR albedos integrated over 400 to 750 nm were 0.81 and 0.62 for

white and blue ice, respectively. Similarly, the total shoftwave albedos were calculated following

Allisonetal.(1993) to be about0.69and 0.47. The corresponding transmittance spectra are
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shown in Figure 6.6b. Peak transmittances were found at about 530 nm and were 0.051 and

0.124 for white and blue ice, respectively. At 750 nm values had decreased below 1.9x10-3. Thus

essentially only visible radiation remains below the ice cover. The PAR (and total shortwave)

transmittances were calculated to be 0.034 (0.019) for white ice and 0.090 (0.051) for blue ice.

These values suggest that about 29% (in white ice) and 48% (in blue ice) of the incident

shorlwave radiation was absorbed within the icelsnow cover.

6.4.3 Model iterations

For model iterations, the temperature of each layer was fixed from measurements (Figure

6.2a) and the density was kept constant at 920 kg --'. Salinity (to change the brine volume) and

the effective radius of the dominant scatterers, ru¡, wêrê changed in each layer until the slope and

magnitude of the modeled KoQ) spectra between 700 and 720 nm matched the measured

Kp-¡r",(l) spectra, thereby allowing for an estimate of the volume fractions of brine and pure ice

where absorption by parliculates and CDOM was small (see Eq. 6.6) (Ehn et a1.,2008).

In the bottom algae layers and in the white ice detrital layer (Figures 6.4 and 6.5), this

was not possible due to contamination by particulates that resulted in unrealistic values above

680-700 nm. For these cases, the brine volume was taken from Figure 6.2c. A normalized

particulate absorption spectrum, ao(l), (presented in the spectral decompositioning subsection

below) was utilized following the method described in Ehn et al. (2008) to estimate the

absorption at longer wavelengths. Briefly, the ratio a¡,p(570 nm)la¡,,,r(670 nm) was assumed

equal to ao(570 nm)lao(670 nm). These two wavelengths were chosen to represent the minimum

and maximum absorption by ice algae (Figures 6.4 and 6.5). The magnitude of a¡,,,,(X) was then
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adjusted (using chl a concentration as a rnultiplier) together with ru¡ (for scattering by brine

inclusions) during the iterations of the model until the model estimated Kr(2) matched Kp-¡u,(1)

at 510 nm and 670 nm.

The optical properties of the seawater were not the focus of this study. Thus it was opted

to model the seawater following formulations found in, e.g., Morel and Maritorena (2001) and

Hamre et al. (2004) and to include crude estimates of spectral absorption by both CDOM and

phytoplankton based on the shape of Ko,o¡u,(l). In brief, CDOM absorption was expressed as

a¿ou,(X): a¿6,,(440 nm) exp[^S¿,,,, (440- ].)], where a¿o,,(440 nm) : 0.16 m-r and S¿o,,,: 0.018 nm-r.

Phytoplankton absorption was calculated as a function of chl a concentration C"¡,¡, i.e., a"¡,¡(X) :

0.06 A¿,{X) Crnt0'6s, where C¿¡¡ wàs set to 0.6 mg m-3, and A"ní}') is a particulate absorption

spectra measured for the bottom ice algae layer and normalized to unity at 440nm. Scattering for

seawater was modeled as å,,,(ì.) : (I29 ?l\432 and contributions by phytoplankton were

considered negligible. This gives a å,,,,(550 nm):0.0029 m-', i.e., orders of magnitudes smaller

than for sea ice, effectively rendering reasonable changes in seawater IOPs insignificant in

influencing sea ice IOPs.

Input values obtained through the iterations are summarized for each layer in Table 6.1.

Note that it is the combination of the volume fraction and the effective radius of the dominant

scatterer that determines b6¡ (Eq. 6.5). For example, b¡o¡ for the interior ice layer (layer 2) in

white ice is higher than for blue ice even though the blue ice has a higher y¿ estimate. The actual

effect of scattering on the radiation field is also dependent on the asymmetry parameter, g¡o¡, and

the absorption of the medium. A similarity parameteÍ, Søt: lI + (I-g,o,) b,o, a,oitl-I/2,was defined

by van de Hulst ( 1980) so that a high-scattering media with varying IOPs but with the same ,l¡o¡
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Table 6.l.Layer properties used in model: layer thickness, density, brine and air volume,
effective radius of scatterers, asymmetry parameter, scattering coefficient, and sirnilarity
parameter. The similarity parameter was calculated with ¿¡o¡(500 nm).

Layers Az
(m) fi.* rn-'l

vt¡ va

(%) (%)
rsï gøt b,o, S,o,

(mm) (--')
Blue ice 0.001

0.r29
0.01
1.00

0.20
0.10

3.84
3.84
31.50
13.69
8.02
27.27

800
800
920
920
920
920

la
1b

1c

2

3

4

13.18 2.1s0 0.855 1r.9
13.18 2.750 0.855 7r.9
3.25 2.750 0.995 r72
t.47 0.3215 0.995 639
0.67 0.297 0.995 40s
2.94 0.325 0.995 1258

0.8432
0.0355
0.1792
0.0927
0.2364
0.36s4

White ice 240
800
920
920
920
920

Ia
1b

1c

2

J

4

0.17
0.15
0.08
1.00

0.20
0.10

0.00 13.83
2.74 13.09
14.87 1.52

s.64 0.43
20.69 2.r9
27.27 2.94

1.850 0.8ss 2r2 0.0673
2.750 0.855 7r.4 0.0548
2.750 0.995 81.1 0.2768
0.107 0.995 790 0.0914
0.550 0.995 564 0.2995
0.47 s 0.995 861 0.4608

Seawater 5 40.0 r000

displayed the same AOPs. A version of S,or was applied successfully to sea ice radiative transfer

modeling by, e.g., Light et al. (2004). Blue and white ice interior ice layers have nearly identical

S¡r¡ values (Table 6.1). A comparison between other layers shows larger variations, however, the

shapes of S,orprofiles are consistent between the two ice types.

The surface layer was treated with an alternative approach because the matching of Kr(l)

against the measured Kp,o¡te,.(Z) resulted in significant underestimation of the transmittance

through the ice (about 40o/o for blue ice and 80o/o for white ice) and overestimation of albedo

(about 9o/o and 18olo, respectively). Instead, the IOPs within the surface layer were modified in

order to match the measured albedo (Figure 6.6a) and maintain a good agreement with the

transmittance (Figure 6.6b). The surface layers were highly variable and complex, and it is

impossible within this study to represent them fully. Furthermore, when using only one

homogeneous layer in the model, it was impossible to model the spectral shape and magnitude of

100
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both transmittance and albedo reasonably. Thus, the main goal to obtain a representative

radiation field and magnitude at the top of the interior ice layers could not be accomplished. We

therefore opted to divide the surface layer based on field observations of snow thickness and

freeboard. The blue and white ice surface layers were both modeled by three layers - two above

the waterline (1a, lb) and one below (1c). Layer 1a for blue ice was identical to layer lb except

that it included absorption by soot. For white ice, layer la was modeled as snow with optical

properties determined by snow grains and soot. The total thickness of layers la to c were 20 cm

for blue ice and 40 cm for white ice to corespond wilh Kp,o¡te,(2) depth intervals (Figure 6.3). In

the following, a description of how the arbitrary yet physically plausible input values given to the

surface layers were derived is provided.

To obtain reasonable agreement with albedo and transmittance measurements, ice, brine

and air volume fractions, scattering and absorption by soot needed to be considered (following

lVarren, 1982; Grenfell,1983; Grenfell et a|.,2002). Soot is an effective absorber especially in

visible wavelengths (e.9., Bond and Bergstrom,2006). However, at near-infrared wavelengths,

the effect on albedo by the absorption of natural concentrations of soot in snow is reduced

compared to that of the ice itself. At 2 > 1000 nm it is negligibly small (e.g., Grenfell et al.,

2002). Thus, ru¡and the density (i.e., scattering and absorption) for "pure" sea ice or snow could

be inferred.

A density of 800 kg trr-' was given to layer lb, which resulted in a high air volume

fraction (-13%) above the waterline. This is feasible as gravity would tend to force liquid

towards the waterline. The low salinities that were measured and the large air pockets that were

observed also support this and suggest that this ice layer was composed of superimposed ice. The
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optical effect of the density decrease was to decrease a,o,(1) (see Eq. 6.6) and thus reduce the

wavelength dependence of the spectral albedo so that values observed between 700 and 750 nm

could be matched for the bare blue ice case. A good match at these longer wavelengths was

obtained when ru¡for the air bubbles (dominant scatterers) was set to 2.75 mm. For convenience

the sanre rn¡ of 2.7 5 mm, but for brine inclusions, was given to layer 1c, resulting in a relatively

low scattering coefficient (Table 6.1). However, the value is plausible as the ice was found to

have a very high brine volume.

Layers lb and 1c in white ice were assumed to have the same rs¡as in blue ice. Density

for snow layer la was set to 240 kg rn-3 and, ru¡to 1.85 mm. It was indeed observed that the

deteriorated snow pack was composed of very coarse grains. The use of this density in the model

resulted in too small of an albedo at longer wavelengths; however, correcting this would require

using an unrealistically low density (about 150 kg mt¡. The adopted values, however, resulted in

excellent agreement within 400-750 nm the wavelength region most imporlant for

transmission.

Spectral absorption coefficient of soot was modeled as asoot : C,oot MACroot 550 ït,

where 2 is wavelength (nm), C,oo¡ is the soot concentration (g m-3) and MAC,oo¡ is the mass

absorption cross-section with a constant value of 7.5 m2 g-1 at 550 nm (Bond and Bergstrom,

2006; Flanner et al., 2007). The 2t relationship was in good agreement with ao(,L) measured.

from a melted snov/ sample on 21 April (see below). However, lacking detailed measurement of

soot distribution and concentration within the snow and ice, it was inferred from the optical

measurements (Figure 6.6) using the model. The albedo is most strongly controlled by the layer

bordering the surface (Grenfell et aL.,2002). Thus, it was sufficient to include soot only in layer
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1a, and the thickness of this layer and its soot concentration was used to control the magnitude of

the transmittance and albedo. The results indicate that soot was concentrated in a very thin

surface layer on the blue ice. Thus, the soot on blue ice was modeled by adding a I mm thick

surface layer with C,oot:2.9 gm-3. This is identical to 3625 ng g-l when dividing by density.

The average concentration over layers la and lb (13 cm) is 0.022 g m-3 or 27.9 ngg-r. For white

ice, a good agreement was found when adding 0.013 g m-3 $4.2 ng g-r) of soot evenly

throughout the 17 cm thick snow layer. It is plausible that soot would be distributed more

homogenously within a snow pack compared to blue ice where the melting of the snow cover

would tend to collect soot on the bare ice surface (Light et al.,1998; Grenfell et a|.,2002).

Finally, a¡,,p(1) was fine-tuned for each wavelength and each layer to obtain the desired

agreement between Kp(I) and Kpro¡re,.(Z) between 400 nm and 720 nm. This was done by

including an extra absorption coefficient , Aa¡u,o().), to Eq. 6.6 that was used to adjust a7"¡(1). In

the following, the fine-tuned spectral diffuse attenuation coefficients and absorption coefficients

are presented. Then the results are evaluated by comparison to independent observations at the

measurement site and to spectra found in the literature.

6.4.4 Inferred optical properties

The modeled K,¡().) are always smaller than Kr(2) due to a non-isotropic and increasingly

more downward directed radiation field with depth caused by multiple scattering within the

snodice and the comparatively small scattering in the air and seav/ater (Figure 6.7). The

difference between the two is, however, small for the interior ice, implying that the radiation

field has reached a near-asymptotic state. The difference is 0.035 m-r and 0.05 m-r on average

between 400 nm and 7 50 nm for blue ice and white ice, respectively. The largest difference for
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Figure 6.7. Diffuse attenuation coefficient for (a) blue and (b) white ice layer types. The
measured (ice profiler-specif,rc) values are shown by the thick grey lines, while the modeled K,¿

and K, are shown by the thin solid and dashed lines. Spectra with corresponding shapes belong
to the same layer type denoted by the integer.

interior blue ice was 0.056 m-l at 470 nm, and 0.07 m-t for interior white ice at 480 nm.

However, values merged to within +0.01 m-l at IOO-750 nm and at longer wavelengths there was

essentially no difference as absorption gained in importance. Seawater Kp,opu,(l) are in better

agreement with K,tQ,) than Ko(l) above 600 nm. This may be indicative of a phase function that

did not fully represent the radiation field in the seawater.
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The commonly used cold blue ice K¿(l) of Grenfell and Maykut (1977) (as reported by

Perovtch,1990) fall between ov K,¡(l) estimates for blue and white ice interior below about 660

nm. From about 570 nm, our spectra show less increase with wavelength. Pegau and Zaneveld

(2000) obtained spectra similar to Grenfell and Maykut (1917). K¿(1) for bare ice in the coastal

zone by Grenfell et al. (2006), measured similarly to ours, compare reasonably with our

observations up to about 600 nm, but then show even less increase towards longer wavelengths.

There is a significant difference between K,o¡u,(l) measured for the surface layers and

Kr(I) infemed from spectral albedo (Figure 6.7). The minimum difference occurred at 510 nm

for both blue and white ice, and was about 2.I m-l and 3.6 m-', respectively. At 400 nm the

difference was 2.9 *-' fo, blue ice and 4.1 m-l for white ice, and increased to values above 5 m-l

and7.7 m-1, respectively, above 750 nm. The difference to K¿(l) was coffespondingly larger-

the minimum difference at 510 nm was about 2.4 m-l and 3.7 m-', respectively. There are a few

possible causes for the difference. Firstly, Kp,o¡ø.(l) data were not corrected for the immersion

effect. Secondly, the difference in indices of refraction across the airlice interface may result in

an apparent increase in downwelling irradiance below the surface (Jin et al., 7994; Jiang et al.,

2005). However, no observational evidence, apart from theoretical studies assuming completely

flat surfaces, exists to my knowledge in order to evaluate this effect for natural sea ice with

small-scale surface roughness features. Neglecting these effects would tend to underestimate

radiation levels within the ice. In addition, the incident radiation field was modeled as

completely diffuse while it may have included a direct component. However, sky conditions

were fully overcast, the sun was not visible through the clouds and no shadows could be detected

on the ground.
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The total absorption coeff,rcient for each layer of the model is presented in Figure 6.8. A

striking feature is the low absorption within interior porlions of the ice relative to layers near

boundaries and even the seawater. The higher seawater a,o,(1) is mostly due to more CDOM.

This is expected as sea ice growth is known to reject dissolved salts and other impurities like

CDOM, and low biological activity within the interior ice would result in little locally produced

CDOM. The low absorption in snow for 2> 600 nm (Figure 6.8b) follows directly from the use

of a low density. In general, a'o,(I) is controlled by impurities within visible wavelength, while

ice and seawater become more impoftant at longer wavelengths. In the following, a,o,(l) and the

effects of impurities are examined in more detail.
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6. 4. 5 Spectral decomposítion

A particulate absorption spectrum, ap(1), was measured from a bulk snow sample taken

on27 April. A regression of the formar(I):114.9T-t - 0.0845 explained the impurity spectra

fiom the bulk snow sample collected on 2I April with a r' :0.99 between 400 nm and 720 nm

(Figure 6.9a). Values increased sharply below 400 nm, and became noisy above 120 nm. The 1-l

fit related to soot concentrations of 0.022 g m-3 and 0.013 g tn-3 did not represent a¡,,,r().) for blue

and white ice inferred from the spectral albedo to the same degree (Figure 6.9a).In general, the

a¡,,p(l) inferred using the model are consistent with the observations, however, they show a more

variable spectral signature and less increase towards shofter wavelengths. It thus appears that
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some absorbing components were not included in the snow sample or retained on the filter.

Interior ice absorption was in good agreement with pure ice absorption coefficients

(Grenfell and Perovich, l98I; Warren et a|.,2006) (Figure 6.9b). The increase in absorption

towards shorter wavelengths could be explained by adding CDOM absorption a¿o,,,(440nm) :

0.04 m-r for blue ice and a,¡o,,,(440nm) : 0.05 m-l and non-algal (or detrital) particulate

absorption a,,or(440nm) : 0.01 m-' fo, white ice, with exponential slopes of Sdo,,,: 0.018 nm-l

and $,oo:0.005 nm-', respectively, to the absorption coefficientsby Pope and Fry (997) and

Warren et al. (2006). However, the increase is very similar to pure ice values reported by

Grenfell and Perovich (1981). This suggests that the interior ice was very clean in Button Bay.

Brine absorption following Smith and Baker (1981) can also be used with a slight adjustment to

a¡u,p(l). Values between 540-600nm were lower by about 0.01 m-l than those found in literature.

A part of this is due to air inclusions within the ice, however, an about 9%o air volume would

have been required to account for the lower values, which can be considered unreasonably higli

when typical values reported in the literature range 0-l%. The observations presented here

confirm that the use of pure ice and seawater absorption for interior parts of sea ice is appropriate

in radiative transfer modeling.

Excellent agreement of shapes was found between ao(2) ftom GF/F filter and Kp*¡ø.(1)

for bottommost 2.5 cm (Figures 6.5 and 6.9d). However, the large difference in algae layer

Kp-¡u,(1) between 570-670 nm is explained by the different shape of a¡,,,r().) away from the

bottom 2.5 cm. Interestingly, this also coincides with the increased absorption in seawater

compared to ice, however, increasing the brine volume for tlie aTgaeTayer to 100% (no ice) was

not sufficient to explain the discrepancy. ar(2)'s for the detrital layer further up in the ice are
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well described by 2r relationships; however, at ),> 570 nm the agreement does not hold (Figure

6.9c). Generally, there was a good agreement with ao(2) filter measurements from melted ice

samples and model iterations (Figure 6.9cd). Chl a concentration was measured fluorometrically

(Parsons et al., 1984) frorn the same filters on29 April. Measured chl a concentrations of the 0-5

cm and 5-10 cm layers were 133 mg m-3 and 5.6 mg m-3 for white ice and 104 mg m-3 and 7.8

mg m-3 for blue ice, respectively. The chl ¿ concentrations of 163.8 and 182.5 mg m-3 obtained

as tuning parameters to the algorithm presented in Morel and Maritorena (2001) are somewhat

higher (Figure 6.9c).

6.4.6 Verffication of the modeled spectral albedo and transntittance

A way to verify the assumptions used in the model is to compare model results against

measured albedo and transmittance spectra. The simulated transmittance for both blue and white

ice is underestimated (Figure 6.6b) when the attenuation for the surface layer is inferred from

spectral albedo (Figure 6.6a). Blue ice transmission is underestimated by up to about 11% (0.08

versus 0.09 at 400 nm), however, it is less than 7Yo above 450 nm. Similarly, for white ice the

difference is up to 20o/obetween 400 and 450 nm. The underestimation within other wavelengths

is less than 4o/o. However, the agreement is very good when considering that albedo and

transmittance were not measured at the exact same location (1.5 m apart) as the prohle

measurements.

As previously mentioned, the thickness differences were about 7 cm at the blue ice site

and 3 cm at the white ice site, which implies that it is feasible that radiation levels could have

been lower. However, with only the two thickness measurement pairs, a detailed characterization
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of the spatial variability cannot be attempted, but with the model it is possible to estimate the

thickness reduction required to match observations. A reduction in thickness of interior blue ice

by 10 cm (to 0.9 m) results in an excellent agreement. A 6 cm interior ice thickness reduction

was required to increase transmittance levels sufficiently for white ice, however, values below

450 nm were still underestimated. Other layers with larger optical thicknesses would require

smaller thickness adjustments, and a perfect match can be obtained without large changes.

There are a number of other possible ways to account for the difference in the model

transmittance. For example, by confining the field-of-view of the profiler to more horizontal

directions (Eq. 6.4), K,{À) can be decreased compared to Ko(2) especially for layers near

boundaries. Accounting for the difference in index of refraction at airlice interface may be

expected to increase transmission (Jin et al.,1994). The complexity of the model can be further

increased by introducing additional layers. Soot in white ice snow can be concentrated closer to

the surface, which would increase transmission in similar ways as for blue ice. Another likely

reason to the underestimation is, however, the modeling of the bottom algae layer as one 10 cm

layer. There is a large variability in properties within this layer (Figures 6.5 and 6.9d).

Concentrating algae at the icelwater interface has a similar effect as concentrating soot near the

upper surface. However, this would require the addition of a layer and further increase the

complexity of the model. More targeted studies that focus on the airlice interface or bio-optical

properties may need to characterize properties near interfaces in more detail (e.g., Mundy et al.,

2007).
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6.4.7 Implications for interior ice melt

In the period from 21 to 25 April, the interior ice temperature at the white ice site rose by

about 0.5 "C on average in the I m layer and the brine volume by about 2 o/o-units, while the

salinity remained unchanged (Figure 6.2). This coresponds to an energy requirement of about

7 .l MJ m-3, or about 20.6 W m-3 on average over the four day period (noon to noon). The energy

required for phase change was about 7 times that for temperature increase. For the period 2l-29

April, the analogous fîgures were about 1.0 oC, 3.9 %-units and about 20.2W m-3, respectively.

By applying the results from the radiative transfer modeling, the attempt in this section is

to provide an assessment on how important shortwave radiation absorption is in bringing about

the change seen in interior ice. This analysis serves to set the AOPs observations in a context of

energy partitioning within the sea ice. The analysis is limited to 2l-25 April because of the

albedo increase and variable conditions that followed on 26 April due to snowfall and drift.

Additionally, only interior white ice is considered because its physical properties are known from

measurements.

The energy parlitioning in the ocean/sea icelatmosphere system is readily obtained from

observations of shortwave albedo and transmittance. øQ) and T(l) were observed daily around

noon in the period between 2l and 25 April. The spectra were extended to encompass the total

shortwave spectmm using formulations in Allison et al. (1993). This requires an incident solar

spectrum covering the range 300-2500 nm. It was obtained using the atmospheric radiative

transfer model SBDART (e.g., Ricchiazzt et al., 1998) for a cloudy sky with stratus clouds (an

optical depth of 17) and its magnitude scaled to match the incident irradiance. The uncertainty in

the total albedo is estimated to be < 0.01, while total transmittance values were obtained directly
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from measurements. The white ice albedo remained fairly constant at 0.10 t 0.03 over 2l-25

April. Over the same time, the blue ice albedo showed a significant decrease from about 0.85

(new snow deposition) to 0.45-0.47 (bare ice surface) (Ehn et aL.,2006). Conespondingly, white

ice transmittance was 0.016 t 0.005. From 2l to 25 April (solar noon to noon) the average

incident shortwave irradiance was measured to be 230 W m-2. Thus, the above values suggest

tlrat the average shoftwave absorption in white ice was about 65 W ^-' ç22.5 MJ m-2). These

calculations assume that surface conditions did not significantly change within a day. There were

indications that this did occur (see Ehn et a|.,2006). This shortwave absorption is large enough

to explain the observed increase in temperature and brine volume, if the heating effect would be

distributed evenly within the ice cover. However, most radiation is absorbed in the surface

layers.

The difference in net ir:radiance (downwelling - upwelling) above and below a layer gives

the shorlwave energy absorbed within it. With values shown in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.8, and

with a representative surface incident solar spectrum, DISORT outputs both up- and

downwelling spectral irradiances at every layer interface. The net irradiances were then

integrated over 400-1050 nm. Radiation outside this wavelength range was assumed to have been

absorbed within the surface layer as can be expected from the high absorption by water and ice.

The absorbed solar energy in the interior white ice was found to be about 8.6 W m-3, which

represents only 4o/o of the incident radiation. However, this implies that about 40o/o of the energy

responsible of the internal melting was provided directly by shortwave solar radiation, while the

rest is due to heat conduction. Based on the three temperature and salinity profiles inFigure 6.2,

the conductive heat flux from below was estimated to be about 3 W m-2 using the thermal

conductivity, kri, expression krt : ki + 0.13 S.i/Tri by Untersteiner (1961), where ki:2.I W m-l
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K-r is the thermal conductivity of pure ice, Sst and T,¡ the salinity and temperature of the bottom

ice layer. The heat conducted from above was more variable: on 21 April it was -0.5 to 0 W m-2,

on 25 April about 6.1 W m-2 and on 29 April about 4.5 W ,n-t. Th" values obtained from these

rough calculations (i.e., up lo 17.7 W m-3 or 86%o) do not quite add up to the estimated energy

needed for the melting and temperature increase, however, magnitudes are comparable. A higher

frequency in temperature profile measurements may fuilhermore improve conductive heat flux

estimates. This basic energy balance calculation suggests that shortwave radiation and heat

conduction supplied roughly equal parts of what was needed for the observed interior ice change

during this study, and that neither can be neglected if the evolution of the ice melt is to be

predicted.

6.5 Conclusions

Spectral radiation profiles measured using a custom built in-ice proñler (Figure 6.1)

within melting landfast sea ice in western Hudson Bay are presented. The profiler views a

limited porlion of the radiation field between about 45" and 90o from the zenith. This

complicates the assessment of the optical properties of the medium. For example, the profiler-

specific diffuse attenuation coefficient, Kp,o¡u,(1), overestimate K¿(l) for downwelling

irradiance, especially near the upper and lower boundary, because radiation becomes

increasingly downward directed with depth within sea ice. Thus, to infer down- and upwelling

spectral irradiance profiles, and IOPs, a radiative transfer model (Stamnes et al., 1988) was

utilized and the results verified against independent measurements of spectral albedo and bulk

transnrittance. As in other studies (e.g., Mafrtone et al., 1998; Pegau and Zanevetd, 2000;
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Grenfell et a|.,2006) the radiation field was found to reach a near-asymptotic state within 20-40

cm from boundaries where K¿(l) approximated Kr-¡u,(l). The interior portion of the sea ice

could therefore be modeled as single 1-meter-thick homogenous layer.

Our observations confitm that the use of pure ice and seawater absorption for interior

parts of sea ice is appropriate in radiative transfer modeling. a,,,p(l) for the thermodynamically

grown interior ice was very small. Representative values for b7o7 ranged about 600-800 m-l when

Stot : 0.995 for the high ice temperatures (Light et al., 2004). Radiative transfer was much

complicated near the boundaries. Freeze-thaw processes had modified the surface into areas of

bare ice (blue ice) and snow-like mounds (white ice) (Ehn et al., 2006). Layers above the

waterline were highly porous due to gravity drainage. Liquid water was present in high volume

fractions immediately below the waterline (Figure 6.2). Superimposed ice formation was

detected. Absorption within visible wavelengths was significantly affected by impurities (Figure

6.9a). Model simulations suggested that soot was concentrated in a thin layer on the blue ice

surface, while more evenly distributed within the white ice snowpack.

Organic matter produced by biological activity was the most signif,rcant factor affecting

radiative transfer in the bottom sea ice layers, mostly through absorption. Algae typically inhabit

a thin layer at the icelwater interface. As sea ice grows, a portion of the ice algae become

entrapped within the ice. With time the optical signature of the trapped material resemble

increasingly that of detrital matter (Figure 6.9cd). It appears that b¡o, was smaller in the detrital

layer compared to interior ice, and then increased to higher values for the bottom 10 cm algae

layer (Table 6.1). It is, however, difficult to asses the effect of organic parliculates on scattering,

as particulate concentrations increased towards the icelwater interface together with significant
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structulal changes in the sea ice. Additionally, low backscattering from the seawater significantly

affects the radiation field within the bottommost part of the sea ice.

A minimum of seven layers were required to simulate both albedo and transmittance

measurements: 1) melting snow, 2) ice above the waterline, 3) ice below the waterline, 4) interior

ice, 5) bottom detrital layer,6) bottom algae layer, andT) seawater. With fewer layers, both the

spectral albedo and transmittance could not be represented simultaneously. Including more layers

mimic the ice more closely, however, increase the complexity of the modeling.

These findings are consistent with previous studies in the Arctic (Pegau and Zaneveld,

2000; Grenfell et a|.,2006; Ehn et a\.,2008). The variable melting and freezing conditions that

are typical for the sub-Arctic seasonal sea ice region are indicative of conditions that may

become more common in the Arctic. They, however, represent only a snapshot in time and

space. Here, the attempt has been to limit both of these aspects. Neverlheless, some consistent

features in the melt progression were identified. Continuous melting appears to regenerate the

white ice surface layer and keep the albedo at a roughly constant value (in this case at about

0.70). Similarly, relatively little variations in time were observed in ao(l) for the bottommost

algae Tayer (Figure 6.9d). Future research may need to increasingly focus on issues related to

variability and determine the conditions at which these quasi-stable melt conditions break down.
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CHAPTER 7: Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1 Summary and conclusions

The sea ice cover at high latitudes is a key component in the eafth's climate system in

large part due its interaction with solar shortwave radiation (e.g., Curry et al., 1995).

Furthermore, sea ice is of considerable ecological importance as its porous structure creates a

stable habitat for a thriving ice algal and microbial community, while at the same time limiting

sub-ice primary production by controlling the availability of photosynthetically active radiation

(PAR). Presently, the sea ice in the Arctic Ocean is undergoing an escalating reduction in both

ice extent and thickness (Xz et al., 2004: Nghiem et al., 2007; Comiso et a1.,2003). Recent

satellite-derived estimates (Maslanik et al., 2007) have shown that the Arctic Ocean is

transforming rapidly towards a seasonal sea ice regime, i.e., ice-covered winters and ice-free

summers, not unlike what is experienced in Hudson Bay at present. As such, the relative

expansion of seasonal sea ice warrants thorough investigation to fuither the understanding of its

seasonal evolution and to improve its representation in climate models. An integral component in

such investigations is to gain an improved understanding on the complex nature of solar radiation

interaction with the sea ice environment. Presently, advances are hampered by the scarcity of

observational data.

My thesis focuses on the determination of apparent and inherent optical properties (AOPs

and IOPs), and the underlying physical conditions that determine them, for seasonal sea ice

during fall freeze-up and the spring melt periods. To accomplish this I use both field

observations and radiative transfer modeling. Particular attention is directed towards 'warm sea
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ice', which is loosely defined here as sea ice with temperatures above -5"C (Golden et a1.,1998).

Note that the 'warm' state of sea ice is not unusual (either spatially or temporally). It is the

prevailing state near the bottom porlion of sea ice which is affected by underlying warm

seawater. In addition, temperatures are typically 'warm' throughout the sea ice cover during the

spring and summer melt season, and when the sea ice is sufficiently thin. Temperature increases

above -5oC have been shown to correspond to dramatic porosity increases resulting in the

enlargement and merger of individual brine inclusions to eventually form connected brine

networks (Cox and Weeks,1983; Leppäranta and Manninen, 1988; Golden et al., 1998; Light et

al., 2003). Connected brine networks provide the premise for brine dynamic processes to

significantly alter the ice properties over time (e.g., Vancoppenolle et a1.,2001).In fact, it can be

postulated that a large portion of the variability observed in sea ice structural and physical

properties (and thus also IOPs and AOPs) can be related to processes that take place at

temperatures above -5'C. Optically, the anisotropic nature of warm sea ice, with mainly

vertically oriented brine inclusions (tubes and channels), may complicate, or even invalidate, the

treatment of scattering in radiative transfer models that are based on the assumption of a

homogeneous media with distinct, evenly distributed spherical inclusions.

In Chapter l, I first provided the scientific rationale for sea ice research in view of the

dramatic changes in the ice environment that we are now witnessing in the Arctic. I then

provided the context and rationale for my thesis and provide a series of research questions to

structure my thesis. In Chapter 2, I reviewed the perlinent literature and theory required to

understand sea ice radiative transfer and the thermophysical changes, which affect both the

inherent and apparent optical properties ofsnow covered sea ice in the spring and fall seasons.
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In Chapter 3, I presented a study on newly formed ice types during the fall freeze-up

period in Amundsen Gulf (Cape Bathurst polynya) which focused on determining physical,

sttuctural and apparent optical properties of the sea ice. The sampled sea ice was typically less

than 0.3 m thick (Figure 3.4), i.e., the sarnples were of new and young ice types (World

Meteorological Organization,l935). This observational study is a significant contribution to the

scientific literature as published accounts on newly formed ice during the fall freeze-up period

are sparse (e.9., Perovich, I99I; Maksym et a\.,2002). Observations into newly forming sea ice

in early springtime leads and artificially grown in a laboratory setting are also sparse (e.g.,

Perovich, 1990b; Perovich and Richter-Menge, 1994; Martin et al., 1995; 1996 Perovich and

Gow, 1996). None of these, to my knowledge, provide a detailed and coincident description of

physical, structural and optical properties.

The results showed that spectral reflectance for the thin, newly formed sea ice types was

most strongly related to surface features such as dry or slushy bare ice, frost flowers or snow

cover. Ice thickness was also imporlant, however, mostly because surface features were

associated with thickness. For example, ice thinner than 10 cm (i.e., nilas) was typically not

covered by snow as snow grains were dissolved or merged with the salty and warm brine skim

layer on the surface. Surface conditions on thicker ice types were, on the other hand, cold and

dry enough to support a snow cover. Any increase in ice thickness was found to have little effect

on the reflectance once a 20-30 mm thick snow layer \¡/as present. In general, reflectance from

the surface increased exponentially with an ice thickness increase, however, variability within ice

thickness types were very large.
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It is evident that a more complete treatment of brine movement towards the surface of the

ice cover and the formation of surface features is required in order to understand the surface

reflectance or albedo of newly formed sea ice. Such a treatment was beyond the scope of the

present study, however, a main goal in Chapter 3 was to provide a detailed characterization of

the physical and structural properties to facilitate future research into coupling brine dynamics to

surface features and through that to electromagnetic (optical and microwave) properties of sea

ice.

Large var-iability was also observed in all physical properties of the new sea ice. This is

illustrated by crystallographic analysis on 33 ice cores that revealed highly variable growth

conditions and formation mechanisms (Figure 3.4). The mean fraction of granular ice was 33o/o,

while intennediate granular-columnar and columnar ice contributed 37%o and,30o/o, respectively.

Salinity profiles in the ice were C-shaped (Figure 3.8) and as the ice grew thicker, bulk salinities

decreased according to 4.582 + 13.3581h¡ (cm) (Figure 3.9b). These conditions resulted in brine

volumes ranging from 4o/o to 46%o. Salinities up to 40%oo werc observed in brine skim layer

present on bare ice surfaces. After suitable conditions frost flowers had formed on the ice surface

and their presence was related to characteristic ice microstructure with crystals that appeared

disc-like in shape (see 15 mm level in Figure 3.5). This structure may be related to freezing of

the brine skim layer on the surface. On the other hand, fine-grained snow-ice was formed when

snow merged with surface brine to create a complex hyper-saline surface at the snodice

interface.
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The experiments described in the other three Chapters 4-6 are situated within the spring

season. I begiri the summary with Chapter 5 as it deals with the surface conditions during the

spring. I then tum to Chapters 4 and 6 with a focus on the warm sea ice bottom layers.

Chapter 5 reports on spectral albedo measurements that were conducted at six adjacent

sites in Button Bay, 2005, encompassing two major surface types (i.e., blue and white ice)

throughout the month of April. Fufthermore, the total shortwave albedo and the other

components of the surface energy balance were continuously recorded at a nearby

micrometeorological site. Subsequent to the melt onset in Button Bay (-30 March), melt

processes quickly transformed the ice surface topography from a relatively homogenous snow

cover into elevated areas (white ice) and depressed areas (blue ice). The spectral albedo

integrated over 350-1050 nm varied between 0.52-0.95 at the blue ice sites, while it varied

between 0.73-0.91 at white ice sites. Similarly, total shortwave albedo estimates following

Allison et al. (\993) ranged 0.45-0.85 and 0.65-0.84 for blue and white ice, respectively (Figure

5.8a). Interestingly, blue ice showed alarger range in albedo than white ice. Although generally

lower, the blue ice albedo was temporarily enhanced after snow events because new snow tended

to collect within blue ice depressions even while no new snow accumulation was seen on the

white ice mounds. At the meteorological station, variability on the order of r10 percent in the

white ice total shoftwave albedo resulted from the diurnal freeze-thaw cycle, but also from

synoptic weather events. In general, rapid temporal changes in the albedo were found to relate to

typical sub-Arctic climate conditions, i.e., frequent incursions of southerly air, resulting snow

and rain events and the generally high maximum solar insolation levels. The transmittance

through the sea ice was found to be largely controlled by surface properties as well (Figure 5.7).
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Transmittances during April ranged0.5-2% for white ice and 0.5-5% for blue ice of the incident

total shortwave iradiance (Figure 5.8b).

Within the bottom sea ice layers, 'warm sea ice' conditions with temperature above -3oC

(Figures 4.5 and 6.2) prevalled both in Franklin Bay and Button Bay. This is typical, and the

physical and structural properties that are presented in Chapters 4 and 6 can be considered

representative of seasonal sea ice close to the ice/water interface in general. In both experiments,

in situ measurements with a high vertical resolution were conducted within the bottom layers-

however using different methods (see Figures 4.2 and 6.1)-in an effort to obtain sea ice AOPs

and IOPs for bio-optical modeling pulposes.

The measured radiation profiles were found to be strongly affected both by changes in

the radiation field near the ice/water interface and by the presence of ice algae at this interface.

The use of a radiative transfer model, i.e., DISORT (Stamnes et al., 1988), was required in order

to account for the non-asymptotic radiation field near the sea ice boundaries. Then an iterative

approach was used to infer IOPs for layers between measurement intervals. Note that ice algae

were visible within the bottommost centimeters of the sea ice, as is typical for sea ice in early

spring prior to the start of extensive ice melt and flushing (e.g., Zeebe et al., 1996; Lavoie et al.,

200s).

Particulate absorption spectra, infered from measured AOPs within the bottom few

centimeters, showed characteristics of a living (and healthy) diatom-dominated ice algae layer

(Figures 4.10 and 6.9). The spectra are consistent with what have been inferred from AOPs in

other studies (e.g., Perovich et al., 1993; Hamre et al., 2004; Mundy et al., 2007). Biomass

concentrations up to about 240 and,130 mg chl a m-3 were recorded in bottom ice samples taken
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in Franklin Bay and Button Bay, respectively. This algae layer had a marked effect on the

spectral distribution of transmitted irradiance beneath the ice (Figures 4.6 and 6.3). However,

parliculate absorption decreased quickly within the ice above the living algae layer. Additionally,

as the distance from the icelwater interface increased, spectral characteristics of partly

deteriorated algae cells (i.e., NAP or detrital matter) became increasingly prevalent. The optical

characteristics of the bottom layers above the immediate bottom algae layer has not been

published before in the literature.

In general, Chapter 6 showed that AOPs and inferred IOPs for the bottom layers of the

sea ice significantly differed from the interior ice. This is expected as the bottom ice is typically

very porous and has a lamellar platelet structure resulting in a highly anisotropic structure. In

addition, high concentrations of biological matter are commonly contained within the brine-filled

interstices. On the other hand, the interior portion of the sea ice that had mainly formed during

the dark winter period, at a tirne of low biological production and river discharge, was found to

be essentially free of impurities. Absorption within interior ice layers was found to be well

represented by pure ice and seawater spectra (Figure 6.9). Furthermore, scattering inclusions

\ /ere more distinct, which makes a Mie scattering approximation assuming spherical inclusions

applicable in interior ice (e.g., Grenfell et a|.,1983).

Scattering within porous and warm sea ice bottom layers has eluded thorough in situ

investigations. Therefore, the scattering coefficient has generally been used as a tuning parameter

in sea ice radiative transfer model studies (e.g., Grenfell et al., 1983; Jtn et al., 1994; Hamre et

a1.,2004). Scattering within the skeletal layer has either been assumed negligible compared to

ice algae absorption (e.9., Perovich et al., 1993; Mundy et aL.,2007), or it has been assumed to
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be identical to interior ice scattering (e.g., Perovich, 1990). In Chapters 4 and 6, an iterative

approach was used to estimate wavelength-independent total scattering coefficients å¡o¡ (see

values in Table 4.1 and 6. I ). In general, it was noted that ha was highly sensitive to the choice or

approximation of g¡o, (the Henyey-Greenstein asymmetry parameter). The choice of gøt varied

between layers in Franklin Bay (see Table 7.1), while it was kept at a constant 0.995 for layers

below the waterline in Button Bay. Therefore, b¡6¡ values are not directly comparable, however,

the similarity parameter with the form (I-g,o,)b,o, (van de Hulst, 1980; Light et a\.,2004) can be

used to transform these values to be representative of gtot : 0.995. Firstly, the transformation

results in values thatare more consistent with values obtained for Button Bay sea ice (Table 7.1).

Secondly, å¡,¡ values are veftically highly variable near the bottom boundary. It is unclear

whether the variations stem dilectly from structural properlies that determine b¡¿¡ or to what

degree an incomplete characterization of the radiation field in the typically anisotropic bottom

ice affect these values. The in situ radiation profile measurements presented in Chapters 4 and 6

do not resolve the shape of the radiation field and can therefore not be used to verify the

applicability of Mie theory to the warm sea ice bottom layers, but only to tune b¡o¡ to match

observations.

Table 7.1. Total scattering coefnicient, b¡o¡, for Franklin Bay (FB) bottom sea ice transformed to
Søt:0.995 and compared against Button Bay (BB) blue ice and white ice bottom layer values.

values are shown in brackets.

FB (original) FB (transformed) BB (blue ice) BB (white ice)

Depth (m) b,o, (m-') b,o, (m-t)Depth (m) b,o, (^-') b,o, (^-t)

0.10-0.20 165 l0.e80l 661 [0.995] 0.10-0.30 40s [0.99s) s64 [0.ees]

0.0s-0.10 431 [0.980] 1724l0.99sl

0-0.05 37010.9971 222 l0.99sl
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7.2 Seasonal sea ice stages

The experiments described in Chapters 3-6 were conducted during various stages of the

annual cycle with a particular emphasis on the fall and spring periods. When comparing these

experiments it is useful to consider them in context of a conceptual seasonal progression in

graphical form (Figure 7.1). This schematic provides a conceptual summary of the seasonal

evolution of seasonal sea ice and the typical features that control solar radiation interaction with

the sea ice system. Transitions from one sea ice stage to another are indicated by the vertical

dashed lines denoted by letters 'A'to 'E' (Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1. Schematic overview of the fall freeze-up (up to 'A') and the spring melt periods ('A'
to 'E'). Latge affows indicate irradiances which are readily measured and used to calculate
AOPs. The absorption coefficient (IOP) in the sea ice cover is related to liquid water content and
impurities, and thus typically increases as the melt season progresses. Hence, absorption is
represented by the gray tone in the figure. Scattering is more complicated as it depends on the
surface area of the scatteres (e.g., snow grains, air bubbles, brine pockets.). As brine volumes
increase within sea ice, the scattering coefficient (IOP) will tend to increase; however, the
merger of brine inclusions has the opposite effect and will tend to decrease scattering.
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I presented a study on newly formed ice types during the fall freeze-up period (Chapter

3). The fall period in the Arctic is characterized by diminishing radiation levels and low solar

angles. It is also characterized by high spatial and temporal variability in all sea ice physical

properties and morphology; e.g., ridged, rafted and thermodynamically grown sea ice at various

stages could be observed within relatively small areas (Figure 3.2). By the end of the fall

experiment, it was dark and cold, and the sea ice was covered with an optically thick snow layer.

As such, sea ice conditions were typical for the winter season. The winter season-although

lasting from about November to April-is simply marked by'A'in Figure 7.1 as it is optically

relatively unimportant due to low solar insolation levels and the cold and dry snow cover that

will backscatter most radiation back to the atmosphere.

The experiments described in the other three chapters are situated within the spring

season (Figure 7.1). The early spring ('A'to'B') is marked by the return of solar insolation.

Surface conditions remain essentially unchanged until the high pressure dominated sky

conditions give way to intruding low pressure systems (represented by clouds in Figure 7.1).

Thus at this stage, surface energy balance becomes positive (increases in both incident shortwave

and longwave radiation), which gradually lead towards increased snow and ice temperatures.

Chapter 4 presented in situ irradiance measurements within the bottom layers of landfast sea ice

in Franklin Bay (see Figure 4.1) during early spring. More specifically, the Franklin Bay study

occurred between 22 Aprll and 9 May 2004 during the last phase of the over-wintering portion of

the CASES 2004 experiment. The sea ice thickness had reached its maximum of about 1.8 m and

primary production had been initiated within the bottommost 2-3 cm skeletal layer (as evidenced

by its coloring). During the experiment, ice surface temperatures increased from about -12"C to -

6.4"C. This increase, however, was not enough to cause surface melting and consequently the
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snow cover, and the upper portion of the sea ice, remained cold and dry (Figure 4.5) and the

surface albedo remained high.

However, at some point an intrusion of sufficiently warm southerly air can bring liquid

precipitation. Such a rain event was observed both during the CASES 2004 (arcund24 May; see

Hwang et a|.,2007b) and the Button Bay 2005 experiment (Chapters 5 and 6) and caused surface

melting and a consequent non-reversible decrease in surface albedo. Thus, it coincides with the

melt onset'B' in Figure 7.1. The first rain event in Button Bay occuned on 30 March (YD 89)-

almost two months prior to the melt onset in Franklin Bay the year before. This illustrates the

difference in climate between the two regions (Arctic vs. sub-Arctic). Consequently, by April,

when the program for spectral radiation measurements was initiated, the ice surface was in an

advanced stage of melt and had partitioned into multiple surface types ranging from highly

reflective white ice to absorptive blue ice. The white ice snow cover was transformed throughout

into melt/freeze metamorphosed snow and superimposed ice (Figure 5.3). Note, however, that

the maximum ice thickness in April of 1.5-1.7 m was comparable to the thickness in Franklin

Bay suggesting that wintertime growth conditions were similar in Button Bay to its Arctic

counterpaft up until stage 'A' in Figure 7.1. Therefore, the Button P,ay 2005 experiment was

situated within the period from'B'to'C'in Figure 7.1. This period was characterizedby

diurnally varying insolation levels that together with reduced reflection from the surface caused

daytime melting and nighttime refreezing of the snow pack and upper surface layers.
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7.3 Future directions and recommendations

As mentioned above, predicted trends in the climate (ACLA,2005; IPCC,2007) suggest

the diminishing of perennial ice, and that seasonal sea ice will in the near future become the

dominant ice type in the Arctic. Consequently, surface features, such as frost flowers, which are

related to brine expulsion in new forming ice, will become more important for the overall energy

balance during fall and in winter/early-spring leads. In summeftime sea ice, improvements in the

understanding of melt water percolation and pathways are needed to correctly predict melt rates

and the sea ice mass balance, as well as the evolution of sea ice AOPs. For example, we need to

consider the presence of the highly scattering surface layer, even in the absence of a snow cover,

and the drainage of melt ponds ('D' to 'E'; Figure 7.1) that together contribute to an albedo

increase of such magnitude that it is the difference between existence and non-existence of the

Arctic sea ice cover (Curry et al., 1995; Eicken, 2003). While the surface white ice may

regenerate and reflect significant portions of shorlwave radiation back to the atmosphere, the

general decrease in ice thickness and the presence of open water areas will contribute to

increased absorption within the bottorn ice and the surface layers of the ocean. Consequently,

lateral and bottom melting are likely to become even more important processes in understanding

the sea ice mass balance. Additionally, the transition towards seasonal sea ice has impacts on the

marine food web, starting from ice algae, wliich may receive higher light levels but may not be

able to remain in the ice and thereby loose their stable growth platform (Zeebe et al., 7996;

Lavoie et aL.,2005). Polynya environments (with their thinner ice cover) or the sub-Arctic Seas

(already seasonal ice cover) may serve as good proxies for the future Arctic sea ice environment.

This is a main reason why my thesis has focused on these two types of environments.
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Thus, an imploved representation of meltinglfreezing and related brine/meltwater

dynamics of sea ice is underlined. Primarily, a better understanding of the timing for transitions

between the stages 'B' to 'E' depicted in Figure 7.1 is needed and of the preconditioning

required (weather patterns, forcing, snow distribution on the surface, snow melting and

superimposed ice formation, internal melting of sea ice and permeability, etc.) for melt pond

formation, evolution and their eventual drainage. These processes essentially control the

regional-scale albedo of the sea ice environment and thus the energy balance. An improved

understanding requires long-term, intensive field investigations, similar to, e.g., CASES 2004,

that focus on obtaining time series at preferably one location. Unfortunately, neither during the

CASES 2004 fast ice experiment nor in Button Bay 2005 was it possible-for various reasons-

to extend the duration of the ice camp over to melt pond formation and beyond (i.e., the summer

melt season, 'C' onwards in Figure 7.1). During the mobile (ship-based) porlion of CASES 2004

we, however, obtained an extensive data set on deteriorating summertime sea ice including melt

ponds, but it has not been published to date. A number of studies have, furtherrnore, observed

AOPs for ponded summeftime sea ice in the Arctic (e.g., Grenfell and Maykut,1977; Morassutti

and LeDrew, 1995; Perovich et al., 1998; Hanesiak et al., 200I). Only recently have a few

studies focused on melt water path ways through sea ice (e.g., Eicken et a\.,2004; Vancoppenolle

et a1.,2001, and references therein), however, these studies are only the first steps towards an

improved representation and need support from field observations.

Improvements in the methods used to obtain information on the physical, structural and

biological properlies of sea ice and the snow cover are needed. Existing standard methodology

are problematic especially when attempting to characteúze warm sea ice. For example, while

extracting ice cores, core holes are first flooded with seawater, which may infiltrate the ice cores,
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and then brine is drained from the ice cores when lifted above the water line. This makes it

difficult to asses what the salinity or density in the undisturbed ice cover was. The stress

associated with melting ice samples may, furthermore, cause algae cells to undergo lysis and

light absorbing pigments to degrade (e.g., Garrison and Buck, 1986; Stramski et al., 1990).

Standard crystallographic techniques of preparing thin sections for structure analysis necessitate

tlre ice sample to be cooled from an in situ temperature of above -5oC to a temperature below at

least -15oC (Perovich and Gow, 1996; Eicken et al., 2000; Light et al., 2003) thereby

significantly affecting brine inclusion size, shape and numbers in non-reversible and

unpredictable ways. Freeze-thaw processes result in a snow cover structure that is too complex

for direct application of Mie scattering theory to explain observed AOPs.

The work presented in my thesis, although relying on these standard methods,

consistently point out these methodological deficiencies and uncertainties in estimates of sea ice

and snow physical properties. It appears necessary to develop non- or less invasive techniques to

determine optically important physical state parameters of sea ice. For warm sea ice, arguably

the most critical pararneters to characterize are the brine volume and inclusion structure and

bottom ice algae. Techniques using nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (Eicken et a\.,2000) or

ground penetrating radars (GPR) are promising for characterization of snow and sea ice structure

but still require continued development to be applicable for more than thickness measurements.

The spectral dependence of irradiance transmitted through the snow and sea ice cover can be

used to deduce information on bottom algal biomass and spectral absorption (e.g., Perovich et

al., 1993; Mundy et al., 2007). Promisingly, Mundy et al. (2007) showed, in an extensive time

series examination of transmitted irradiance, that a carefully chosen single irradiance ratio

accounted for up to 89o/o of the total variation in algal biomass within a landfast sea ice cover.
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Furthermore, I showed that absorption spectra at wavelengths over about 700 nm can potentially

be used to indirectly and non-invasively determine the brine volume within sea ice (Chapters 4

and 6). However, a more thorough understanding of these structural-optical relationships is

ultimately hampered by the lack of understanding of the radiation f,reld in the sea ice. Thus,

innovative ways of measuring the angular distribution of radiation, especially near the upper and

lower boundaries, in sea ice are called for. The cunently ongoing Circumpolar Flaw Lead (CFL)

system study, as a part of the International Polar Year (IPY), will provide an excellent

opportunity to address the above mentioned issues.

To fully understand field observations, they need to be corroborated with radiative

transfer modeling. Due to the anisotropic nature of warm sea ice (vertically oriented crystals and

brine inclusions), a geometrical optics approach, utilized using a Monte Carlo-type model, may

be necessary in order to address process such as internal reflection and refraction in addition to

scattering. Such a model is presently being developed by the author. A similar approach may

furthermore be desirable for the treatment of a complex deteriorated snow cover (see, e.g., Zhou

et aL.,2003b; Kaempfer et aL.,2007).

However, the ultimate goal should not be to obtain a perfect understanding of radiative

transfer in a limited one-dimensional environment, but to gain a thorough insight into

climatologically and biologically meaningful processes in the sea ice environment. Detailed

modeling should preferably be used to develop and test structural-optical relationships that relate

to the seasonal progression (such as depicted in Figure 7.1) and to general processes such as sea

ice formation and growth and brine dynamics (desalination, porosity-permeability). These may

then be applied in integrated multi-field sea ice model studies that combine optical, physical,
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structural and biological processes. Broad multi-field studies are essential iri the sea ice

environment because all the above processes are highly interrelated and couple d; a fact that

optical studies quickly reveal. Such models do not yet exist, and the challenge ahead lies in their

developrnent. The key to success in such an endeavor is an improved treatment of brine and melt

water related processes in sea ice and snow. Brine appears to be the constituent in sea ice that

combines nearly all fields of study and makes sea ice special from other materials. Recent

advances in halo-thermodynamic sea ice modeling (Vancoppenolle et a\.,2007) show promise in

predicting sea ice desalination during the melt season. The study by Vancoppenolle et al. (2007)

pointed out the importance of an impermeable layer of superimposed ice in hindering melt water

frompenetrating interiorparts of the ice coverthus maintaining surface meltponds ('C'to'D';

Figure 7.1) and the role of shortwave radiation absorption in eventually triggering flushing and

the drainage of melt ponds ('D' to 'E'). Carrying out investigations with a focus on improving

upon our understanding of these transitions, as illustrated in Figure 7.1, is my main objective in

upcoming research activities as apart of the lPY-funded CFL project.
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